
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplemental 
Consultation 

October 27, 2015 – October 30, 2015 



Department of Agriculture 
635 Capitol Sl NE 

Sakm, OR 973111-2532 

MEMORANDUM 
Date: October 27, 2015 

To: Director Melcher and Commission Members 

From: Lauren Henderson, Assistant Director 
PH (503) 986-4552 

Subject: Wolf delisting in Oregon 

The Oregon Department of Agriculture thanks you for the opportunity to submit 
comments regarding potential delisting of the gray wolf in Oregon. We have been a 
cooperating agency since the first confirmed wolf (B45) came to Eastern Oregon and 
supported the original Oregon wolf plan adopted in 2005. 

ODA supports delisting of wolves for the following reasons. 
• The number of wolves in Oregon has exceeded the minimums identified in 

the plan for recovery. 
• The updated biological status review notes that the five delisting criteria 

have been met, and there is less than a 1 % chance of biological extinction in 
the next 50 years. 

• Wolves occupy only 12.4% of Oregon's suitable wolf habitat. As the wolf 
population expands beyond the currently occupied habitat, it is reasonable to 
expect an increase in numbers. 

We look forward to continuing to work with ODFW to balance Oregon's wolf 
conservation and recovery goals with the needs of Oregon's agriculture and 
livestock industries. We thank you for the opportunity to cooperate and support 
ODFW goals. 



Roxann B Borisch 

From: Adrian Treves <atreves@wisc.edu> 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Wednesday, October 28, 2015 2:24 PM 
odfw.commission@state.or.us; Michelle.1.tate@state.or.us 

comment on OR wolf delisting proposal 
Attachments: Treves_ comment_ 0 R _ wo If_ delis ti ng_pro posa I .pdf; A TTOOOO 1. htm 

Please see the attached pdf for a scientific comment on the Oregon wolf de listing proposal. thank you 

Adrian Treves 
Associate Professor 
Nelson Institute for Environmental Studies 
University of Wisconsin-Madison 
JOA Science Hall, 550 North Park St. 
Madison, WI 53706 
atreves((i)\visc. ed u 
Director of the Carnivore Coexistence Lab 
http ://nelson. wise. ed u/peop I e/treves/ 
Tel: 608-890-1450 
Fax: 608-262-2273 
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28 October 2015 

To the Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission: 

Adrian Treves, PhD 
Associate Professor of Environmental Studies 

Director of the Carnivore Coexistence Lab 
The University of Wisconsin-Madison. 

30A Science Hall, 550 North Park Street 
Madison, WI 53706 
?ciceve~@~i;;£.edu 

The following comments relate to the proposal to delist gray wolves in Oregon, entitled "Updated 
biological status review for the Gray Wolf (Canis lupus) in Oregon and evaluation of criteria to remove 
the Gray Wolf from the List of Endangered Species under the Oregon Endangered Species Act (Oregon 
Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW), October 9, 2015)" hereafter "ODFW Review 2015". 

I have been studying wolf-human interactions for 16 years and ecology generally for >25 years. I've 
published >50 scientific articles on ecology, conservation and human dimensions. My lab group is the 
only one in the world to have measured changes in individual humans' tolerance for wolves over time 
and attitudes under changing policies on lethal management and delisting. We have also studied 
poaching (illegal take) iin several peer-reviewed scientific publications. More information about my lab 

and our work on wolves can be found on our webpage: htw.Jlf.eflli!Y_:_Qf:_L~9_D~~-L~-~-~~~-~/!r_~_y_~_~/. 

My comments address human tolerance for wolves, illegal take, and the public trust. I restrict my 
comment to two points: 

(1) Oregon's delisting criteria have not been met, 
and 

(2) The main threat to wolf population viability is not adequately understood by any state or 
federal agency yet, therefore the expected benefits of delisting are unlikely to manifest and 
the likely costs are not well addressed by current regulatory mechanisms. 

By Oregon law ORS 496.17, state delisting can occur if all of five conditions are met. I address the first 
and fifth here. 

1. The species is not now (and is not likely in the foreseeable future to be) in danger of extinction 
in any significant portion of its range in Oregon or in danger of becoming endangered; and 

5. Existing state or federal programs or regulations are adequate to protect the species and its 
habitat. 

Comment 1. The criteria for state delisting have not been met. 

The phrase "The species is not now ... in danger of extinction in any significant portion of its range in 
Oregon" has two implications. The first relates to historic range and the second to not being 
endangered. 

The historic range of the wolf in Oregon was the entire state (1) as the ODFW Report 2015 correctly 
noted and visible in Appendix A for map of historic range in the U.S. Habitat suitability analyses for 
wolves confirm that prey availability and human-caused mortality are the major factors limiting wolves 
from recolonizing a region, e.g., (2). If one limits the geographic extent considered to be wolf range to 
those areas where people want wolves to live, one opens the door to illegal and otherwise unacceptable 
human-caused mortality determining where wolves can live. The legal and biological flaws in this line of 
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thinking have been described and rejected for federal delisting of the gray wolf (3). In simple terms, the 
ODFW should not define wolf range based on interest group anger or some unquantified social 
acceptance, because that opens the door to a form of extortion by intolerant communities, "We'll kill 
wolves that move here." Threats posed by people are something to combat. 

Instead available range should be defined by the biological capacity of wolves to find what they need to 
reproduce in an area and the acceptable recolonization might be determined by legal standards (see 

below). 

With this biological logic in mind, the gray wolf is currently present in less than 6% of the state's land 
area now (ODFW Review 2015), approximately equivalent to Douglas County, OR. Now imagine if the 3% 
of Oregon's human population in Douglas County were the only ones to benefit from the presence of an 
endangered species (e.g., Washington Ground Squirrel or Lower Columbia River Coho Salmon). Wouldn't 
other counties' residents demand access without extreme efforts? Currently, too few citizens have 
access to the benefits generated by wolves in Oregon, which include aesthetic, ecological, and uses that 
deplete the asset (if that depletion leaves the asset unimpaired). Furthermore, future generations of 

Oregonians have a right to those benefits also. That point is emphasized by the case law upholding the 
public trust doctrine in Oregon. Wildlife belongs to all state citizens by Oregon law as a trust asset 1

. That 

trust obligation limits the allocation of assets such as wildlife to private interests, e.g., livestock 
producers demanding lethal control of wolves (1). That trust obligation also curbs the eagerness of 

administrative agencies to allocate assets, 

"In Morse v. Deportment of State Lands,' the 1979 Oregon Supreme Court remanded the 
director's decision to issue a permit authorizing a fill for an airport runway extension because he 

failed to determine whether the public need for the project outweighed damage to public use of 
trust resources ... " (p. 686, section 6.2) in (4) 

Therefore I recommend the Commission consider all current citizens and the rights of future generations 

for whom the trust is held. 

I recommend that 'a significant portion of range' be interpreted so as to defend against litigation. I 
recommend 'a significant portion of range' be defined as one of the following geographic extents: at 

least one breeding pair in every county or breeding pairs in a majority of counties. 

Furthermore, the current population size of wolves in Oregon "As of July 2015, there were 16 known 
groups or packs of wolves containing a male-female pair (Table 2), and the mid-year minimum 
population (non-pup) was 85 wolves." (ODFW Review 2015). A recent illegal shooting has probably 
lowered that number while emphasizing the role of negligent hunters in illegal take 

(http : LL\N"!"!:itil1€~m~;inlo_u_rQilL_c_QrY\f,tQiYl_n~\N_sj2QJ~/JQ/l~/rrian :SQ()t:ilQtJ:killecj :1>J()lf:<:g~J9-:fil£~: 
charges/74223524/ ). At a population size <85, the addition of a few extra wolf deaths in a year can stop 

1 State v. McGuire, 33 P: 666 (Or: 1883) 
2 Morse, 590 P.2d at 715; After Morse, the Oregon legislature amended the Submerged and Submersible 
Lands Act to require the director to find that the "public need" for the project outweighs harm to public 
rights of navigation, fishery, and recreation. OR. REV. STAT§ 196.825(3) ("The director may issue a 
permit for a project that results in a substantial fill in an estuary for a nonwater dependent use only if the 
project is for a public use and would satisfy a public need that outweighs harm to navigation, fishery and 
recreation and if the proposed fill meets all other criteria ... [in the Act]."). 
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or reverse population growth. As the ODFW Review 2015 noted, wolves are highly susceptible to human 
causes of mortality and many of these mortalities go undetected and unreported (cryptic poaching). The 
ODFW Review 2015 reported illegal take was the leading cause of death among wolves in a small sample 
of recovered mortalities. For a quantitative example from another state, we estimated an average of 

44% {SD 4%) of Wisconsin wolves aged >7.5 months died each year after delisting procedures began and 
the state regained intermittent authority for lethal control (6). The majority of those wolf deaths went 
undetected and nearly half of all deaths were poached wolves. If that pattern applies after delisting in 
Oregon, one should expect 34-41 yearlings and adult wolves to die in the year that follows. Most will 
go undetected. Overcoming such high mortality rates would require higher than average population 
growth seen in the Oregon population (Table 2, ODFW Review 2015). Chronic, undetected, human
caused mortality challenges the success of Oregon's wolf recovery. 

Moreover hopes that delisting or state authority for lethal control will reduce poaching have been 
fostered by a flawed analysis (7), see (1) and (6) for why it is flawed. The actual conclusion should be just 
the opposite, namely delisting and legal culling authority increased poaching in Wisconsin 3

. 

In sum, the Oregon wolf population has not met the first criterion for delisting, whether measured by 
geographic distribution or population size. 

The next comment speaks directly to the fifth requirement that, 11Existing state or federal programs or 

regulations are adequate to protect the species" 

Comment 2. The main threat to wolf population viability is not adequately understood by any state 
or federal agency yet, therefore the expected benefits of delisting are unlikely to manifest and the 
likely costs are not well addressed by current regulatory mechanisms. 

The ODFW correctly identifies the major threat to wolf population viability is human tolerance 
manifested through illegal take (poaching) mainly, "Since human tolerance has been and remains the 
primary limiting factor for wolf survival, building tolerance for this species will require acceptance of the 
Plan's approach to addressing wolf conservation and human conflicts." (p. 3, ODFW Wolf Conservation 
and Management Plan, December 2005 and Updated 2010)" hereafter "ODFW Plan 2010") and same 
sentence on p. 34 of the ODFW Review 2015. One should expect the major threat to a listed species to 
be well understood and abated if delisting will succeed. Unfortunately the threat is neither well 
understood nor abated currently. Our evidence that illegal take has not been abated comes from the 
section above and data on illegal take in the past as well as the likely prospect that illegal take is likely 
to increase as we explain below. The evidence that human tolerance is not well understood by the 
ODFW comes from the ODFW Review 2015 and the ODF Plan 2010. 

The ODFW Plan 2010 and ODFW Review 2015 are not up-to-date on research relating to human 
tolerance for wolves despite 36 instances in which those documents mentioned {/tolerance" or 

"attitude 11
• There are over 100 scientific, peer-reviewed articles on human attitudes to wolves (3), and 

>10 recent studies from the USA address what to expect in human tolerance for wolves after 

intervention or after policies change (3, 8-16). The ODFW Review 2015 does not cite a single one of 
those studies or anything by the leaders in the field, which suggests that the ODFW has not considered 
the scientific evidence for the major threat to Oregon wolves. 

3 Please contact the author for evidence to support this assertion in a report under review. 
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Instead, the ODFW Review 2015 cites wolf biologists who have never collected human dimensions data 
when making a claim about human tolerance, (/There are many references which relate human 

tolerance to successful wolf management (Mech 1995, Bangs et al. 2004, Smith 2013)." Had the ODFW 
reviewed the expert scientific literature rather than biologists' opinions, they would have learned the 

following: 

Public acceptance for lethal control has declined significantly since the 1970s and the public prefers 
non-lethal methods for managing wildlife. Tolerance for carnivores and inclinations to poach them are 
not well predicted by wealth or economic losses but rather by peer networks and social norms that 
foster resistance to authority and anti-establishment actions. Those inclined to poach tend to justify 
their actions by over-estimating how many of their neighbors and associates do so. Tolerance for 
bears declined when messaging was purely negative or concerns hazards posed by wildlife. Tolerance 
for wolves declined after delisting and legalization of lethal management, probably because people 
perceived the government was sending a signal that wolves have less value or illegal take will not be 
enforced. The implementation of lethal control did not raise tolerance for wolves after 8 years and the 
inauguration of public wolf-hunting did not raise tolerance for wolves after one year. Messaging that 
includes a sizeable component of information on benefits is more likely to raise tolerance for 
carnivores than messaging that focuses on costs and risks. 

The available evidence suggests delisting and legalizing or liberalizing lethal control is more likely to 
increase poaching which is the major threat to wolves in the USA than decrease it. 

Despite the latest results described above, the scientific community still does not know enough to abate 
poaching, which we believe is generated by intolerance. Perpetrators of poaching are poorly studied. 
That creates uncertainty about who would poach a wolf, under what conditions, and where. It is widely 
believed that the average human's tolerance in areas inhabited by wolves will predict behaviors that 
harm or help wolf conservation. If that hypothesis is false, concerns with social tolerance are misplaced 

and attention should focus on a few perpetrators and their social networks that promote law-breaking, 
rather than on the general public 

I conclude that state delisting might have costs that the ODFW has not anticipated and is currently ill
equipped to understand let alone abate. 

Furthermore the ODP Plan 2010 is liable to lead to an increase in poorly understood take in the wake of 
delisting. "A delisting decision by the Commission is not expected to significantly affect the management 
of wolves. This is because the Wolf Plan and associated OAR's guide the management of wolves 
regardless of OESA listing status, and a delisting decision would not inherently alter the management 
aspects of the Wolf Plan." (ODFW Review 2015). That is unfortunate because delisting should lead to a 
change in management to reduce legal AND illegal killing and increase messages about the benefits of 
wolves to Oregon ecosystems and citizens. 

Of particular concern is whether the ODFW has correctly described the future costs and benefits of its 
management efforts that affect wolf survival and reproduction. Lethal management raises such 

concerns because there has never been a rigorous scientific experiment to test if killing wolves actually 

prevents future wolf predation on livestock (17-19). 

Also Oregon's state delisting would presumably activate the hunting and trapping of wolves as a "special 
status game mammal" under ORS 496.004 (9). (While the state wolf Plan indicates that controlled take 
of wolves could not occur until wolves enter into Phase Ill, ODFW has publically indicated that the 
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population goals established in the Plan for moving into Phase Ill could be met as early as 2017. The Plan 
also advises that it is expected that wolves will have been delisted by the time Phase Ill management 
regimes and the availability of controlled take of wolves begins. With these guidelines and the timeline 
ODFW has indicated, controlled take of wolves will follow delisting in short order but without scientific 
basis.) The expectation that "controlled take of wolves would be permitted as a management response 
tool to assist ODFW in its wildlife management efforts" presumes public hunting is a useful management 
response. Setting aside private hunters desires to hunt or revenue generation from hunting, what 
conservation purpose does hunting play in a population recovering from extirpation? 

Reviews of this question find little or no benefit of public hunting and trapping for conserving large 
carnivores (20-24). Furthermore, studies of cougars suggest public hunting can exacerbate problems 
with domestic animal owners (25). It may seem obvious that killing a wolf in the act of chasing, biting or 
otherwise attacking livestock will save that animal but the vast majority of lethal management is done 
far from the livestock and long after an attack has occurred. Under such indirect circumstances, lethal 
management is not clearly effective. Consider the unsettled dispute about lethal management of 
Northern Rocky Mountain wolves despite twenty years of lethal management (26, 27). Another concern 
is that the ODFW over-states the problem of livestock depredation in the following quote, "The 
challenges of wolves in areas with livestock are well documented, and wolves prey on domestic animals 

in all parts of the world where the two coexist". This over-states the challenge posed by livestock 
predation because it ignores years of evidence that a minority of wolf packs are involved in domestic 

animal depredations and the geographic locations of such attacks are predictable (14, 28, 29). Moreover 
it ignores the many non-lethal methods that are more effective than lethal control and have not had 
detectable side-effects and counter-productive results such as higher livestock predation. 

I recommend the ODFW pay close attention to research by independent scientists with academic 
freedom (not USDA-WS which has a financial conflict of interest and not hunter interest groups for the 
same reason) who have reviewed the evidence on whether killing wolves - either through public 
hunting or by USDA-WS contract - will prevent livestock predation. Otherwise, and until the scientific 
community finds consensus on this evaluation, any such killing authorized and condoned by ODFW is not 
based on best science. Indeed it is being conducted in the absence of scientific justification and may be 
in violation of the public trust duties of the state, as mentioned previously. 

In conclusion, I find (1) Oregon's delisting criteria have not been met, and (2) The main threat to wolf 
population viability is not adequately understood by any state or federal agency yet, therefore the 
expected benefits of delisting are unlikely to manifest and the likely costs are not well addressed by 
current regulatory mechanisms. 

Thank you for reading my comments. 

Adrian Treves, PhD 

Associate Professor and Director of the Carnivore Coexistence Lab at the Nelson lnstitue for 

Environmental Studies of the University of Wisconsin-Madison. 30A Science Hall, 550 North Park Street, 
Madison, WI 53706, a_tc~-v~s@~isc,_e_d_u 
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Appendix A. 

Blue area is the historic range of the gray wolf in the conterminous United States. Hatched gray areas 
are the current range of breeding pairs of wolves as of 2013. The dark polygons show relative human 
population density (1). 

People I km2 

• 229 and greater 
Doto 229 

Wolves' historic range 
moccupied range 
IE Unoccupied historic range 

1. A. Treves et al., Predators and the public trust. Biological Reviews, (2015). 
2. D. J. Mladenoff, R. G. Haight, T. A. Sickley, A. P. Wydeven, Causes and implications of species 

restoration in altered ecosystems. Bioscience 47, 21-31. (1997). 
3. J. T. Bruskotter, J. A. Vucetich, S. Enzler, A. Treves, M. P. Nelson, Removing protections for 

wolves and the future of the U.S. Endangered Species Act (1973) Conservation Letters 7, 401-407 
(2013). 

4. M. C. Blumm et al., The Public Trust Doctrine in Forty-Five States (March 18, 2014). Lewis & 

C!ork Low School Legal Studies Research Paper, (2014); published on line EpubMarch 18, 2014 ( 
5. A. P. Wydeven et al., in Recovery of Gray Wolves in the Great Lakes Region of the United States: 

an Endangered Species Success Story, A. P. Wydeven, T. R. Van Deelen, E. J. Heske, Eds. 
(Springer, New York, 2009), pp. 87-106. 

6. A. Treves, J. A. Langenberg, J. V. Lopez-Bao, M. F. Rabenhorst, Gray wolf mortality patterns in 
Wisconsin from 1979-2012. J. Mammal., (in review). 

7. E. R. Olson et al., Pendulum swings in wolf management led to conflict, illegal kills, and a 
legislated wolf hunt. Conservation Letters, (2014). 

8. C. Browne-Nunez, A. Treves, D. Macfarland, Z. Voyles, C. Turng, Evaluating the potential for 
legalized lethal control of wolves to reduce illegal take: A mixed-methods examination of 
attitudes and behavioral inclinations. Biol. Conserv. 189, 59-71 (2015). 
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9. J. T. Bruskotter, R. S. Wilson, Determining where the wild things will be: using psychological 
theory to find tolerance for large carnivores. Conservation Letters 7, 158-165 (2014). 

10. J. Hogberg, A. Treves, B. Shaw, L. Naughton-Treves, Changes in attitudes toward wolves before 

and after an inaugural public hunting and trapping season: early evidence from Wisconsin's wolf 
range. Environ. Conserv. doi 10.1017/5037689291500017X, (2015). 

11. L. Naughton-Treves, R. Grossberg, A. Treves, Paying for tolerance: The impact of livestock 
depredation and compensation payments on rural citizens' attitudes toward wolves. Conserv. 
Biol. 17, 1500-1511. (2003). 

12. K. Slagle, R. Zajac, J. Bruskotter, R. Wilson, S. Prange, Building tolerance for bears: A 
communications experiment. The Journal of Wildlife Management 77, 863-869. (2013). 

13. K. M. Slagle, J. T. Bruskotter, A. S. Singh, R. H. Schmid, Attitudes toward predator control in the 
United States: 1995 and 2014. J. Momma!., (in press}. 

14. A. Treves, K. A. Martin, A. P. Wydeven, J. E. Wiedenhoeft, Forecasting Environmental Hazards 
and the Application of Risk Maps to Predator Attacks on Livestock. Bioscience 61, 451-458 
(2011}. 

15. A. Treves, L. Naughton-Treves, V. S. Shelley, Longitudinal analysis of attitudes toward wolves. 
Conserv. Biol. 27, 315-323 (2013). 

16. A. Treves, J. T. Bruskotter, Tolerance for predatory wildlife. Science 344, 476-477 (2014). 
17. A. Treves, L. Naughton-Treves, in People and Wildlife, Conflict or Coexistence?, R. Woodroffe, S. 

Thirgood, A. Rabinowitz, Eds. (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, UK, 2005), pp. 86-106. 
18. A. Treves, J. A. Vucetich, M. Rabenhorst, A. Corman, "An evaluation of localized wolf control 

efforts to prevent subsequent livestock depredation in Michigan," Natural Resources Report No. 
2013-4 (Littel River Band of Ottawa Indians, 2013)). 

19. A. Treves, M. Krofel, J. McManus, Preventing carnivore predation on livestock need not be a 
shot in the dark. (in review}. 

20. I. Herlinda! et of., Does recreational hunting of lynx reduce depredation losses of domestic 
sheep? J. Wild/. Manage. 69, 1034-1042 (2005}. 

21. M. E. Obbard et al., Relationships among food availability, harvest, and human-bear conflict at 
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22. M. Krofel, R. Cerne, K. Jerina, Effectiveness of wolf (Canis lupus} culling as a measure to reduce 
livestock depredations. Zbornik gozdarstva in /esorstva 95, 11-22 (2011}. 

23. A. Treves, Hunting to conserve large carnivores. J. Appl. Ecol. 46, 1350-1356 (2009). 
24. J. Vucetich, M. P. Nelson, in Political Science, Comparative Politics, Political Theory. (Oxford 

Handbooks Online, Oxford, UK, 2014). 
25. K. Peebles, R. B. Wielgus, B. T. Maletzke, M. E. Swanson, Effects of Remedial Sport Hunting on 

Cougar Complaints and Livestock Depredations. PLoS ONE 8, e79713 (2013}. 

26. E. H. Bradley et al., Effects of Wolf Removal on Livestock Depredation Recurrence and Wolf 
Recovery in Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming. J. Wild/. Manage. DOI: 10.1002/jwmg.948, (2015}. 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Carlos Carroll <carlos@klamathconservation.org> 
Wednesday, October 28, 2015 2:31 PM 
Russ.L.Morgan@state.or.us 
Odfw.commission@state.or.us; Michelle.l.tate@state.or.us 
Peer review comments on wolf status review 
Scientific peer review of Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife Review of the 
Biological Status of the Gray Wolf.pdf 

Thank you for your invitation to submit comments on the updated Department of Fish and Wildlife Review of the 

Biological Status of the Gray Wolf of October 9, 2015. Please find attached my peer review comments on this document. 

Sincerely, 

Carlos Carroll, 

Klamath Center for Conservation Research, 

e-mail: ca rlos@klamathconservatio11.org 

From: Russ Morgan <Russ.L.Morgan@state.or.us> 
Date: Wednesday, October 14, 2015 10:11 AM 
To: <undisclosed-recipients:;> 
Subject: Wolf Delisting in Oregon 

Dear Constituent: 

On November 9, 2015 the Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission will meet in Salem to consider the status of gray wolves 
under the Oregon Endangered Species Act (OESA). Specifically, the Commission will determine if sufficient information 
exists to justify delisting the wolf from the Oregon List of Endangered Species and in making this determination the 
Commission will review the best available scientific information and other data to determine if the criteria set forth in 
the OESA have been met. In an effort to consult with agencies, organizations, local governments, tribes, other states, 
and interested persons, we invite you to review the October 9, 2015 updated biological status review document at the 
following link: 

http://www.dfw.state.or.us/ agency/ commission/mi nutes/15/10 october /Ex%20D Attach ment%202 Status%20Review 
%20for%20Gray%20Wolf.pdf. 

We are interested in any information, materials, or input which is related to the biological status review 
document. Please submit any comments and materials by October 30, 2015 to the address or email below or by simply 
replying to this email. 
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Thank you, 

Russ 

Russ Morgan 

Wolf Program Coordinator 

Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife 

107 20th Street 

La Grande, OR 97850 

541-963-2138 

Carlos Carroll, Ph.D. 
Klamath Center for Conservation Research 
PO Box 104 
Orleans, CA 95556 
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Via email to: 

Russ Morgan 

Wolf Program Coordinator 

Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife 

107 20th Street 

La Grande, OR 97850 

October 28, 2015 

Scientific peer review comments on Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife Review of the Biological 

Status of the Gray Wolf 

Thank you for your invitation to submit comments on the updated biological status review document of 

October 9, 2015. My research as a wildlife ecologist with the Klamath Center for Conservation Research 

in Orleans, California, has focused on habitat, viability, and connectivity modeling for a diverse group of 

threatened and endangered species ranging from large carnivores to rare and endemic plant species. I 

have also served on the Science and Planning Subgroup of the Mexican Wolf Recovery Team. I welcome 

the opportunity to use this expertise to evaluate the document. 

Firstly, I wanted to commend the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) for its work over the 

past decade to advance wolf recovery in Oregon, and specifically on the work that went in to 

preparation of the biological status review document. On the whole, the document is well-written, 

factual, and informative. However, there are several areas where the document could be improved to 

better reflect current science. Although the document states that a change in status (delisting) of 

Oregon wolf populations will have little practical short-term effect on management of the species in the 

state, it is nonetheless important that any status determination reflect best available science. 

The population viability analysis (PVA) completed by ODFW to support the status report provides 

relevant information concerning some factors effecting population status. The PVA results support the 

intuitive conclusion that the relatively high reproductive rate shown in many colonizing wolf populations 

1 
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make them fairly resilient to extirpation in the short term in the absence of high human-associated 

mortality rate (such as from hunting or lethal control programs). This conclusion can be drawn from 

simple deterministic PVA models. The PVA associated with this status review expands on this conclusion 

by using a stochastic individual-based model to evaluate factors (such as disease outbreaks or other 

chance events) that may threaten small populations, even if these populations on the whole show 

positive population growth. However, I have two areas of concern with the PVA, and with the resulting 

conclusion as to the resilience of the current Oregon wolf population: 

1) the manner in which stochastic factors are parameterized in the PVA is overly optimistic; 

2) the PVA does not incorporate the effects of small population size and isolation on genetic 

threats to population viability. Instead the status review relies on a brief qualitative discussion 

which does not accurately represent what is currently known about genetic threats to small wolf 

populations. 

Treatment of stochastic factors 

The ODFW PVA incorporates stochastic factors such as disease outbreaks or prey decline in two ways 

(PVA p 14): 

1) An effect on reproduction via a 5% chance per pack of reproductive failure in any year. 

Importantly, these reproductive failures were not correlated between packs, so population-level 

reproductive output did not experience /(bad years". 

2) An effect on population-level survival where survival was reduced by 25% on average once in 

100 years. 

The PVA does not document the source of these parameter estimates, but they appear highly optimistic 

when compared to data from well-studied wolf populations such as in the Yellowstone region. In terms 

of stochastic factors affecting reproduction, effects of disease outbreaks on fecundity (considered 

broadly to include pup survival) are often correlated between packs in a population, which increase the 

effect of this factor on viability. Additionally, the ODFW PVA's mean interval of 100 years between 

catastrophes likely underestimates the frequency of events impacting population-level survival rates. If 
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only rare "catastrophic" events are considered, then a 25% decrement likely underestimates the effect 

of such an event on survival. In contrast to the parameters used in the ODFW PVA, Alm berg et al. 2010 

concluded based on data for the Yellowstone region that "wolf managers in the region should expect 

periodic but unpredictable CDV-related population declines as often as every 2-5 years". 

Treatment of genetic issues associated with population size and isolation 

Recent wolf PVAs (e.g., Carroll et al. 2013) have explicitly incorporated the effects of genetic factors on 

population viability. In contrast, the ODFW PVA omits quantitative consideration of genetic factors, 

which may cause its results to be overly optimistic. The status review relies on statements such as "In 

context of a larger meta-population, Oregon's wolf population is neither small, nor isolated" (p 20). This 

statement is so general as to be uninformative. Wolves were historically present throughout their 

range in the lower 48 states as a largely continuous population with some degree of genetic isolation by 

distance (Vonholdt et al. 2011). The current Oregon wolf population is small and relatively isolated when 

compared to historic conditions, and thus genetic factors are of potential concern. This is true even 

when Oregon's wolves are considered in a meta population context. The fact that wolves are good 

dispersers even in the current landscape may reduce genetic effects associated with small population 

size but will not eliminate these effects. 

The review implicitly assumes that wolf populations in other states within the metapopulation will 

remain at their current size and continue to be a robust source of dispersing individuals. For example, on 

page 18, the document states "We contend that high levels of genetic diversity in Oregon wolves will be 

maintained through connectivity to the larger NRM wolf population." However, one cannot assume that 

populations in adjacent states will remain at current levels. The Idaho wolf population could potentially 

be reduced fivefold from its recent peak level, to a minimum of 150 wolves, under current state 

management regulations. Any such reduction would reduce dispersal into Oregon below that evident in 

the last decade. Additionally, if, in the longer term, hunting is permitted after de listing of Oregon 

wolves, this increased human-caused mortality, even if sustainable from a demographic perspective, 

would be expected to reduce immigration from the NRM population. 
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More generally, the document's statement (p 17) that "Small populations of wolves are unlikely to be 

threatened by low genetic diversity" is not consistent with the latest research on small wolf populations. 

For example, the wolf population in Isle Royale National Park has long been used as an example ofthe 

ability of a small, isolated wolf population to persist. However, recent developments have demonstrated 

the high risks associated with genetic inbreeding in this population (Raikkonen et al. 2009), which as of 

early 2015 had dwindled to 3 individuals (Vucetich and Peterson 2015). Similarly, the Finnish wolf 

population has decreased in size in recent years to the point where it has become genetically 

depauperate (Jansson et al. 2012). 

Given these potential risks, a precautionary management approach is appropriate in order to avoid 

undermining the progress to date in recovering Oregon's wolf populations. Management of wolves in 

the Eastern Wolf Management Zone (WMZ) should ensure that the rate of dispersal to western Oregon 

during the period in which the western population is still being established is not reduced, so that wolf 

populations in the Western WMZ can be founded with the broadest sample of genetic representation 

from the larger meta population, in order to avoid future genetic problems. Continued frequent dispersal 

into the Western WMZ will also facilitate the establishment of wolf populations is all "significant 

portions of range" in western Oregon where habitat remains suitable for wolves. 

Sincerely, 

Carlos Carroll, 

Klamath Center for Conservation Research, 

e-mail: carlos@klamathconservation.org 
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To the Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission: 

This comment concerns the document "Updated biological status review for the 

Gray Wolf (Canis lupus) in Oregon and evaluation of criteria to rcn1ove the Gray 

Wolf from the List of Endangered Species under the Oregon Endangered Species 

Act (Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW), October 9, 2015)" in 

particular to the Appendix B "Assessment of Population Viability of Wolves in 

Oregon" hereafter termed "the PV A". 

My name is Guillaume Chapron, lam Associate Professor in quantitative ecology 

at the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences and my research focuses on 

large carnivore conservation and n1anagement, with a particular emphasis on 

modeling and viability analysis. I have more than a decade of experience in this 

field and my research has been published in the top U.S. and international peer

reviewed scientific journals (see e.g. Chapron et al. 2014. Science 346 (6216): 

1517-1519, Bauer, Chapron et al. 2015. PNAS. 10.1073/pnas.1500664112 ). 

I submit this comment to help the commission in meeting the requirement outlined 

in OR ESA that listing decisions be based on "docu1nented and verifiable science". 

My first comment is to congratulate ODFW for providing details on the PY A and 

sharing the R source code of the PV A. Such openness and transparency are not so 

common among agencies and deserve to be praised, as they open up for the 

possibility of constructive criticism. My comn1ents are the following: 

1) The PV A is not statistically correct. 

A PV A typically functions by running multiple stochastic (i.e. random) trajectories 

of a simulated population and counting the resulting number of extinct trajectories. 

For example, if one would simulate 1000 trajectories and obtain 137 extinct 

trajectories among these 1000, the extinction probability would be 13. 7%. A 

critical part of a viability model is therefore how stochastic processes are modeled. 

I have reviewed the source code of the PV A written in the R language and the way 

stochasticity is modeled is not correct. Taking the example of survival events, 

stochasticity is modeled by generating a random number from a uniform 
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distribution between 0 and 1 (as I understand it, this amounts to demographic 

stochasticity), and then comparing that number with another number. This latter 

nun1ber is randomly generated from a uniform distribution with parameters (mean

SD, mean+SD) and, as I understand it, this amounts to environmental stochasticity. 

This approach is fundamentally wrong for two reasons. First, the breadth of the 
latter distribution is restrained and values lower than mean-SD and larger than 

mean+SD are by default impossible (which roughly means 32% of all possible 

values, see the "68-95-99.7 rule", noting that excluding the lowest values will 

have the most severe impact on extinction risk). Second, all values arc equally 

likely, which is typically not the case when cstin1ating parameters from field data 
as one gets a normal (or bell-shaped) parameter distribution. The PVA therefore 

restricts possibilities of extinction and adds noise in parameters that could be more 

informative. The proper way to model environ1nental and demographic 
stochasticity for survival is by using a beta-binomial mixture where beta distributed 

values (with shape parameters obtained through the method of moments with mean 

and SD) are randomly generated to serve as parameters of the binomial 
distribution. 

The same problem is also present for litter size, where the PV A uses a uniform 

distribution between 2 and 8. This means that litter sizes of 1 are impossible and 

that litter sizes of e.g. 2, 3, 4, etc till 8 arc all equally likely. This approach is 

simply inconsistent with wolf biology. One could use a Gamma-Poisson nlixture to 

generate stochastic integer numbers with some environmental stochasticity. 

Environmental stochasticity in the PV A is in practice implemented by sampling a 
vector with stride of 0.01 or 0.001. However I noticed the stride was different 

between enviromnental (0.00 I) and demographic (0.0 I) stochasticity for poaching 

and this is also not correct. 

Finally, because the model has a quite a few parameters, I believe that running 100 
trajectories is not enough to get informative and converging estimates of extinction 

risk and 1000 trajectories would have been a minimum. I consider the points raised 

in this section justify the rejection of the PV A without further consideration. 

2) The PVA is not properly validated. 

Calibrating and validating a complex Individual Based Model is important but can 

also be challenging. For the OR wolf PY A this seems to have been done by 

comparing simulations with a time series of 5 years. I do not believe this is 

statistically rigorous. Modern algorithms such as Approximate Bayesian 

Computation with prior-posterior inference or Pattern Oriented Modeling would be 

more suitable here. Note that the PY A has probably quite a few weakly identifiable 
parameters (pairs of different parameter values giving the same model fit). 

Importantly, it is not because the model was published in a peer-reviewed journal 

that this implies the model is validated or correct (see previous point showing it is 

not) and I recommend the OR wolf PY A and its R source code be peer-reviewed in 
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an open and transparent process. Finally, I would like to point to the fact that the 
initial population is randomly assigned across age and social classes, which 
suggests the population did not start at an asymptotic stage, and early oscillations 
of the population stn1cture may have affected simulations and the results of the 
sensitivity analysis. 

3) The PV A does not use realistic parameter values or scenarios. 

The PV A is parameterized with a very low poaching rate. This is not in line with 
what has been found in other wolf or large carnivore populations. Using a 
hierarchical Bayesian state-space model I have found that half the mortality of 
wolves in Sweden was due to poaching and that two third of poaching was not 
observed (Liberg, Chapron, et al. 2015. Proceedings of the Royal Society B 279 
(1730): 910-915). There has been several documented cases of illegal take in OR 
and the total number is likely higher as illegal activities are typically under
reported. The PV A also assumes that survival rates were not influenced by social 
status of the animal but I question whether this is realistic as son1e social classes 
are exposed to higher mortality risks by being more active in hunting large prey. 

A critical assumption of the PV A is that the past is a proper representation of the 
future, in particular regarding human induced mortality rates. However, the PV A in 
this case is actually being used to make a decision making the future different from 
the past (delisting). Therefore, justifying delisting based on a PVA assuming that 
parameters will remain constant for the next 50 years is inadequate as parameters 
arc likely to change as soon as and if delisting happens-especially if the state 
moves to initiate legal hunting and/or trapping of wolves. Indeed, the PV A actually 
documents the effect of such changes and finds that the probability of conservation 
failure dramatically increases with legal mortality. A proper interpretation of the 
actual PV A results would actually support not dclisting the wolves in OR. 

Another critical assumption in the PV A is the annual immigration of 3 wolves in 
OR. This raises two questions. First, a population is generally considered as viable 
when considered as a stand-alone population and not through the regular addition 
of individuals. Second, the persistence of this flow of immigrants is doubtful as, for 
example, adjacent states are attempting to dramatically reduce their wolf 
populations. 

4) A PV A is not the appropriate tool. 

The PV A completely ignores long-term viability and the ability of OR wolves to 
adapt to future environmental change. However, there is a substantial amount of 
literature of the need for populations to have a genetically effective population size 
of at least Ne~500 to be considered as genetically viable and a large number of 
viability analyses in the conservation literature have used a package called 
VORTEX to include genetics aspects in viability estimates. It is unfortunate the 
PV A ignores such aspects and this precludes using the PV A to reach conclusions 
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on the long-term viability of OR wolves and hence 1neet the requirement of OR 

ESA. 

Worth noting is that under no possibility could a population of -85 individuals be 
considered as not warranting listing under the IUCN Red List, which is a globally 
recognized authority in assessing species extinction risks. Similarly, the Mexican 
wolf population is today larger than the OR wolf one but is not at all considered as 
recovered by Federal authorities. There appears to be little substance for ODFW to 
consider a population of -85 wolves as being recovered. 

ODFW finds that the wolf is not now (and is not likely in the foreseeable futnre to 
be) in danger of extinction throughout any significant portion of its range in 
Oregon. However, ODFW makes this statement by implicitly removing "any 
significant portion of its range", as only the outcome of a non-spatial PVA is 
considered sufficient. The reality is that the wolf is past being in danger of 
extinction throughout many significant portions of its range in OR because it 
occupies only 12o/o of its suitable habitat (so is extinct in 88% of its suitable 
habitat). The interpretation of this section of OR ESA by ODFW is an illegitimate 
interpretation that implies the suitable habitat where the species has become extinct 
is no longer considered as part of the species range and included in recovery 
targets. This interpretation also runs contrary to recent scientific literature on 

significant portion of range. 

Finally, there has been an impressive amount of research on the ecological role 
wolves can play in shaping ecosystems and the report by ODFW does not consider 
fulfilling this role as a criteria for delisting. 

Based on the points raised above, I conclude that the PV A does not provide support 
for delisting wolves in OR. 

Yours sincerely 

Guillaume Chapron, PhD, Associate Professor 

Grimso Wildlife Research Station 
Swedish University of Agricultnral Sciences 

SE - 73091 Riddarhyttan, Sweden 

Email: guillawne.chapron@slu.sc 
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Northwest Office 

1402 Third Avenue, Suite 930 I Seattle, Washington 98101 I 
tel 06_508.5474 
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October 29, 2015 

The Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife Commission 

4034 Fairview Industrial Drive SE 

Salem, OR 97302 

Phone (503) 947-6000 

odfw.comments@state.or.us 

Re: "Comments on Oregon Wolf Delisting l)roposal" 

Attention: The honorable Chair Michael Finley and ODFW commission members, 

I'm writing today to express Defenders of Wildlife's concern regarding the proposed delisting of 
'\volves in Oregon currently under consideration. 

Defenders of Wildlife (Defenders) is a national non-profit membership organization dedicated to 
the protection of all native animals and plants in their natural conununities. W'e have more than 1.1 
million members and supporters nationwide and over 16,000 members and supporters in Oregon 
today. 11ounded in 1947, Defenders of Wildlife is one of the country's leaders in science-based, 
results-oriented '\vildlife conservation. \Xie stand out in our commitment to protecting and restoring 
America's native wildlife, safeguarding habitat, resolving conflicts, and educating the public. 

Defenders has played an active role in the reintroduction of wolves to the Northern Rockies and 
has also been highly active in Oregon wolf restoration including: sponsoring the first Oregon wolf 
management planning workshop in 1999; serving as a member of the initial state wolf management 
plan committee in 2005; privately funding compensation to livestock operators for livestock losses 
due to wolves until 2011; and helping Oregon establish its own statewide compensation and 
coexistence program. We have assisted the Oregon Department of Fish and \Vildlife 
(Department) with nonlethal training workshops, provided livestock depredation deterrent funding 
and equip1ncnt, and together cosponsored the first wolf coexistence range rider project in the state. 
This summer, we worked with the Department to help reduce sheep and wolf conflicts and 
provided the Department with Foxlights, a new deterrent that we brought to the region from 
Australia wildlife and livestock managers. These Foxlights are credited with successfully 
minimizing losses of sheep to '\volves in the conflict area this grazing season. 

National Headquarters I 113017th Street, N.\\l I Washington, D.C. 20036 4604 I tel 202.682_9400 I ,Yww.defenders.org 
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Defenders recognizes the Department's strong track record on wolf management and readily 
ackno"\vledge that the Department's ""\volf management team is comprised of courageous, dedicated 
wildlife professionals. 'lhe Department's trust in their excellent staff and adherence to science and 
regulations as well as its steadfast commitment to addressing conflicts fairly and transparently has 
led to the public's greater trust in the agency itself. The Department has demonstrated that wolf 
management can be done effectively vlith a strong emphasis on nonlethal and proactive measures 
to prevent conflicts or greatly minimize them. You have every reason to be proud of these 
achievements. 

We greatly appreciate the opportunity to participate in this public comment period and to submit 
our comments for consideration. 

Defenders of Wildlife Summary of Comments and Concerns 

The Oregon Wolf Conservation and Management Plan calls for initiating consideration of statewide 
wolf delisting under the state Endangered Species J\ct when Oregon reaches the conservation 
objective of four breeding pairs for three consecutive years in eastern Oregon. At the end of2014, 
the minimum Oregon wolf population was estimated at 81 wolves statewide. Tbis included 9 
breeding pairs but only 4 of which had bred three consecutive years - the minimum required to 
initiate consideration of delisting. In addition, 6 new groups of wolves were documented in January 
2015, and of these, 5 are known to be male-female pairs. Since that time, some wolves have been 
killed or have died of uncertain cause of death and some packs have produced pups. Wbilc the 
overall trajectory is steady growth of the population, the wolf population is still very small and 
tenuous in comparison to the more than 6,000 mountain lions, 25,000 black bears, 40,000 coyotes, 
70,000 elk and 200,000 deer statewide. Wbile these common species are not threatened or 
endangered, also consider that there are thousands of\'\! ashington Ground Squirrels in Oregon, 
which are listed currently as endangered. No other species has been removed from the state's 
endangered species list with a population of fewer than 100 individuals statewide or when they are 
absent from a significant portion of their range. 'foday, wolves in the state are almost exclusively 
confined to the Northeast portion, making this population still bighlyvulnerable. 

The Corrunission has a responsibility to ensure that wolves are restored to significant portions of 
its native range in Oregon. Instead of delisting wolves before Phase 3 is reached, Defenders 
feels it is time to consider downlisting the species from endangered to threatened. 'l'bis 
would enable wolves to continue vital state protections they need, while simultaneously 
recognizing the progress the state has made to recover \Volves. 

'!'here arc sound scientific reasons to consider downlisting or postponing delis ting wolves in 
Oregon. Some variables have changed since the Oregon \Xlolf Conservation and I\{anagement Plan 
was adopted and revised: 
1) US Fish and Wildlife Service has proposed national wolf delisting, which includes the state of 

Oregon. The wolf plan identifies that as long as the wolf remains federally listed in Oregon as 
endangered, federal law may preempt provisions of this Plan (and associated administrative 
rules) that authorize harassment or take of wolves. However, this national delisting may soon 
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re1nove all federal protection from wolves across the state leaving only state regulatory 
mechanisms to define wolf protection in Oregon. 

2) There has been an increase in documented wolf mortality in northeastern Oregon including the 
recent mysterious cause of concurrent deaths of the Sled Springs alpha pair within 50 yards of 
each other in late August. 'Ihis undermines breeding production in the state's current core \volf 
range but even more concerning is there is no known cause of death yet that would explain this 
mortality. Is there a new disease or greater illegal killing threat to wolves in this core wolf range 
than was earlier thought to exist? 

3) There are fewer wolves in Idaho today than in 2005 when the Oregon wolf management 
plan was written or 2010 when it was revised. Both versions assumed connectivity with the 
Idaho wolf population for dispersing wolves but if the trend in Idaho continues, far fewer 
wolves will be able to disperse to Oregon leaving the population more isolated than 
originally estimated. However, the March 31, 2015 Oregon WolfBiological Assessment 
Review states "Genetic sampling of captured Oregon wolves (ODFW, unpublished data) 
confirms genetic relatedness to the Idaho subpopulation of wolves, further indicating a 
biological connection between the two states. Because of this, our population analysis 
includes parameters for immigration and emigration and assumes that both will continue." 
That assumption may no longer be valid and analysis should be made based on reduced 
wolf dispersal from Idaho. Dismissing the threat of genetic isolation seems premature at the 
current population level and political landscape. As referenced in the Scientific peer review 
comments on Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife Review of the Biological Status of 
the Gray Wolfsubmitted by Carlos Carroll, Klamath Center for Conservation Research, 
Oregon's wolves are still at risk of becoming genetically isolated if Idaho's hunting and 
trapping regime reduces immigration from the NRM population." And should Oregon wolves 
become isolated genetically, there are no automatic provisions in the current wolf 
management plan for relisting of the species under the state ESA. 

\Xlhile we respect the Department's need to evaluate v..rhat level of protection is warranted as 
wolves continue to recover in Oregon, we are concerned that moving too quickly to eliminate 
Oregon ESA protection could reverse the positive trends in restoration and recolonization 
underway in Oregon. For example, state ESA protected species have greater protection from illegal 
killing than those species that are not listed. Beyond this, the Oregon Wolf Management Plan was 
due for public review starting October 1, 2015. Eliminating ESA protections for wolves statewide 
before the Department adopts a new plan or formally extends the 2010 plan means that wolves 
could be delisted without an adequate regulatory mechanism in place. We request, at a 
minimum, the Commission to complete a full review or to formally extend the 2010 plan for 
another five year period before removing wolves from the Oregon state ESA list. 

Under ORS 496.182(1), it is the Commission's responsibility to "manage the species and their 
habitats so that the status of the species improves to a point where listing is no longer necessary. 
\V'hile \Ve believe that wolves 1nay not be in danger of extinction in the northeastern portion of the 
state wolf range, they are also just beginning to return to other parts of their state that constitute 
their greater significant range. Under subsection (3)(b) or (4)(b) of this rule, and OAR 635-100-
0111 (Reclassifying Species) and OAR 635-100-0112 (Removing Species from the State List), 
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regarding the range of the species, the Commission shall consider: (a) The total geographic area in 
this state used by the species for breeding, resting or foraging and the portion thereof in which the 
species is or is likely within the foreseeable future to become in danger of extinction; (b) The 
nature of the species' habitat, including any unique or distinctive characteristics of the habitat the 
species uses for breeding, resting or foraging; and (c) The extent to which the species habitually 
uses the geographic area. (6) In addition to the criteria set forth in sections (3) and ( 4) of this rule, 
in listing (or delis ting) a wildlife species as endangered or threatened, the Commission shall 
determine that the natural reproductive potential of the species is in danger of failure due to 
limited population numbers, disease, predation or other natural or human actions affecting its 
continued existence and, to the extent possible, assess the relative impact of human actions. 

Much of the recent success of wolf dispersal to the south and west regions of the state has been 
directly due to Oregon's emphasis on nonlethal wolf and livestock management. If wolves are 
delisted and this emphasis reduced, it will impact the wolf's ability to disperse to these significant 
portions of range. As seen, improperly managed conflicts with livestock represent the single 
greatest challenge to wolf conservation. J\nd if wolf and livestock conflicts arc not well managed, 
as frequently seen elsewhere, wolves pay a heavy toll through lethal control and illegal killing. 

'fhe Department's proactive and effective wolf management model has led to the steady recovery 
of the species. And the success of your efforts is demonstrated by the fact that Oregon has 
maintained fewer livestock losses to wolves than any state with an equal or larger wolf 
population. As we have expressed before, we are concerned that delisting could stop or slow wolf 
recovery in Oregon if certain vital protections are not maintained. 'l'hcsc protections specifically 
include primary nonlethal approaches to managing wolves and livestock on public lands, working 
-with lando"\vners to reduce attractants on private lands, and promoting awareness of the tools and 
methods that allow wolves and people to coexist. The Commission has the ultimate responsibility 
to ensure that wolves are restored to significant portions of its native range in Oregon. Moving 
too quickly to eliminate Oregon ESA protection could reverse the positive trends in restoration 
and recolonization underway in Oregon. 

Conclusion 

Defenders of Wildlife requests the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife Commission to: 

1) Defer any delisting of wolves until after the 2010 Oregon Wolf Conservation and 
Management Plan has been updated or formally extended as the regulatory mechanism for 
wol•.Tes state"\vide. 

2) Maintain ESA protection for wolves until Phase 3 goals are reached. If there are changes 
made to the status of wolves, downlist rather than delist wolves from the state endangered 
species list. 

3) Maintain a strong emphasis on proactive, nonlethal wolf management and livestock 
protection efforts to encourage wolf recovery statewide and reduce conflicts with the 
livestock industry. 
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We appreciate the opportunity to submit our comments on the Oregon WolfDelisting Proposal 
and look forward to working with the Department to support the successful restoration and 
conservation of wolves. 

Respectfully yours, 

Suzanne Asha Stone 
Northern Rockies Senior Representative 
Defenders of Wildlife 
P.O. Box 773 
Boise, Idaho 83 701 
Ph: 208-424-9385 
Email: Sstone@defenders.org 

Background 

The 2010 Oregon Wolf Plan calls for initiating consideration of statewide wolf delisting under the 

state Endangered Species Act when Oregon reaches the conservation objective of four breeding 

pairs for three consecutive years in eastern Oregon. A breeding pair is a male and a female that 

have produced at least 2 pups surviving to Dec 31. This milestone was met in Jan 2015 according 

to the Department's wolf management team. On March 31, 2015, Department wolf management 

staff presented a "Biological status review for the Gray Wolf (Canis lupus) in Oregon and 

evaluation of criteria to remove the Gray Wolf from the List of Endangered Species under the 

Oregon Endangered Species Act." The Commission is currently seeking public comment and has 
announced a decision -will be 1nade at the November 9, 2015 commission meeting or possibly later. 

In order to delis! wolves in Oregon, the Commission must evaluate the biological status of the 

species and determine if: "1. The species is not now (and is not likely in the foreseeable future to 

be) in danger of extinction in any significant portion of its range in Oregon or in danger of 

becoming endangered; and 2. The species' natural reproductive potential is not in danger of failure 

due to limited population numbers, disease, predation, or other natural or human-related factors 

affecting its continued existence; and 3. JVIost populations are not undergoing im1ninent or active 

deterioration of range or primary habitat; and 4. Over-utilization of the species or its habitat for 

commercial, recreational, scientific, or educational purposes is not occurring or likely to occur; and 

5. Existing state or federal programs or regulations are adequate to protect the species and its 
habitat. For any determination of Criterion 1 above regarding the range of a species, OAR 635-

100-0105 specifies three evaluation factors to be used by the Commission: 1. The total geographic 

area in this state used by the species for breeding, resting, or foraging and the portion thereof in 
which the species is or is likely within the foreseeable future to become in danger of extinction; 

and 2. 'fhc nature of the species' habitat, including any unique or distinctive characteristics of the 

habitat the species uses for breeding, resting, or foraging; and 3. The extent to which the species 

habitually uses the geographic area. 
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GrimsO Wildlife Research Station 

Comments re: ODFW' s gray wolf delisting 

recommendation and status review 

October 29'" 2015 

To the Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission: 

This com1nent concerns the document "Updated biological status review for the 
Gray Wolf (Canis lupus) in Oregon and evaluation of criteria to remove the Gray 

Wolf from the List of Endangered Species under the Oregon Endangered Species 
Act (Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW), October 9, 2015)" in 

particular to the Appendix B "Assessment of Population Viability of Wolves in 

Oregon" hereafter termed "the PY A". 

My name is Guillaume Chapron, I am Associate Professor in quantitative ecology 

at the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences and my research focuses on 

large carnivore conservation and management, with a particular emphasis on 

modeling and viability analysis. I have more than a decade of experience in this 
field and my research has been published in the top U.S. and international pcer

reviewed scientific journals (see e.g. Chapron et al. 2014. Science 346 (6216): 
1517-1519, Bauer, Chapron et al. 2015. PNAS. 1O.l073/pnas.1500664112 ). 

I submit this comment to help the commission in meeting the requirement outlined 
in OR ESA that listing decisions be based on "documented and verifiable science". 

My first comment is to congratulate ODFW for providing details on the PV A and 
sharing the R source code of the PV A. Such openness and transparency are not so 

common among agencies and deserve to be praised, as they open up for the 

possibility of constructive criticism. My comments are the following: 

1) The PY A is not statistically correct. 

A PY A typically functions by running multiple stochastic (i.e. random) trajectories 

of a simulated population and counting the resulting number of extinct trajectories. 

For example, if one would simulate 1000 trajectories and obtain 137 extinct 
trajectories among these 1000, the extinction probability would be 13.7%. A 

critical part of a viability model is therefore how stochastic processes are modeled. 
l have reviewed the source code of the PY A written in the R language and the way 

stochasticity is modeled is not correct. Taking the example of survival events, 

stochasticity is modeled by generating a randon1 number from a uniform 

SLU, Box 7070, SE-750 07 Uppsala, Sweden 

Org.nr 202100-2817 

www.slu.se 

tel: +46 (0)18-67 10 00 

info@slu.se 



Comments re: ODFW's gray wolf delisling recommendation and status review 

distribution between 0 and 1 (as I understand it, this amounts to demographic 

stochasticity), and then comparing that number with another number. This latter 

number is randomly generated from a uniform distribution with parameters (mean

SD, mean+SD) and, as I understand it, this ainounts to environmental stochasticity. 

This approach is fimdamentally wrong for two reasons. First, the breadth of the 
latter distribution is restrained and values lower than mean-SD and larger than 

mean+SD are by default impossible (which roughly means 32% of all possible 

values, see the "68-95-99.7 rule", noting that excluding the lowest values will 

have the most severe impact on extinction risk). Second, all values are equally 

likely, which is typically not the case when estimating parameters from field data 
as one gets a normal (or bell-shaped) parameter distribution. The PV A therefore 

restricts possibilities of extinction and adds noise in parameters that could be more 

informative. The proper way to model environmental and demographic 

stochasticity for survival is by using a beta-binomial mixture where beta distributed 

values (with shape parameters obtained through the method of moments with mean 

and SD) are randomly generated to serve as parameters of the binomial 
distribution. 

The same problem is also present for litter size, where the PV A uses a unifonn 

distribution between 2 and 8. This means that litter sizes of 1 are impossible and 

that litter sizes of e.g. 2, 3, 4, etc till 8 are all equally likely. This approach is 

simply inconsistent with wolf biology. One could use a Gamma-Poisson mixture to 

generate stochastic integer numbers with some environmental stochasticity. 

Environmental stochasticity in the PY A is in practice implemented by sampling a 
vector with sttide of 0.01 or 0.001. However I noticed the stride was different 

between environmental (0.001) and demographic (0.01) stochasticity for poaching 

and this is also not correct. 

Finally, because the model has a quite a few parameters, I believe that running I 00 
trajectories is not enough to get informative and converging estimates of extinction 

risk and 1000 trajectories would have been a minimu1n. I consider the points raised 
in this section justify the rejection of the PV A without further consideration. 

2) The PV A is not properly validated. 

Calibrating and validating a complex Individual Based Model is important but can 

also be challenging. For the OR wolf PVA this seems to have been done by 

comparing simulations with a time series of 5 years. I do not believe this is 

statistically rigorous. Modern algorithms such as Approximate Bayesian 

Computation with prior-posterior inference or Pattern Oriented Modeling would be 

more suitable here. Note that the PV A has probably quite a few weakly identifiable 
paran1eters (pairs of different parameter values giving the same model fit). 

Importantly, it is not because the model was published in a peer-reviewed journal 

that this implies the model is validated or correct (see previous point showing it is 

not) and I recommend the OR wolf PY A and its R source code be peer-reviewed in 
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Comments re: ODFW's gray wolf delisting recommendation and status review 

an open and transparent process. Finally, I would like to point to the fact that the 
initial population is randomly assigned across age and social classes, which 
suggests the population did not start at an asymptotic stage, and early oscillations 
of the population structure may have affected simulations and the results of the 
sensitivity analysis. 

3) The PV A does not use realistic parameter values or scenarios. 

The PV A is parameterized with a very low poaching rate. This is not in line with 
what has been found in other wolf or large carnivore populations. Using a 
hierarchical Bayesian state-space model I have found that half the mortality of 
wolves in Sweden was due to poaching and that two third of poaching was not 
observed (Li berg, Chapron, et al. 2015. Proceedings of the Royal Society B 279 
(1730): 910-915). There has been several documented cases of illegal take in OR 
and the total number is likely higher as illegal activities are typically under
reported. The PV A also assumes that survival rates were not influenced by social 
status of the animal but I question whether this is realistic as some social classes 
are exposed to higher mortality risks by being more active in hunting large prey. 

A critical assumption of the PV A is that the past is a proper representation of the 
future, in particular regarding human induced mortality rates. However, the PV A in 
this case is actually being used to make a decision making the future different from 
the past (delis ting). Therefore, justifying de listing based on a PV A assuming that 
parameters will remain constant for the next 50 years is inadequate as parameters 
are likely to change as soon as and if de listing happens-especially if the state 
moves to initiate legal hunting and/or trapping of wolves. Indeed, the PVA actually 
documents the effect of such changes and finds that the probability of conservation 
failure dramatically increases with legal mortality. A proper interpretation of the 
actual PV A results would actually support not delisting the wolves in OR. 

Another critical assumption in the PVA is the annual immigration of3 wolves in 
OR. This raises two questions. First, a population is generally considered as viable 
when considered as a stand-alone population and not through the regular addition 
of individuals. Second, the persistence of this flow of immigrants is doubtful as, for 
example, adjacent states are atten1pting to dramatically reduce their wolf 
populations. 

4) A PV A is not the appropriate tool. 

The PVA completely ignores long-term viability and the ability of OR wolves to 
adapt to future environmental change. However, there is a substantial amount of 
literature of the need for populations to have a genetically effective population size 
of at least Ne=500 to be considered as genetically viable and a large number of 
viability analyses in the conservation literature have used a package called 
VORTEX to include genetics aspects in viability estimates. It is unfortunate the 
PV A ignores such aspects and this precludes using the PV A to reach conclusions 
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Comments re: ODFW's gray wolf delisting recommendation and status review 

on the long-term viability of OR wolves and hence meet the requirement of OR 
ESA. 

Worth noting is that under no possibility could a population of -85 individuals be 
considered as not warranting listing under the IUCN Red List, which is a globally 
recognized authority in assessing species extinction risks. Similarly, the Mexican 
wolf population is today larger than the OR wolf one but is not at all considered as 
recovered by Federal authorities. There appears to be little substance for ODFW to 
consider a population of ~85 wolves as being recovered. 

ODFW finds that the wolf is not now (and is not likely in the foreseeable future to 
be) in danger of extinction throughout any significant portion of its range in 
Oregon. However, ODFW makes this statement by implicitly removing "any 
significant portion of its range", as only the outcome of a non-spatial PV A is 
considered sufficient. The reality is that the wolf is past being in danger of 
extinction throughout many significant portions of its range in OR because it 
occupies only 12o/o of its suitable habitat (so is extinct in 88o/o of its suitable 
habitat). The interpretation of this section of OR ESA by ODFW is an illegitimate 
interpretation that implies the suitable habitat where the species has become extinct 
is no longer considered as part of the species range and included in recovery 
targets. This interpretation also runs contrary to recent scientific literature on 
significant portion of range. 

Finally, there has been an impressive amount of research on the ecological role 
wolves can play in shaping ecosyste1ns and the report by ODFW does not consider 
fulfilling this role as a criteria for delisting. 

Based on the points raised above, I conclude that the PV A does not provide support 
for delisting wolves in OR. 

Yours sincerely 

Guillaume Chapron, PhD, Associate Professor 

Grimso Wildlife Research Station 
Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences 
SE - 73091 Riddarhyttan, Sweden 

Email: guillaume.chapron(W,slu.se 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

nsc425@gmail.com on behalf of nick cady <nick@cascwild.org> 
Thursday, October 29, 2015 3:24 PM 
odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Josh Laughlin 
Gray Wolf Delisting Comments 
Oregon Wolf Delisting Testimony 10.28.15 Cascadia Final.pd!; WoltDelisting~Notes.pdf 

Please find attached connnents from Cascadia Wildlands on the proposed wolf de listing. Feel free to contact 
me with any questions. 

Nick Cady, Legal Director 
Cascadia Wildlands 
PO Box 10455 
Eugene, Oregon 97440 
Phone: (541) 434-1463 
Fax: (541) 434-6494 
Email: nick@cascwild.org 

Cascadia Wildlands educates, agitates, and inspires a movement to protect and restore Cascadia's wild 
ecosystems. We envision vast old-growth forests, rivers full of salmon, wolves howling in the backcountry, and 
vibrant communities sustained by the unique landscapes of the Cascadia Bioregion. We like it wild. Join us at: 
www.cascwild.org 
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Cascadia WiJdlands 
October 29, 2015 

Cascadia Wildlands Testimony 
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife Commission 

Good afternoon Chair Finley and members of the commission, 

My name is Nick Cady, 1 am the Legal Director of Eugene-based Cascadia Wildlands, a regional 
non-profit conservation organization representing 10,000 members and supporters. Cascadia 
Wildlands educates, agitates, and inspires a movement to protect and restore Cascadia' s wild 
ecosystems. We envision vast old-growth forests, rivers full of wild salmon, wolves howling in the 
backcountry, and vibrant communities sustained by the unique landscapes of the Cascadia bioregion. 

We are here today to respond to the recommendation by the Department of Fish and Wildlife 
("Department") to delist the gray wolf from the state Endangered Species Act at this early juncture in 
wolfrecovery. We currently have a minimum of77 confirmed wolves in the state, and Americans 
have been following with awe the reestablishment of wolves in eastern Oregon and the budding wolf 
population in Oregon's western recovery zone. Wolfrecovery is moving along, and in much part, due 
to the tireless work of Department staff. 

As an initial note, Cascadia has been very disappointed in that it seems the Department is trying to 
take the most expeditious route out of the wolf management in Oregon. This approach might be 
predictable and acceptable if the federal U.S. Fish and Wildlife had not already delisted the eastern 
portion of Oregon and has a pending proposal to delist the entire state in an attempt to do the exact 
same thing. Oregon's Endangered Species Act explicitly contemplates recovery of a species to follow 
a specific path: a species is endangered, then downlisted to threatened, and if recovery continues and 
there is no threat of conservation failure, the species is moved to the sensitive species list and 
continued to be monitored. 

Neither the Department nor the Commission has considered or even mentioned moving wolves from 
endangered to threatened, making it patently clear that the agency is just attempting to take the easiest 
route, and not the route best for wolf recovery. This is inappropriate because of the duty owed to 
Oregonians that widely and enthusiastically support the recovery of gray wolves and have supported 
the expenditure of public funds to this end. 

Secondly and most importantly, Cascadia and numerous other organizations have repeatedly stressed 
the premature nature of the proposed wolf delisting in Oregon. I think the common-sense conclusion 
of an analysis of the numbers and distribution in the state is that the species should remain listed until 
is population and distribution is more prolific. We have provided our own analysis of the delisting 
document developed by the Department, and we believe that as required by Oregon law, the best 
available science indicates that wolves are not recovered and are still at risk of failure. 

The only way that the Department can move forward with scientific and legal confidence is if it 
conducts an independent, external peer review of the delisting proposal and analysis provided by the 
Department. This is plainly required by Oregon law. ORS§ 496.171; OAR 635-100-0100(16). The 

POB 10455 Eugene OR 97440 - ph 541.434.1463 - f 541.434.6494 - info@cascwild.org 
www.Casc'/v i :i.org 



law states that any removal of a species from the endangered or threatened species list must be 
supported by "verifiable" scientific information. The Department's own regulations elaborate and 
define verifiable to mean "scientific information reviewed by a scientific peer review panel of outside 
experts." Id. The regulations go even further and explicitly describe our present situation, where the 
Department is singularly relying upon its own study, its own information it must be again "peer 
reviewed by outside experts." Id. 

A peer review is legally, scientifically, and practically the only way forward for the Department to 
delist gray wolves. 

Again, we would urge the Department to exercise precautionary principles when dealing with all 
wildlife under its jurisdiction. Oregon is changing, and with it so must the Department. More and 
more Oregonians are enjoying non-consumptive wildlife experiences and are moving here for jobs 
because of the easy access to Oregon's beautiful public lands and rivers and the wildlife therein. The 
Department has a duty to cater to the interests of this evolving public body not the least because the 
Department is beginning to rely upon general fund dollars, and this reliance will only continue to 
increase. 

But specifically with wolves and other carnivores, caution needs to be exercised because of the 
irrational fear and vitriol that drove this species and most predator species across our country to the 
brink of extinction. Still to this day the number one factor weighing on wolf recovery is the level of 
human-caused mortality. 

We are strongly concerned that delisting could signal to some that it is "open season" on wolves or a 
reduction in poaching penalties. It is critical we avoid any increases in wolf mortality during this early 
recovery period. Just last month the alpha pair of the Sled Springs pack was mysteriously found dead 
near Enterprise. This is not tolerable in Oregon. 

The extensive non-lethal efforts and stakeholder outreach by the Department have made Oregon the 
model for wolf conservation in the nation. Delisting will signal a sharp departure away from these 
efforts that have made wolf recovery a success so far in this state. Conducting an external scientific 
peer review on the Department's proposal to ensure it can move forward with legal and scientific 
confidence is the right path forward. 

Thank you for your time today. 

Sincerely, 

Nick Cady, Legal Director 
Cascadia Wildlands 
PO Box 10455 
Eugene, Oregon 97 440 
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Various Notes 

ODFW Wolf Status Report Notes 
Maya Rommwatt for Cascadia Wildlands 

• Criterion 5 (existing federal regulations are sufficient): The area where wolves are 
federally delisted (east of Hwy 395) is where the majority of Oregon's current wolf 
population resides (all but three "areas of known wolf activity"). This paper's model 
relies on numbers (particularly those describing anthropogenic mortality) derived from 
current conditions where the wolf is protected primarily by Oregon's ESA, not the federal 
ESA. 

• ODFW says the real probability of conservation failure is somewhere between the 
baseline model and parameterized model (0.06-0.00) because the baseline model is 
overly pessimistic. However, they admit recent survival rates are lower and so the model 
is likely to more accurately predict future population dynamics. It's unclear whether their 
push to de-list is resting on this belief (p. 58) 

• They say OR's wolf population is "close to the conservation-failure threshold" and admit 
that a "few years" of low population growth rates could "cause the population to decline 
below the threshold" (p. 69). This is substantial support for waiting a "few" more years 
before delisting. 

• They go on to say their results show the need for a "buffer between extant population 
size" and this threshold to allow for years of negative growth (presumably due to the 
changes they will introduce by delisting) (p. 69). They claim OR's wolves are likely to 
surpass 100-150 in "l to 3 years", and that the threat of extinction or conservation failure 
will then be eliminated (p. 69), so again, why not wait? 

• Anthropogenic mortality has the biggest impact on the population within their model, and 
ODFW seems to think that because it's the parameter "over which ODFW has the most 
control" that they have sufficient control over it to not cause the population to decline 
through delisting (p. 70). This logic is seriously flawed; more control does not 
necessarily translate into sufficient control. 
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Points where ODFW may be overestimating the projected population size 

Anthropogenic Mortality 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Ultimately, for criterion 2, they claim anthropogenic mortality rates won't exceed those 
used in their model, irrespective of listing status, but they do not adequately consider how 
changes in the listing status might cause anthropogenic mortality to increase. 

Federal ESA listing discourages illegal take for recreational/commercial purposes, but 
this only applies on the west side of hwy 395, where most of the wolves are not currently 
living 

The wolf plan allows for changes to management flexibility as the population increases; 
this isn't factored into the model 

Controlled take can be allowed during phase III of the Wolf Plan. They say it's difficult 
to predict the numbers taken by controlled take; this erodes their claims that they have 
sufficient control over anthropogenic mortality (p. 19) 

Illegal mortality rates were set at 0.05 during all simulations, but this might increase with 
de-listing (p. 56) 

Legal mortality of 0.2, which is double the combined anthropogenic mortality in the 
model, results in complete conservation failure and a rate ofO. l legal mortality has a 53% 
chance of failure. It's not clear how this rate (legal mortality) is different, if at all, from 
the results of illegal mortality, yet they don't include illegal mortality in these results. If 
they cannot control illegal mortality, as they suggest they can, then wolves may be 
subject to a higher rate than the model uses. They even say that these results show the 
importance of "minimizing anthropogenic mortality to benefit population viability of 
wolves" (p. 66) 

They also say a legal anthropogenic mortality rate of 0.2 results in a very high probability 
of extinction (p. 66) 

They're saying their results are a conservative estimate because they really believe the 
population is larger than 74/77 wolves, but they don't actually know that (no proof) 

Illegal take (n=5) 
o Their number is a minimum, they admit (they don't know of all poaching) 
o They give scant consideration to a possible increase in this rate due to delisting 
o Wolf population will only increase (according to their model) if human-caused 

mortality is< 0.10, or <10 wolves in the first year 
• 2009-2014 we stayed below this 0.10 number, and although they admit it 

could increase under phase II rules, they say they "have no infonnation 
suggesting [it will] exceed 0.10" (p.18). How does a lack of information 
provide proof? 
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• They go on to say that hecause they're the regulating agency, they could 
"presumably" control that level of mortality. 

• When the density threshold is set to 100 individuals, there is a much larger risk of 
conservation failure, it increases over time, and does not plateau within their 50 years of 
simulation. They admit this number is an insufficient threshold to allow long-term 
persistence of?: 4 breeding pairs. If human-induced mortality keeps the population near 
this number, it may effectively create a population threshold, and then the risk of failure 
is large and likely (p. 61, see figure 7b) 

Other L'sues 

• ODFW uses 0.61 for pup survival rate, which they say is conservative (lower than what 
was seen in OR to date), but this number models disease and disease rates may increase 
with population size. Parvovirus had a big impact on the Wenaha Pack already (p. 51) 

• High pup parvovirus may retard colonization of new areas 
o lfwe begin to rely on protections for those on the west side (if wolf population 

numbers on the east side drop due to delisting), then this can become a bigger 
factor 

• ODFW uses a projected population growth rate of 1.07 (+/- . l 7SD), which they say is 
conservative because observed growth rates are higher. However, the growth rate has 
declined during the years 2014 and 2103 (1.2 and 1.33 respectively) and will likely 
decline as the population grows (they think they're transitioning from a colonizing to an 
established population; established populations have slower population growth rates). 

• They say their model doesn't look like what they see in OR when they restrict it to 2010-
2015 data, but then they add in 2009 data and say it fits better. 2009-2010 has the second 
highest population growth rate and is the oldest data they present. They use the baseline 
model, but assume it's conservative based on this validation. But as the population 
increases, the baseline may reflect true conditions more accurately (p. 56) 

• Their catastrophic events parameter of the model fails to consider climate change 

Points where ODFW is not clear in their explanation/reasoning 

• 

• 

Unclear how they got their assumption of pregnancy rates (they couldn't find published 
data on it, nor could I) (p. 53) 

Also unclear how they got their catastrophe (complete reproductive failure) number (p . 
54) 
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• They fail to mention in the text how a simulation with a starting population of 50 
individuals results in much larger cumulative probability of conservation failure (it looks 
like more than double, or about 15%, that of the current population size simulation, but 
hard to tell because we are not given the numbers in the text on p. 61, see figure 7b ). 
They also go on to say the starting population size has no affect on the chance of 
biological extinction but they do not include the graph. 

o It's possible human-induced mortality could quickly bring the population size 
back down to this number (50 individuals), which the model shows is not a 
sufficient number to avoid a high probability of conservation failure, or at least 
much higher than what they're reporting. 

o May be possible this could happen if they de-list and there is an immediate large 
reduction in the population due to illegal mortality (and what about legal 
mortality-due to pressures from ranchers to respond to depredations) 

• They also say they see increasing resilience to human-caused losses as the population 
grows. I don't see where they explain this; it may be a broad unsubstantiated claim (p. 
19) 

More Uncertainty in the Model 

• 

• 

• 

Details on specific wolves (age, pack, sex, social class) were randomly assigned when not 
known 

Wolf Plan is up for revision soon; ODFW says they expect it will not change much (their 
model is predicated on this assumption) 

Survival rate table (table 2, p. 49): the reported human-caused mortality rate has a very 
high SD, relative to the mean (0.12 and 0.16, respectively). This informs their survival 
rate because they remove it to find a survival rate without human-induced mortality. The 
SD on this latter number is smaller, but the former number feeds into it 
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Roxann B Borisch 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Pat <thermochick@eoni.com> 
Thursday, October 29, 2015 5:03 PM 
ODFW Commission 
for Nov 9 meeting 
Union County Cattlemen Wolf Delist.pdf 

The attached comments are from the Union County Cattlemen. We would like the comments to be a 
part of the record for delisting the gray wolf at the Nov. 9th meeting. 

Pat Larson 
Secretary, Union County Cattlemen 
541-963-9387 
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Union County Cattlemen 
61931 Cottonwood Rd. 
La Grande, OR 97850 

October 20, 2015 

ODFW Wildlife Commission 
4034 Fairview Industrial Drive SE 
Salem, OR 97302 

Dear Commissioners: 

Union County Cattlemen and citizens understand the ODFW role in wildlife management 
and we also understand our roles. The Wolf Conservation Plan was written to provide a 
clear roadmap for Oregon while the wolf populations increased to a sustainable level. The 
population thresholds have been met for Phase II and the wolves are now eligible for 
de listing. After de listing under Phase III of the plan conservation of wolves takes place 
and allows reasonable responses to conflicts with wolves. 

Wolves have met tbe population threshold for delisting, (4 breeding pairs/3 consecutive 
years) and tbe plan set this population objective as a sufficient number for natural wolf 
reproduction and a point where delisting could be considered. Enough members of the 7 
identified packs in Oregon ensure a self-sustaining population and there is good evidence 
that the wolves are dispersing throughout Oregon as well as into otber states. Clearly 
there is abundant evidence that the exponential increase in wolf numbers; numbers of 
packs in Oregon and their dispersal to new areas is more tban adequate to assure self
sustaining populations. Indeed we believe the population is out of control beyond the 
agency's ability to manage them at all and tbat tbe window has closed when population 
control would have been reasonably inexpensive and fairly easy. Lethal control of wolves 
habituated to domestic predation, as the plan called for may still be an effective 
management option if applied aggressively statewide. 

Oregon's plan has relied on an incremental approach to the level of management 
activities allowed to ensure the wolf population would grow but not decline below Phase 
II levels. Lethal take of wolves has been restricted and will continue to be through Phase 
III. Non-lethal methods remain the first choice when conflicts take place, however, 
ODFW must manage the wolf population to prevent their numbers from climbing to 
unmanageable levels that cause conflicts witb otber land uses. Livestock producers have 
followed the rules and attempted to lessen the wolf/livestock conflicts witb non-lethal 
techniques, but in many cases have sacrificed cows, calves, sheep, dogs, and other 
personal property for Oregon to achieve the goal of the plan. 

Tolerance of wolves by those people who are most impacted in Oregon is running very 
thin and their patience with ODFW is unraveling. ODFW's obligations to other wildlife 
are suffering because of the demands of this one species on their time and money. It's 
time to delis! the wolf in Oregon, get it off the endangered species list and certify that 



allowing people to manage their own land for their intended purposes will not negatively 
impact the survival of the species and that if it does they will be able to meet the 
requirements for re-listing. 

Wolves often learn to feed on livestock and if they are not removed from the pack, each 
litter of pups learns the same feeding techniques and the manageable levels of 
wolf/livestock conflicts unravels. We think ODFW needs to heed the steps for lethal take 
of wolves in the plan and work with livestock producers so they can protect their property 
and save the lives of their animals. We hope the Wildlife Commissioners will provide 
leadership as we move forward, and advise for lethal take when it is permitted, and 
consider the individual's economic loss when depredation takes place. 

Union County Cattlemen favor delisting in Oregon and urge the Conunissioners to take 
the gray wolf off the Oregon Endangered Species List. 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment. 

Sincerely, 

Union County Cattlemen 
Bill White, President 
Jason Beck, Vice President 
Pat Larson, Secretary 



Roxann B Borisch 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

To the Commission: 

Amaroq Weiss <aweiss@biologicaldiversity.org> 
Thursday, October 29, 2015 3:50 PM 
odfw.commission@state.or.us; 'Michelle Tate' 
Comments from the Pacific Wolf Coalition re: ODFW proposal to delist wolves and 
Commission's decision 
PWC Ltr and Documents for Commission - Keep Oregon's Wolves Listed.pd! 

Please find attached a comment letter and supporting documentation, submitted on 
behalf of the Pacific Wolf Coalition. 

Please contact me immediately if you have any difficulty in receiving these materials. 

Regards, 
Amaroq 

Amaroq Weiss 
West Coast Wolf Organizer 
Center for Biological Diversity 
707-779-9613 
aweiss@biologicaldiversity.org 
www.BiologicalDiversity.org 

"Watching wolves, they have great messages, . . . if you 're not always looking at them through the scope of 
a rifle." 
- NPS wolf biologist Doug Smith, quoted in The Spine of the Continent by Mary Ellen Hannibal 
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October 29, 2015 

RE: The Commission's Consideration of a Proposal by the Department of Fish 

and Wildlife to Remove Gray Wolves from the List of Species Protected by the 

Oregon Endangered Species Act 

Chair Finley and members of the Commission: 

On behalf of our organizations and thousands of members and supporters across 

Oregon and America, we are writing to express our deep concern regarding the 

state's proposal to remove wolves from the protections of the Oregon 

Endangered Species Act (OESA}. We oppose delisting wolves from OESA at this 

time, as it is not supported by science, the law, or the Oregon public. As members 

of the Pacific Wolf Coalition who work on Oregon wolf conservation and recovery, 

and on behalf of the Pacific Wolf Coalition, we submit the following documents 

for your consideration: 

SCIENCE REVIEW 

We provide letters from multiple scientists who have written the 

commission and who, based on their expertise, conclude that delisting is 

not warranted. 

The Department has recommended that the commission delist wolves. 

That recommendation is based on the data and analyses the Department 

developed in a report it prepared entitled "Gray wolf biological status 

review {ODFW 2015)." Among other things, the status review reports on 

Oregon's current wolf population, identified suitable habitat and occupancy 

of suitable habitat by wolves, and includes a population viability analysis 

(pva) which makes predictions regarding the risk of conservation failure and 

biological extinction of Oregon's population of wolves. 
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In April, you received a letter signed by highly-credentialed scientific 

experts in wolf and mammalian biology, ecology, behavior, evolutionary 

biology, conservation biology, and environmental philosophy and ethics, all 

of whom oppose delisting Oregon's wolves and support maintaining 

continued protections for wolves here. 

In recent weeks, you have received additional letters from multiple 

scientists providing specific comments, conclusions and recommendations 

regarding the Department's recommendation to delist, and specifically 

regarding their evaluation of the Department's status review, habitat 

suitability assessment and population viability analysis (pva). No scientist 

found that the basis for the Department's recommendation to delist is 

sound. All scientists found significant reasons not to delist, including 

fundamental flaws in the pva the results of which cannot be relied upon 

due to those flaws, and with the Department's finding that wolves are not 

endangered despite being absent from nearly 90 percent of current 

suitable habitat. 

Though ODFW staff invested a great deal of time and effort into a report to 

justify delisting, it appears very little consideration was given to information 

that did not support that conclusion. 

LEGAL REVIEW 

We provide a concise legal analysis which shows that delisting wolves at 

this time would run counter to established state laws and administrative 

rules. We offer a different course of action. 
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PUBLIC COMMENT AND OPINION REVIEW 

We provide a one-page overview of the numbers demonstrating public 

support for wolves, wolf recovery and continued protections for this 

endangered native species, which is just starting to return to Oregon. 

Like most Americans, Oregonians overwhelmingly support conservation of 

native wildlife. This one-page review demonstrates clearly that Oregonians 

continue to overwhelmingly support wolf recovery and continued 

protections for wolves. Additionally, more than 22,000 comments opposed 

to delisting and in favor of continued protections for wolves have been 

submitted to the commission, and we have provided a tally of known 

comments submitted by individual members of the public. 

CONSERVATION GROUPS COMMENTS 

To ensure our previously-submitted comments are part of the record, we 

include copies of letters and written testimony previously given to the 

Commission by member organizations of the Pacific Wolf Coalition. 

A great deal of public comment has been submitted prior to formal 

rulemaking. It has been confusing to the public to understand deadlines for 

submission of comments. An email sent by the Department to constituents 

on October 14 indicated the comment deadline was October 30. A member 

of the public speaking by phone with Commission staff earlier this week 

was advised by Commission staff the comment deadline was October 27. A 

news release issued today by the Department stated that comments would 

be accepted until November 6. Given this extremely confusing state of 

affairs, with neither the Commission nor Department staff perhaps knowing 

what information was being given out by each other to the public, and 

given there may be legal implications for improper notice of comment 

deadline dates, we encourage the Commission and Department to give 

consideration to all previous testimony and other public comment, and all 
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which continues to come in through the Commission meeting date of 

November 9. 

ODFW is charged with a mission to "protect and enhance Oregon's fish and 

wildlife and their habitats for use and enjoyment by present and future 

generations". Though the agency is wise to consider concerns from a broad 

spectrum of stakeholders it is important that the agency prioritize its own mission 

and obligation to conservation of native wildlife in the service of all Oregonians. 

The return of wolves has the potential to be one of Oregon's greatest 

conservation success stories. Wolf recovery rights a historic wrong. However it 

also presents unique challenges - and a test - for the agency. The public is 

watching carefully. 

Since a 2013 settlement, Oregon has been a model around the country for 

balancing conservation, science, and public values against legitimate concerns, 

misinformation, and old prejudices against this native species. 

Upon reaching the milestone of confirmation of four breeding pairs for three 

consecutive years in Eastern Oregon, the state's wolf plan called for consideration 

of delisting wolves. Despite claims to the contrary, it did not - nor did 

conservationists who supported the plan - call for delisting at this point. 

De listing wolves at this time is not supported by science, the law, or the public. 

The state does not seem to have given serious consideration to information that 

supports maintaining protections for wolves. Rather it appears the delisting 

reports were put together with a predetermined intent to justify delisting. The 

continued insistence on delisting wolves seems motivated by politics and a 

specious perception that it would make things easier for the agency. Oregon's 

estimated wolf population currently stands at around 80-83 animals, which is a 
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mere five percent of the population which peer-reviewed literature says the state 

could support. This handful of wolves occupies only 12 percent of identified 

suitable wolf habitat in the state, and this identified habitat is about half of what 

once existed as suitable for wolves. This means wolves are absent from nearly 90 

percent of current suitable habitat and almost 100 percent absent from historic 

range. For no other species would these population numbers and this range 

occupancy be viewed as so successful as to warrant delisting, making it all the 

more evident that a decision to delist wolves in Oregon would be the result of 

politics instead of the application of science. 

The state has apparently finally decided to respond to repeated calls for its 

delisting report to be subject to outside peer review. To our knowledge, a peer 

review request has been made of one outside scientist, Dr. Carlos Carroll. Dr. 

Carroll's review finds multiple flaws in the delisting report and this alone is reason 

to give pause. But one scientist does not an "outside panel of scientific experts" 

make, as is required by the state ESA, and we continue to urge the commission to 

engage a panel of experts in wolf population modeling, wolf biology, ecology and 

genetics, and experts in the social dimensions of human-wildlife conflict. 

Indeed, many such qualified scientists have submitted comment letters to the 

commission, concluding that delisting is not warranted at this time and that the 

delisting report is significantly flawed. Any of these scientists could be contracted 

to do a more thorough review, or scientific societies, such as the Society for 

Conservation Biology or the American Society of Mammalogists could be 

contracted to undertake an independent peer review. Though such a review 

would take time, there is no compelling reason to rush a delisting. 

If reviewers determine the state's delisting report is defensible, the benefit to the 

state of having a defensible decision with broad public buy-in would be 

significant. If reviewers determine the state's delisting report is not defensible, 

getting this legally-required input to consider could save the state an 
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embarrassing and costly legal ordeal in having to defend in court against filings 

that the state violated OESA in delisting wolves. 

Since the settlement agreement between ODFW, the state, conservationists, and 

the Oregon Cattlemen's Association, Oregon's wolf plan has been working for all 

but the most intransigent voices. ODFW staff worked under clear defensible 

guidelines and definitions, prioritized transparency, conservation, and conflict 

prevention. The state can kill wolves but has not had to. Under the Phase I 

agreement, Oregon was the only state in the nation with a meaningful wolf 

population that did not kill them. The wolf population grew while conflict 

remained low and, by many measures, decreased. 

Under settlement, ambiguity in the plan that led to unnecessary conflict and 

controversy was addressed. In Phase II and Ill that ambiguity is back. Given that 

the state is now required to begin the 5-year review of the wolf plan and that the 

status review is in part dependent upon the provisions of the plan, we urge the 

Commission - as we have all along -- to review the plan concurrently- or in 

advance of- any decision on the status review. A stronger plan that provided 

more clarity to stakeholders could be a key step in assuaging concerns over a 

decision to delist or maintain state endangered species protections for wolves. 

We look forward to the day we can celebrate an appropriate delisting of wolves in 

Oregon. Given that the state has only once before delisted a mammal from the 

state ESA and wolves were once the center of a purposeful program of 

extermination, it would be a tremendous achievement. However a premature 

deli sting of wolves without public support would be a tremendous step 

backwards for the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife and a state that prides 

itself on its conservation ethic in the 2151 century. 

Therefore we urge the Commission to: 

• Conduct the wolf plan review prior to or concurrent with any decisions on 

the status review and rulemaking. 
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• Give serious consideration to maintaining protections for wolves. 

• Commission an independent review of the state's delisting proposal. 

• Work with stakeholders outside time-limited Commission hearings and 

provide sufficient time to achieve public support for its decision. 

On behalf of the Pacific Wolf Coalition, we thank you for consideration of all 

comments, documents, and recommendations we have provided to you. 

Very Sincerely, 

Amaroq Weiss 

West Coast Wolf Organizer 

Center for Biological Diversity 

Nick Cady 

Legal Director 

Cascadia Wildlands 

Steven Pedery 

Executive Director 

Oregon Wild 

Danielle Moser 

Pacific Northwest Wolf Organizer 

Endangered Species Coalition 
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Science Review 



April 14, 2015 
Letter to Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife 

From Scientists on Wolf Recovery 

We, the undersigned scientists, are writing to express our concern that now is not the time to 
delist the gray wolf in Oregon. Continued state Endangered Species Act (ESA) protections are 
essential for allowing existing populations to stabilize and expand into other suitable 
habitat. Milestones should be celebrated, but meaningful recovery is not complete in 
significant portions of suitable habitat in the state. Prematurely weakening gray wolf protections 
is likely to reverse years of progress, put recovery in jeopardy, and exacerbate conflict.iii iii 

WeurgeODFWto: 

Maintain ESA status for gray wolves and foster coexistence by getting ahead of- rather than 
reacting to - conflict. Some suggestions for doing this are to: 

• Focus on positive aspects of wolf recovery, native predators, and healthy landscapes 

• Conduct and facilitate research regarding wolves and conflict deterrence measures and 

• Provide landowners with information that will assist in reducing potential conflicts 

Like all native wildlife, wolves are an enormous asset to the biological diversity of our state, 
ecosystem services, and quality oflife. Wolfrecovery is overwhelmingly supported by Oregonians. 
After years of making excellent progress toward recovery, it would be a shame to stop before the 
final goal is accomplished. 

We offer our expertise and support for such an effort and extend our thanks to you for your 
leadership on wildlife conservation issues. 

Signed: 

Marc Bekoff, Ph.D. 
Ecology and Evolutionary Biology 
University of Colorado, Boulder 
Science Advisory Board, Project Coyote 

Robert L. Beschta, Ph.D. 
Professor Emeritus 
Forest Ecosystems and Society 
Oregon State University 

Barbara Brower, Ph.D. 
Faculty Director, Portland Urban Coyote Project 
Geography Department 
Portland State University 



Robert Crabtree, PhD 
Victoria, British Columbia 
Founder & Chief Scientist Yellowstone Ecological Research Center 
Research Associate Professor, Department of Ecosystem and Conservation Science, University of 
Montana 
Science Advisory Board, Project Coyote 

Rick Hopkins, PhD 
San Jose, CA 
Principal and Senior Conservation Biologist 
Live Oak Associates, Inc. 
Science Advisory Board, Project Coyote 

Michael Paul Nelson, Ph.D. 
Ruth H. Spaniol Chair of Renewable Resources and Professor of Environmental Philosophy and 
Ethics 
Oregon State University 

Luke Painter, Ph.D. 
Department of Fisheries and Wildlife 
Oregon State University 

Paul Paquet, PhD 
Meacham, Saskatchewan 
Senior Scientist Carnivore Specialist, Raincoast Conservation Foundation 
Science Advisory Board, Project Coyote 

David Parsons, M.S. 
Wildlife Biologist - U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Retired 
Science Advisor for Project Coyote 

William j. Ripple, Ph.D. 
Distinguished Professor of Ecology 
Oregon State University 

JeffreyW. Snyder, Ph.D. 
Department of Biology 
Western Oregon University 

Michael Soule, PhD 
Professor Emeritus 
Dept. Environmental Studies, University of California, Santa Cruz 
Co-founder, Society for Conservation Biology 
Science Advisory Board, Project Coyote 

Adrian Treves 
University of Wisconsin-Madison 
Science Advisory Board, Project Coyote 



Jennifer Wolch, PhD 
Berkeley California 
Dean, College of Environmental Design 
Science Advisory Board, Project Coyote 

i Tad Larsen and William). Ripple, "Modeling Gray Wolf (Canis lupus) habitat in the Pacific Northwest, U.S.A," journal 
of Conservation Planning Vol 2 (2006) 17-33. 
Ii Oregon Department of Fish and VVildlife," Oregon Wolf Population," http: I /df\.v.state.(}r.us/Wolves/population.asp. 
(January 27, 2015) 

iii Carroll, C., R.F. Noss, N.H. Schumaker, and P.C. Paquet. 2001. "Is the return of the wolf, wolverine, and grizzly bear to 
Oregon and California biologically feasible?" Pages 25-46 in D.S. Maehr, R.F. Noss, and j.L. Larkin, editors. Large 
Mammal Restoration: Ecological and Sociological Challenges in the 21st Century. Island Press, Washington, DC. 
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To the Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission: 

I am submitting these comments regarding the ODFW gray wolf biological status review 

(ODFW 2015). I am a professional quantitative ecologist and principal scientist with the Wild 

Nature Institute. I have a Bachelor's degree in Anthropology from University of California, 

Santa Barbara, a Master's degree in Wildlife Natural Resource Management from Humboldt 

State University, and a PhD in Biological Sciences from Dartmouth College. I am an expert 

population biologist who has co-authored two population viability analyses (PVA) for the U.S. 

Fish and Wildlife Service: 

1. N. Nur, R.W. Bradley, D.E. Lee, P.M. Warzybok, and J. Jahncke. 2013. 

Population Viability Analysis of Western Gulls on the Farallon Islands in 

relation to potential mortality due to proposed house mouse eradication. Report 

to the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation and the US Fish and Wildlife 

Service. PRBO Conservation Science, Petaluma, California. 

2. N. Nur, D.E. Lee, R.W. Bradley, P.M. Warzybok, and J. Jahncke. 2011. 

Population Viability Analysis ofCassin's Auklets on the Farallon Islands in 

relation to environmental variability and management actions. Report to the 

National Fish and Wildlife Foundation and the US Fish and Wildlife Service. 

PRBO Conservation Science, Petaluma, California. 

I co-authored a comprehensive review of demography and population dynamic models 

(including PVA) that was part of the California Current Seabird Management Plan for U.S. Fish 

and Wildlife Service: 

N. Nur and D. E. Lee. 2003. Demography and Population Dynamic Models as a 

Cornerstone of Seabird Conservation and Management in the California Current. 

in California Current System Seabird Conservation Plan (eds. W.J. Sydeman, K. 
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Mills and P. Hodum). Report to the US Fish and Wildlife Service. PRBO 

Conservation Science, Stinson Beach, California. 

Eight, relevant, peer-reviewed scientific articles that I have had published from my 

research include the following: 

1. D.E. Lee, J. Bettaso, M.L. Bond, R.W. Bradley, J. Tietz, and P.M. Warzybok. 

2012. Growth, age at maturity, and age-specific survival of the Arboreal 

Salamander (Aneides lugubris) on Southeast Farallon Island, California. Journal 

of Herpetology 46:64-71. 

2. D.E. Lee, R.W. Bradley, and P.M. Warzybok. 2012. Recruitment ofCassin's 

Auklet (Ptychoramphus aleuticus): Individual age and parental age effects. Auk 

129:1-9. 

3. D.E. Lee. 2011. Effects of environmental variability and breeding experience on 

Northern Elephant Seal demography. Journal ofMammalogy 92:517-526. 

4. A.C. Brown, D.E. Lee, R.W. Bradley, and S. Anderson. 2010. Dynamics of 

White Shark predation on pinnipeds in California: effects of prey abundance. 

Copeia2010 No. 2:232-238. 

5. D.E. Lee and W.J. Sydeman. 2009. North Pacific climate mediates offspring sex 

ratios in Northern Elephant Seals. Journal ofMammalogy 90: 1-8. 

6. D.E. Lee, C. Abraham, P.M. Warzybok, R.W. Bradley and W. J. Sydeman. 2008. 

Age-specific survival, breeding success, and recruitment in Common Murres 

(Uria aalge) of the California Current System. Auk 125:316-325. 

7. D.E. Lee, N. Nur, and W.J. Sydeman. 2007. Climate and demography of the 

planktivorous Cassin's Auklet Ptychoramphus a/euticus off northern California: 

implications for population change. Journal of Animal Ecology 76: 337-347. 
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8. S.F. Railsback, B.C. Harvey, R.R. Lamberson, D.E. Lee, N.J. Claasen, and S. 

Yoshihara. 2001. Population-level analysis and validation of an individual-based 

Cutthroat Trout model. Natural Resource Modeling 15:83-110. 

I have also acted as an independent consultant offering expert advice on questions of 

population management and population viability for management authorities and stakeholders 

involved in the multi-national Action Plan under the Agreement on the Conservation of 

Albatrosses and Petrels. 

As part of my PhD work at Dartmouth College, I conducted a PV A to explore 

metapopulation dynamics of giraffe in a rragmented ecosystem in Tanzania: 

D.E. Lee. 2015. Demography of Giraffe in the Fragmented Tarangire Ecosystem. 

PhD Dissertation. Dartmouth College. 

My expertise has mostly focused on seabirds and other marine predators, in addition to 

giraffe, but the mathematics and the biological concepts relevant to PVA are universal and well

established. The universality of the concepts is apparent in the variety oftaxa population 

biologists like me are able to apply our expertise to. For example, my work has encompassed 

taxa as diverse as cutthroat trout, woodrats, mice, seabirds, seals, salamanders, spotted owls, 

and giraffes. 

I have examined the Oregon wolfPVA and found that details of the model's 

construction are vague or confused about fundamental aspects of the model, and some outputs 

seem to disagree with conclusions in the text. The model includes many relevant factors 

important to wolf population dynamics, but excludes or underestimates others such that I 

believe that the PV A as it was used is too simplistic and lacks sufficient detail of important 

demographic processes to realistically estimate probabilities of" conservation failure" or 

"biological extinction" over time. 
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It is my expert opinion that the existing PV A is fundamentally flawed and does not 

provide an adequate or realistic assessment of the Oregon wolf population to meet Criterion 1 or 

2 or 4, therefore the delisting requirements are not supported by the results of the PVA as it was 

performed. 

My primary concerns with the Oregon wolf PVA are: 

I. The base model seems to produce unrealistically stable and high population 

growth. 

2. Density-dependent survival and reproduction are not included. 

3. Dispersal and territory establishment are poorly modeled. 

4. Environmental and Demographic stochasticity were not explained clearly enough 

to convince me that the model was properly constructed. 

5. Environmental stochasticity was poorly modeled. 

6. Impacts of human-caused mortality were downplayed. 

7. Sensitivity analyses were insufficient. 

1) The base model seems to produce unrealistically stable and high population 

growth. Perhaps due to unrealistically high estimates of vital rates, or due to unrealistic levels 

of vital rate variability or covariances of vital rate variability (see below), the population growth 

rate of the base model is unrealistically high and stable. Page 16 of Appendix B says, "Using 

our baseline model, simulated wolf populations increased an average of 7% (A.= 1.07 ± 0.17 

SD) per year." This high growth rate (A.= finite rate of population growth) and its variation are 

comparable to recent estimates from three populations of wolves over 10 years in the northern 

Rocky Mountains (Gude et al. 2011). However, a recent meta-analysis of three protected and 

circumscribed populations monitored over 28-56 years showed population growth rates were 

very close to A.= 1.0, with much greater variation (SD= 0.33 to 0.51) than the Oregon wolf 
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PVA described (Mech and Fieberg 2015). A summary in Fuller et al. (2003) of 19 exploited 

(hunted) wolf populations monitored for 2-9 years described the average finite population 

growth rate as A~ 0.995 ± 0.21 SD. This leads me to believe that the Oregon wolf PVA 

underestimated the risk of conservation failure and biological extinction due to structural issues 

in the model, or due to underestimates of variability or covariation in vital rates. 

2) Density dependence in survival, reproduction, and dispersal success should have 

been included in the model structure. What the PV A authors called density dependence was 

actually a simply calculated carrying capacity, or theoretical maximum wolf population size, 

given the current elk population, but was not in any way a realistic modeling of density 

dependent effects on the growing wolf population. Furthermore, wolf carrying capacity was 

computed in the PY A using summer elk range, when winter range, the period of greatest food 

limitation and the greatest limitation on elk spatial distribution, is the more realistic and 

conservative period during which to estimate carrying capacity. 

True density-dependent effects would have recognized the documented cumulative 

effects of an increasing or decreasing wolf population on vital rates of survival, reproduction, 

and dispersal and territory establishment. It has long been known that intraspecific competition 

related to territoriality seems to regulate wolf density below that predicted by food availability 

(Stenlund 1955; Pimlott 1967, 1970; Cariappa et al. 2011). Without true density dependence in 

vital rates, the Oregon wolf PVA assumes wolf vital rates are the same whether wolf habitat is 

nearly empty of wolves, or when wolves have nearly filled all the habitat. That true density 
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dependence affects wolf populations was well demonstrated in Cubaynes et al. (2014) where 

adult survival decreased as wolf density increased, independent of prey density in the area (see 
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Fig. 3 from Cubaynes et al. 2014, depicted here). 

3) Dispersal and territory establishment should have been modeled as a spatially 

explicit process using a similar spatial simulation as was used for emigration, combined with the 

habitat model supplied in Appendix A. The PV A uses simple probabilistic rates of dispersal 

and successful territory establishment. This is unrealistic given that wolves occupy exclusive, 

defended territories in explicit spatial arrangements, so new territories cannot be established 

where one already exists (Fuller et al. 2003). This relates also to the unrealistic density 

dependence mentioned above. Also, wolves dispersing through non-habitat will not have the 

same survival as wolves dispersing through suitable wolf habitat. A more realistic dispersal 

process would use the existing wolf habitat map and established wolf territories, keep track of 

additional territories as the PV A simulation progresses, and when a dispersing individual ends 

up in an occupied area, it must disperse again until it ends up out of the state, or in unoccupied 

habitat. Additionally, when wolves are travelling through non-habitat, their survival rates 
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should be lowered to reflect this reality. Human-caused mortality also should be increased 

when wolves dispersed through non-habitat. Finally, dispersal and territory establishment 

should have included an environmental stochasticity component. 

4) Environmental and demographic stochasticity are two of the most important 

aspects of population viability analyses, but environmental and demographic stochasticity were 

poorly described, and even the authors of the Oregon wolf PVA seem confused about this topic. 

Appendix B states, "We incorporated environmental stochasticity in our model by 

randomly drawing vital rate values from a uniform distribution with a predefined mean and 

standard deviation at each time step of the simulation." What this describes is not 

environmental stochasticity, this is demographic stochasticity, as is stated in the next sentence 

of Appendix B, " ... vital rates were applied at an individual level, which inherently incorporated 

demographic stochasticity into our model." This confusion over demographic and 

environmental stochasticity is very disturbing. Nevertheless, we can establish that some level of 

individual demographic stochasticity is included in the model, but the authors of the PVA are 

unclear about the details. Drawing from a uniform distribution means all values between the 

lower and upper boundaries are equally likely to be selected. The authors say the values for 

vital rates were "from a uniform distribution with a predefined mean and standard deviation", 

but this is somewhat nonsensical. What I think they mean is that they drew from a uniform 

distribution where the interval's lower and upper boundaries were defined by the estimate of the 

vital rate's mean, plus and minus 2 SD, however in Table 1 they say," Values used at each time 

step of the analysis were randomly drawn from a uniform distribution within the specified 

standard deviation (SD)." So I am confused about a fundamental aspect of the PVA's 

construction regarding demographic stochasticity. This is a critical point as defining the 

uniform distribution as the vital rate's mean± !SD would make demographic stochasticity 

much less than if the uniform distribution's interval was defined as the vital rate's mean± 2SD. 
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5) The effects of environmental stochasticity are included in the model as two 

'catastrophes,' and a prey multiplier effect. The first catastrophe resulted in complete 

reproductive failure for that year at the pack level to simulate diseases such as canine parovirus, 

and occurred with an annual probability of0.05. The second catastrophe was modeled atthe 

population level "to represent extremely rare, range wide events that may affect wolf 

populations (e.g., disease, abiotic conditions, prey population crashes)," that occurred with a 

probability of0.01 and resulted in a population-wide reduction in survival of25%. These sorts 

of catastrophe are indeed useful to include because rare phenomena with large demographic 

effects are real and often have significant effects on populations. Indeed, in the PY A as 

constructed, these catastrophes were important effects during early years of the simulations, 

before population size was large enough to be resilient to catastrophes. 

Unfortunately, catastrophes are not realistic proxies for true environmental 

stochasticity in abiotic conditions or prey availability that are typically due to stochastic annual 

variation in weather patterns. True environmental stochasticity would recognize that all wolf 

vital rates of age-class specific survival and reproduction usually co-vary among years because 

they are all correlated with certain weather phenomenon (such as extremely cold, wet winters) 

either directly, or indirectly through the weather's effects on prey species. Environmental 

stochasticity should have been modeled as a population-wide, or climate zone region-wide 

effect whereby all demographic parameters rise or fall together according to either a 

documented relationship between weather and vital rates, or a relationship between weather and 

prey species that indirectly affects wolf demographic vital rates. 

The Oregon wolf PY A did include a prey multiplier effect (page 12) as environmental 

stochasticity, where, "Each year of the simulation, the prey multiplier had a 1 out of3 chance of 

increasing, decreasing, or remaining the same, respectively. In years the prey multiplier 

increased or decreased, the maximum change was restricted to 0.10." However, this effect 
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seems too small, or perhaps too limited by not affecting reproduction and dispersal, to 

realistically simulate true environmental variation. 

Several studies have documented that the wolf populations are regulated by food, as a 

function of prey abundance and their vulnerability to predation (Packard and Mech 1980; Keith 

1983; Peterson and Page 1988; Fuller et al. 2003). Because prey condition is highly dependent 

on weather conditions (Mech and Peterson 2003), wolf demography is also dependent on 

weather (Fuller et al. 2003). "In Denali National Park, Alaska, where humans also have little 

effect on the wolf population, the trend in wolf numbers from 1986 through 1994 ... was driven 

by snow depth, wbich influenced caribou vulnerability (Mech et al. 1998) ... As snow depth and 

caribou vulnerability increased, adult female wolf weights also increased, followed by increased 

pup production and survival and decreased dispersal (Mech et al. 1998) ... In the east central 

Superior National Forest of Minnesota ... from about 1966 to 1983, the wolf population trend 

followed that of the white-tailed deer herd, which was related to winter snow depth. Thus snow 

was seen as the driving force in the wolf-deer system (Mech 1990)." From Fuller et al. (2003). 

In Isle Royale National Park, wolf population growth depended mainly on the number and age 

structure of the prey population, although density dependence, winter severity, and catastrophic 

events like disease outbreaks also play important roles (Peterson and Page 1988; Peterson et al. 

1998; Vucetich and Peterson 2004). 

6) Human-caused mortality impacts were significant, but conclusions downplayed the 

effect of human-caused mortality. The section on lethal control (page 26, Appendix B) 

addressed the issue of legal and illegal human-caused mortality, and concluded that reasonable 

levels of human-caused mortality could result in conservation failure and/or biological 

extinction. Probability of conservation-failure increased to 0.40 and 1.00, for mean human-

caused mortality rates of 0.15 and 0.25, respectively. These results highlight the importance of 

anthropogenic mortality to population viability of wolves. Probability of biological-extinction 

was relatively low for all simulations with mean human-caused mortality rates:<; 0.15. 
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Additionally, human-caused mortality is likely to increase as the wolf population increases, 

possibly leading to additional density-dependent mortality. Illegal human-caused mortality has 

been recorded as 30-34% of total mortality (Liberg et al. 2012; Board 2012). 

Oregon Legislative Assembly changed the status of wolves to "special status game 

mammal" under ORS 496.004 (9). Under this classification, and when in Phase TIT of the Wolf 

Plan, controlled take of wolves would be permitted as a management response tool to assist 

ODFW in its wildlife management efforts. This rule would effectively allow the legal killing of 

all wolves in excess of the conservation objective of 4 breeding pairs. Reducing the population 

to such a low number would undeniably result in the impairment of wolf viability in the region. 

A PV A scenario should be run to quantify the probability of conservation failure and extirpation 

under this legally permitted management action. 

7) The sensitivity analyses was simplistic and insufficient in my opinion to characterize 

true sensitivity of demographic parameters under different scenarios of management and 

environmental conditions. The PV A was supposed to focus on "determining effects of key 

biological processes, uncertainty in model parameters, and management actions on wolf 

population dynamics and viability." 1 recommend a more detailed and systematic sensitivity 

analysis where specific parameters are individually varied± 5, 10, and 15% to determine their 

impact on population growth rate. Additionally, I recommend that after the model structure and 

parameter values and variation has been corrected as I suggested above, several realistic 

management and ecological scenarios be explicitly examined to document realistic probabilities 

ofconservation failure and biological extinction. 

Sincerely, 

Derek E. Lee 

Principal Scientist 

Wild Nature Institute 

PO Box 165, Hanover, NH 03755 



October 25, 2015 

Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife Commission 

4034 Fairview Industrial Drive SE 

Salem, OR 97302 

ODFW.commission@state.or.us 

Chair Finley and Commissioners: 

My name is Robert Beschta, I am emeritus professor in the Department of Forest Ecosystems 

and Society at Oregon State University (professional affiliation provided for informational 

purposes only). For more than four decades I have participated in research, teaching, and 

extension activities assessing the effects of land use practices on watersheds and plant 

communities. Much of that effort was in Oregon but more recently I have done research in 

Yellowstone National Park and other areas of the American West. 

When wolves were extirpated from Yellowstone National Park, increased herbivory by elk soon 

began to impact plant communities. Over time, and over a wide range of elk densities, the 

park's aspen, willow, cottonwood, alder, and a wide range of berry-producing shrubs were less 

able to establish and grow above the browse level of elk; tall forbs and native grasses were also 

impacted. As a consequence, streams eroded and incised, riparian habitat for birds and other 

wildlife became limited, and beaver disappeared. 

After seven decades of absence, wolves were returned to the park in the mid-1990s thus 

completing the wild predator guild. With the return of this apex predator, changes to 

previously browsing-suppressed plant communities began to occur. Initially these effects were 

small and local but over time the effects have become more widespread. Increasingly aspen 

and riparian plant communities have become more robust, increasingly plants are growing 

above the browse level of elk, stream banks are stabilizing, more birds have habitat, and beaver 

are returning. These effects did not happen overnight, but have become more pronounced 

over the last several years. It is important to note that Yellowstone is not a unique, stand-alone 

experiment. Improving plant communities have also been observed in other areas of western 

North America where formerly extirpated wolves have returned. 

Like Yellowstone, wolves were extirpated from Oregon and were absent over many decades. 

Elk numbers, which had been reduced to only a few thousand in the early 1900s have since 

increased greatly and in 2011 Oregon's total elk numbers were 3'd highest of 11 western states 

(based on estimates of the Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation). And, like Yellowstone, wolves 

have returned. 



Oregon's wolf conservation and management plan indicates "Wolves need to be managed in 

concert with other species and resource plans." Most people would likely assume "other 

species" simply means elk. I would strongly suggest that we need to look deeper. 

Deciduous woody plant communities on public lands in eastern Oregon, plant communities 

such as those associated with aspen and riparian areas, have experienced major declines over 

much of the 20th century with adverse consequences to terrestrial wildlife species as well as 

aquatic species, such as salmon. While outmoded livestock practices have been a major reason 

for this decline, herbivory by wild ungulates, principally elk, is now a significant factor in many 

areas and may limit recovery of degraded plant communities even if livestock impacts are 

minimized. 

Whether the positive ecosystem effects found in Yellowstone and other areas following the 

return of wolves will occur in Oregon is not yet known. However, if wolves are going to be a 

factor in the recovery of degraded aspen stands and riparian plant communities on public lands 

in eastern Oregon, I would strongly indicate that delisting this keystone species is a move in the 

wrong direction. 

Sincerely, 

Ro-b-eri- L. 6~ 

Robert L. Beschta, PhD 

4005 NW Princess St. 

Corvallis, OR 97330 



October 27, 2015 

Dear Commissioners, 

Soon the Commission will decide whether to remove wolves from the Oregon state list of 
endangered species. For reasons outlined below, we urge the Commission to refrain from 
removing wolves from Oregon's endangered species list at this time. 

Because Oregon state law requires delisting decisions be based on the best-available science, 
the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife has made a concerted effort to perform scientific 
analyses to evaluate the appropriateness of removing wolves from Oregon's endangered 
species list. That analysis is reported in a document entitled, Updated biological status review 
for the Gray Wolf (Canis lupus) in Oregon and evaluation of criteria to remove the Gray Wolf 
from the List of Endangered Species under the Oregon Endangered Species Act. Hereafter we 
refer to that document as ODFW (2015). 

While the analyses described in ODFW (2015) are important, those analyses are also, by 
themselves, an insufficient application of best-available science. A sufficient application of best
available science also requires analyses, like those reported in ODFW (2015), to be adequately 
vetted by the scientific community through an independent review process. To our knowledge, 
that vetting has not to have taken place. In particular, we are especially concerned that the 

extinction risk analysis and its interpretation has not been adequately vetted. 
This scientific vetting is especially critical because discourse arguing for state delisting is 

enabled only because the U.S. Congress removed wolves from the federal list of protected 
species in 2011. But delisting action was based entirely and overtly on political circumstances, 

not best-available science. That circumstance heightens the need for Oregon to offer due 
diligence with respect to best-available science, where the federal government has failed. 

ODFW (2015) includes analyses which strongly suggests that wolves should remain listed at this 
time. In particular, ODFW (2015) indicates 

1) that Oregon has 106,853 km 2 of currently suitable range for wolves. That is, range with 
sufficient prey and habitat where wolf-human conflicts are relatively minimal (as 
indicated by road density and land uses such as agriculture and developed areas). 

2) wolves currently occupy about 12,582 km 2
. 

ODFW (2015) also implies that former range of wolves (i.e., range occupied before humans 
drove wolves to an endangered status) would have been greater than the current suitable 
range. 

To summarize, ODFW (2015) indicates that wolves in Oregon currently occupy less than 
12% of their former range and only about 12% of current suitable range. Comparing that 

circumstance conditions with Oregon's Endangered Species Act provides important context for 
informing Oregon's listing judgment. In particular, the Act states that an endangered species is 
one that is " ... in danger of extinction throughout any significant portion of its range within this 
state." By that standard wolves are endangered because the species remains extirpated from 
nearly 90% of its currently suitable range (and extirpated from an even greater proportion of 

the range that wolves occupied before human persecution). 



Oregon state law does not require wolves to occupy all of their former range. Oregon 
state law does not even require wolves to occupy all of the currently suitable range. However, it 
is untenable to think that being extirpated from nearly 90% of current suitable range (a subset 
of former range) would qualify the species for delisting. 

This comparison between the language of Oregon's law and wolves' circumstance in 
Oregon is robustly supported by considerable scholarship and judicial opinion. Some of that 
peer-reviewed scholarship and judicial opinion is presented in Vucetich et al. (2006); Tadano 
(2007); Enzler & Bruskotter (2009); Geenwald (2009); Kamel (2010); Carroll et al. (2010), 
Bruskotter et al. (2013). If the Commission would be interested in a more detailed account of 
this scholarship for itself or its constituents, we would happily provide such an account upon 
request. 

We fully understand that wolves can be a challenging species to manage. And we 
appreciate that delisting may seem a solution to that challenge. However, two very important 
considerations suggest otherwise. First, Oregon already has many tools for managing wolf
human conflicts. Vigilant and judicious use of those tools is the key to effectively managing 
wolf-human conflicts. That much is clearly demonstrated by the good work of the Commission 
and ODFW. However, it is difficult to envision how wolf-human conflicts would be more 
effectively managed as a result of premature delisting. 

Second, the consequences of acting in haste or inconsistently with principles outlined 
here increase the risk that other decisions pertaining to de listing and natural resource 
management in general would be made out of political convenience rather than principle of law 
and science. 

For these reasons, we urge you to refrain from removing wolves from Oregon's list endangered 
species at this time. 

Sincerely, 
John A. Vucetich, Professor of Wildlife, Michigan Technological University 

Jeremy T. Bruskotter, Associate Professor, School of Environment and Natural Resources, The 
Ohio State University 

Michael Paul Nelson, Ruth H. Spaniol Chair of Renewable Resources and Professor of 
Environmental Ethics and Philosophy, Oregon State University 
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28 October 2015 

To the Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission: 

Adrian Treves, PhD 
Associate Professor of Environmental Studies 

Director of the Carnivore Coexistence Lab 
The University of Wisconsin-Madison. 

30A Science Hall, 550 North Park Street 
Madison, WI 53706 
§lreves@w;sc.edu 

The following comments relate to the proposal to delis! gray wolves in Oregon, entitled "Updated 
biological status review for the Gray Wolf (Canis lupus) in Oregon and evaluation of criteria to remove 
the Gray Wolf from the List of Endangered Species under the Oregon Endangered Species Act (Oregon 
Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW), October 9, 2015)" hereafter "ODFW Review 2015". 

I have been studying wolf-human interactions for 16 years and ecology generally for >25 years. I've 
published >SO scientific articles on ecology, conservation and human dimensions. My lab group is the 
only one in the world to have measured changes in individual humans' tolerance for wolves over time 

and attitudes under changing policies on lethal management and delisting. We have also studied 
poaching (illegal take) iin several peer-reviewed scientific publications. More information about my lab 
and our work on wolves can be found on our web page: http://farnlty,Qj>lson.wisc.edu/tEgv_">l. 

My comments address human tolerance for wolves, illegal take, and the public trust. I restrict my 
comment to two points: 

(1) Oregon's delisting criteria have not been met, 
and 

(2) The main threat to wolf population viability is not adequately understood by any state or 
federal agency yet, therefore the expected benefits of delisting are unlikely to manifest and 
the likely costs are not well addressed by current regulatory mechanisms. 

By Oregon law ORS 496.17, state delisting can occur if all of five conditions are met. I address the first 
and fifth here. 

1. The species is not now (and is not likely in the foreseeable future to be) in danger of extinction 
in any significant portion of its range in Oregon or in danger of becoming endangered; and 

5. Existing state or federal programs or regulations are adequate to protect the species and its 
habitat. 

Comment 1. The criteria for state delisting have not been met. 

The phrase "The species is not now ... in danger of extinction in any significant portion of its range in 

Oregon" has two implications. The first relates to historic range and the second to not being 
endangered. 

The historic range of the wolf in Oregon was the entire state (1) as the ODFW Report 2015 correctly 
noted and visible in Appendix A for map of historic range in the U.S. Habitat suitability analyses for 
wolves confirm that prey availability and human-caused mortality are the major factors limiting wolves 
from recolonizing a region, e.g., (2). If one limits the geographic extent considered to be wolf range to 
those areas where people want wolves to live, one opens the door to illegal and otherwise unacceptable 

human-caused mortality determining where wolves can live. The legal and biological flaws in this line of 
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thinking have been described and rejected for federal de listing of the gray wolf (3). In simple terms, the 
ODFW should not define wolf range based on interest group anger or some unquantified social 
acceptance, because that opens the door to a form of extortion by intolerant communities, "We'll kill 

wolves that move here." Threats posed by people are something to combat. 

Instead available range should be defined by the biological capacity of wolves to find what they need to 
reproduce in an area and the acceptable recolonization might be determined by legal standards (see 
below). 

With this biological logic in mind, the gray wolf is currently present in less than 6% of the state's land 
area now (ODFW Review 2015), approximately equivalent to Douglas County, OR. Now imagine if the 3% 
of Oregon's human population in Douglas County were the only ones to benefit from the presence of an 
endangered species (e.g., Washington Ground Squirrel or Lower Columbia River Coho Salmon). Wouldn't 
other counties' residents demand access without extreme efforts? Currently, too few citizens have 

access to the benefits generated by wolves in Oregon, which include aesthetic, ecological, and uses that 
deplete the asset (if that depletion leaves the asset unimpaired). Furthermore, future generations of 
Oregonians have a right to those benefits also. That point is emphasized by the case law upholding the 
public trust doctrine in Oregon. Wildlife belongs to all state citizens by Oregon law as a trust asset 1

. That 
trust obligation limits the allocation of assets such as wildlife to private interests, e.g., livestock 

producers demanding lethal control of wolves (1). That trust obligation also curbs the eagerness of 
administrative agencies to allocate assets, 

"In Morse v. Department of State Lands, 2 the 1979 Oregon Supreme Court remanded the 
director's decision to issue a permit authorizing a fill for an airport runway extension because he 

failed to determine whether the public need for the project outweighed damage to public use of 
trust resources ... " (p. 686, section 6.2) in (4) 

Therefore I recommend the Commission consider all current citizens and the rights of future generations 

for whom the trust is held. 

I recommend that 'a significant portion of range' be interpreted so as to defend against litigation. I 

recommend 'a significant portion of range' be defined as one of the following geographic extents: at 
least one breeding pair in every county or breeding pairs in a majority of counties. 

Furthermore, the current population size of wolves in Oregon "As of July 2015, there were 16 known 
groups or packs of wolves containing a male-female pair (Table 2), and the mid-year minimum 
population (non-pup) was 85 wolves." (ODFW Review 2015). A recent illegal shooting has probably 
lowered that number while emphasizing the role of negligent hunters in illegal take 

(ht1JJJL'l>/_\A/\A/,_Stat.,s111<1nJo~i:ria_LcgJ11l'>! QIYlO e w s I 2 0 15I10I19 Im a n -s h ot,_an d,killgcj-w o If -co u Id -fa c~, 
c_h_er&"_s[7L[22~524,I ). At a population size <85, the addition of a few extra wolf deaths in a year can stop 

1 State v. McGuire, 33 P. 666 (Or. 1883) 
2 Morse, 590 P.2d at 715; After Morse, the Oregon legislature amended the Submerged and Submersible 
Lands Act to require the director to find that the "public need" for the project outweighs harm to public 
rights of navigation, fishery, and recreation. OR. REV. STAT§ 196.825(3) ("The director may issue a 
permit for a project that results in a substantial fill in an estuary for a nonwater dependent use only if the 
project is for a public use and would satisfy a public need that outweighs harm to navigation, fishery and 
recreation and if the proposed fill meets all other criteria ... [in the Act]."). 
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or reverse population growth. As the ODFW Review 2015 noted, wolves are highly susceptible to human 
causes of mortality and many of these mortalities go undetected and unreported (cryptic poaching). The 
ODFW Review 2015 reported illegal take was the leading cause of death among wolves in a small sample 
of recovered mortalities. For a quantitative example from another state, we estimated an average of 
44% (SD 4%) of Wisconsin wolves aged >7.5 months died each year after deli sting procedures began and 
the state regained intermittent authority for lethal control (6). The majority of those wolf deaths went 
undetected and nearly half of all deaths were poached wolves. If that pattern applies after delisting in 
Oregon, one should expect 34-41 yearlings and adult wolves to die in the year that follows. Most will 
go undetected. Overcoming such high mortality rates would require higher than average population 
growth seen in the Oregon population (Table 2, ODFW Review 2015). Chronic, undetected, human
caused mortality challenges the success of Oregon's wolf recovery. 

Moreover hopes that delisting or state authority for lethal control will reduce poaching have been 
fostered by a flawed analysis (7), see (1) and (6) for why it is flawed. The actual conclusion should be just 
the opposite, namely delisting and legal culling authority increased poaching in Wisconsin 3

. 

In sum, the Oregon wolf population has not met the first criterion for delisting, whether measured by 
geographic distribution or population size. 

The next comment speaks directly to the fifth requirement that, "Existing state or federal programs or 
regulations are adequate to protect the species" 

Comment 2. The main threat to wolf population viability is not adequately understood by any state 
or federal agency yet, therefore the expected benefits of delisting are unlikely to manifest and the 
likely costs are not well addressed by current regulatory mechanisms. 

The ODFW correctly identifies the major threat to wolf population viability is human tolerance 
manifested through illegal take (poaching) mainly, "Since human tolerance has been and remains the 
primary limiting factor for wolf survival, building tolerance for this species will require acceptance of the 
Plan's approach to addressing wolf conservation and human conflicts." (p. 3, ODFW Wolf Conservation 
and Management Plan, December 2005 and Updated 2010)" hereafter "ODFW Plan 2010") and same 
sentence on p. 34 of the ODFW Review 2015. One should expect the major threat to a listed species to 
be well understood and abated if delisting will succeed. Unfortunately the threat is neither well 
understood nor abated currently. Our evidence that illegal take has not been abated comes from the 
section above and data on illegal take in the past as well as the likely prospect that illegal take is likely 
to increase as we explain below. The evidence that human tolerance is not well understood by the 
ODFW comes from the ODFW Review 2015 and the ODF Plan 2010. 

The ODFW Plan 2010 and ODFW Review 2015 are not up-to-date on research relating to human 
tolerance for wolves despite 36 instances in which those documents mentioned "tolerance" or 
1'attitude11

• There are over 100 scientific, peer-reviewed articles on human attitudes to wolves (3), and 
>10 recent studies from the USA address what to expect in human tolerance for wolves after 
intervention or after policies change (3, 8-16). The ODFW Review 2015 does not cite a single one of 
those studies or anything by the leaders in the field, which suggests that the ODFW has not considered 
the scientific evidence for the major threat to Oregon wolves. 

3 Please contact the author for evidence to support this assertion in a report under review. 
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Instead, the ODFW Review 2015 cites wolf biologists who have never collected human dimensions data 
when making a claim about human tolerance, "There are many references which relate human 

tolerance to successful wolf management (Mech 1995, Bangs et al. 2004, Smith 2013)." Had the ODFW 
reviewed the expert scientific literature rather than biologists' opinions, they would have learned the 
following: 

Public acceptance for lethal control has declined significantly since the 1970s and the public prefers 
non-lethal methods for managing wildlife. Tolerance for carnivores and inclinations to poach them are 
not well predicted by wealth or economic losses but rather by peer networks and social norms that 
foster resistance to authority and anti-establishment actions. Those inclined to poach tend to justify 
their actions by over-estimating how many of their neighbors and associates do so. Tolerance for 
bears declined when messaging was purely negative or concerns hazards posed by wildlife. Tolerance 
for wolves declined after delisting and legalization of lethal management, probably because people 
perceived the government was sending a signal that wolves have less value or illegal take will not be 
enforced. The implementation of lethal control did not raise tolerance for wolves after 8 years and the 
inauguration of public wolf-hunting did not raise tolerance for wolves after one year. Messaging that 
includes a sizeable component of information on benefits is more likely to raise tolerance for 
carnivores than messaging that focuses on costs and risks. 

The available evidence suggests delisting and legalizing or liberalizing lethal control is more likely to 
increase poaching which is the major threat to wolves in the USA than decrease it. 

Despite the latest results described above, the scientific community still does not know enough to abate 
poaching, which we believe is generated by intolerance. Perpetrators of poaching are poorly studied. 
That creates uncertainty about who would poach a wolf, under what conditions, and where. It is widely 
believed that the average human's tolerance in areas inhabited by wolves will predict behaviors that 
harm or help wolf conservation. If that hypothesis is false, concerns with social tolerance are misplaced 
and attention should focus on a few perpetrators and their social networks that promote law-breaking, 
rather than on the general public 

I conclude that state delisting might have costs that the ODFW has not anticipated and is currently ill
equipped to understand let alone abate. 

Furthermore the ODP Plan 2010 is liable to lead to an increase in poorly understood take in the wake of 
delisting. "A delisting decision by the Commission is not expected to significantly affect the management 
of wolves. This is because the Wolf Plan and associated OAR's guide the management of wolves 
regardless of OESA listing status, and a delisting decision would not inherently alter the management 
aspects of the Wolf Plan." (ODFW Review 2015). That is unfortunate because delisting should lead to a 
change in management to reduce legal AND illegal killing and increase messages about the benefits of 
wolves to Oregon ecosystems and citizens. 

Of particular concern is whether the ODFW has correctly described the future costs and benefits of its 
management efforts that affect wolf survival and reproduction. Lethal management raises such 
concerns because there has never been a rigorous scientific experiment to test if killing wolves actually 
prevents future wolf predation on livestock (17-19). 

Also Oregon's state delisting would presumably activate the hunting and trapping of wolves as a "special 
status game mammal" under ORS 496.004 (9). (While the state wolf Plan indicates that controlled take 
of wolves could not occur until wolves enter into Phase Ill, ODFW has publically indicated that the 
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population goals established in the Plan for moving into Phase Ill could be met as early as 2017. The Plan 
also advises that it is expected that wolves will have been delisted by the time Phase Ill management 
regimes and the availability of controlled take of wolves begins. With these guidelines and the timeline 
ODFW has indicated, controlled take of wolves will follow delisting in short order but without scientific 
basis.) The expectation that "controlled take of wolves would be permitted as a management response 
tool to assist ODFW in its wildlife management efforts" presumes public hunting is a useful management 
response. Setting aside private hunters desires to hunt or revenue generation from hunting, what 
conservation purpose does hunting play in a population recovering from extirpation? 

Reviews of this question find little or no benefit of public hunting and trapping for conserving large 
carnivores (20-24). Furthermore, studies of cougars suggest public hunting can exacerbate problems 
with domestic animal owners (25). It may seem obvious that killing a wolf in the act of chasing, biting or 
otherwise attacking livestock will save that animal but the vast majority of lethal management is done 
far from the livestock and long after an attack has occurred. Under such indirect circumstances, lethal 
management is not clearly effective. Consider the unsettled dispute about lethal management of 
Northern Rocky Mountain wolves despite twenty years of lethal management (26, 27). Another concern 
is that the ODFW over-states the problem of livestock depredation in the following quote, "The 
challenges of wolves in areas with livestock are well documented, and wolves prey on domestic animals 

in all parts of the world where the two coexist". This over-states the challenge posed by livestock 
predation because it ignores years of evidence that a minority of wolf packs are involved in domestic 

animal depredations and the geographic locations of such attacks are predictable (14, 28, 29). Moreover 
it ignores the many non-lethal methods that are more effecf1ve than lethal control and have not had 
detectable side-effects and counter-productive results such as higher livestock predation. 

I recommend the ODFW pay close attention to research by independent scientists with academic 
freedom (not USDA-WS which has a financial conflict of interest and not hunter interest groups for the 
same reason) who have reviewed the evidence on whether killing wolves - either through public 
hunting or by USDA-WS contract - will prevent livestock predation. Otherwise, and until the scientific 
community finds consensus on this evaluation, any such killing authorized and condoned by ODFW is not 

based on best science. Indeed it is being conducted in the absence of scientific justification and may be 

in violation of the public trust duties of the state, as mentioned previously. 

In conclusion, I find (1) Oregon's delisting criteria have not been met, and (2) The main threat to wolf 
population viability is not adequately understood by any state or federal agency yet, therefore the 
expected benefits of delisting are unlikely to manifest and the likely costs are not well addressed by 
current regulatory mechanisms. 

Thank you for reading my comments. 

Adrian Treves, PhD 

Associate Professor and Director of the Carnivore Coexistence Lab at the Nelson lnstitue for 

Environmental Studies of the University of Wisconsin-Madison. 30A Science Hall, 550 North Park Street, 
Madison, WI 53706, <l_treves@wisc . .,c:Jg 
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Appendix A. 

Blue area is the historic range of the gray wolf in the conterminous United States. Hatched gray areas 
are the current range of breeding pairs of wolves as of 2013. The dark polygons show relative human 

population density (1). 
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Comments re: ODFW' s gray wolf delisting 

recommendation and status review 

October 29th 2015 

To the Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission: 

This comment concerns the docrunent "Updated biological status review for the 

Gray Wolf (Canis lupus) in Oregon and evaluation of criteria to remove the Gray 

Wolf from the List of Endangered Species under the Oregon Endangered Species 

Act (Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW), October 9, 2015)" in 

particular to the Appendix B "Assessment of Population Viability of Wolves in 

Oregon" hereafter termed "the PV A". 

My name is Guillaume Chapron, I am Associate Professor in quantitative ecology 

at the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences and my research focuses on 

large carnivore conservation and management, with a particular emphasis on 

modeling and viability analysis. I have more than a decade of experience in this 

field and my research has been published in the top U.S. and international peer

reviewed scientific journals (see e.g. Chapron et al. 2014. Science 346 (6216): 

1517-1519, Bauer, Chapron et al. 2015. PNAS. 10.1073/pnas.1500664112 ). 

I submit this comment to help the commission in meeting the requirement outlined 

in OR ESA that listing decisions be based on "documented and verifiable science". 

My first comment is to congratulate ODFW for providing details on the PV A and 

sharing the R source code of the PV A. Such openness and transparency are not so 

common among agencies and deserve to be praised, as they open up for the 

possibility of constructive criticism. My co1nments are the following: 

1) The PVA is not statistically correct. 

A PV A typically functions by running multiple stochastic (i.e. random) trajectories 

of a simulated population and counting the resulting number of extinct trajectories. 

For example, if one would simulate I 000 trajectories and obtain 137 extinct 

trajectories among these 1000, the extinction probability would be 13.7%. A 

critical part of a viability model is therefore how stochastic processes are modeled. 

I have reviewed the source code of the PV A written in the R language and the way 

stochasticity is modeled is not correct. Taking the example of survival events, 

stochasticity is modeled by generating a random number from a uniform 
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distribution between 0 and 1 (as I understand it, this a1nounts to demographic 

stochasticity), and then comparing that number with another number. This latter 

number is randomly generated from a uniform distribution with parameters (mean

SD, mean+SD) and, as I understand it, this amounts to environmental stochasticity. 

This approach is fundamentally wrong for two reasons. First, the breadth of the 

latter distribution is restrained and values lower than mean-SD and larger than 

mean+SD arc by default impossible (which roughly means 32% of all possible 

values, see the "68-95-99.7 rule", noting that excluding the lowest values will 

have the most severe impact on extinction risk). Second, all values are equally 

likely, which is typically not the case when estimating parameters from field data 

as one gets a nonnal (or bell-shaped) parameter distribution. The PVA therefore 

restricts possibilities of extinction and adds noise in parameters that could be more 

informative. The proper way to model environ1nental and demographic 

stochasticity for survival is by using a beta-binomial mixture where beta distributed 

values (with shape parameters obtained through the method of moments with mean 

and SD) are randomly generated to serve as parameters of the binomial 

distribution. 

The same problem is also present for litter size, where the PV A uses a uniform 

distribution between 2 and 8. This means that litter sizes of 1 are impossible and 

that litter sizes of e.g. 2, 3, 4, etc till 8 arc all equally likely. This approach is 

simply inconsistent with wolf biology. One could use a Gamma-Poisson mixture to 

generate stochastic integer numbers with some environmental stochasticity. 

Environmental stochasticity in the PV A is in practice in1plemented by sampling a 

vector with stride of 0.01 or 0.001. However I noticed the stride was different 

between environmental (0.001) and demographic (0.01) stochasticity for poaching 

and this is also not correct. 

Finally, because the model has a quite a few parameters, I believe that running 100 

trajectories is not enough to get informative and converging estimates of extinction 

risk and 1000 trajectories would have been a minimum. I consider the points raised 

in this section justify the rejection of the PV A without further consideration. 

2) The PV A is not properly validated. 

Calibrating and validating a complex Individual Based Model is important but can 

also be challenging. For the OR wolf PV A this seems to have been done by 

comparing simulations with a time series of 5 years. I do not believe this is 

statistically rigorous. Modern algorithms such as Approximate Bayesian 

Computation with prior-posterior inference or Pattern Oriented Modeling would be 

more suitable here. Note that the PV A has probably quite a few weakly identifiable 

parameters (pairs of different parameter values giving the same model fit). 

Importantly, it is not because the niodel was published in a peer-reviewed journal 

that this implies the model is validated or correct (see previous point showing it is 

not) and I recommend the OR wolf PY A and its R source code be peer-reviewed in 
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an open and transparent process. Finally, I would like to point to the fact that the 
initial population is randomly assigned across age and social classes, which 
suggests the population did not start at an asymptotic stage, and early oscillations 
of the population structure may have affected simulations and the results of the 
sensitivity analysis. 

3) The PY A does not use realistic parameter values or scenarios. 

The PV A is parameterized with a very low poaching rate. This is not in line with 
what has been found in other wolf or large carnivore populations. Using a 
hierarchical Bayesian state-space model I have found that half the mortality of 
wolves in Sweden was due to poaching and that two third of poaching was not 
observed (Libcrg, Chapron, et al. 2015. Proceedings of the Royal Society B 279 
(1730): 910-915). There has been several documented cases of illegal take in OR 
and the total number is likely higher as illegal activities are typically under
reported. The PV A also assumes that survival rates were not influenced by social 
status of the animal but I question whether this is realistic as some social classes 
arc exposed to higher mortality risks by being more active in hunting large prey. 

A critical assumption of the PV A is that the past is a proper representation of the 
future, in particular regarding human induced mortality rates. However, the PV A in 
this case is actually being used to make a decision making the future different from 
the past (deli sting). Therefore, justifying de listing based on a PV A assuming that 
parameters will remain constant for the next 50 years is inadequate as parameters 
arc likely to change as soon as and if de listing happens-especially if the state 
moves to initiate legal hunting and/or trapping of wolves. Indeed, the PVA actually 
documents the effect of such changes and finds that the probability of conservation 
failure dramatically increases with legal mortality. A proper interpretation of the 
actual PV A results would actually support not delisting the wolves in OR. 

Another critical assumption in the PV A is the annual immigration of 3 wolves in 
OR. This raises two questions. First, a population is generally considered as viable 
when considered as a stand-alone population and not through the regular addition 
of individuals. Second, the persistence of this flow of imn1igrants is doubtful as, for 
example, adjacent states are atten1pting to dramatically reduce their wolf 
populations. 

4) A PV A is not the appropriate tool. 

The PVA completely ignores long-term viability and the ability of OR wolves to 
adapt to future environmental change. However, there is a substantial amount of 
literature of the need for populations to have a genetically effective population size 
of at least Ne~500 to be considered as genetically viable and a large number of 
viability analyses in the conservation literature have used a package called 
VORTEX to include genetics aspects in viability estimates. It is unfortunate the 
PV A ignores such aspects and this precludes using the PV A to reach conclusions 
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on the long-term viability of OR wolves and hence meet the requirement of OR 

ESA. 

Worth noting is that under no possibility could a population of -85 individuals be 
considered as not warranting listing under the IUCN Red List, which is a globally 
recognized authority in assessing species extinction risks. Similarly, the Mexican 
wolf population is today larger than the OR wolf one but is not at all considered as 
recovered by Federal authorities. There appears to be little substance for ODFW to 
consider a population of ~85 wolves as being recovered. 

ODFW finds that the wolf is not now (and is not likely in the foreseeable future to 
be) in danger of extinction throughout any significant portion of its range in 
Oregon. However, ODFW makes this statement by implicitly removing "any 
significant portion of its range'', as only the outcome of a non-spatial PV A is 
considered sufficient. The reality is that the wolf is past being in danger of 
extinction throughout many significant portions of its range in OR because it 
occupies only 12o/o of its suitable habitat (so is extinct in 88% of its suitable 
habitat). The interpretation of this section of OR ESA by ODFW is an illegitimate 
interpretation that implies the suitable habitat where the species has become extinct 
is no longer considered as part of the species range and included in recovery 
targets. This interpretation also runs contrary to recent scientific literature on 
significant portion of range. 

Finally, there has been an impressive amount of research on the ecological role 
wolves can play in shaping ecosystems and the report by ODFW does not consider 
fulfilling this role as a criteria for delisting. 

Based on the points raised above, I conclude that the PV A does not provide support 
for delisting wolves in OR. 

Yours sincerely 

Guillaume Chapron, PhD, Associate Professor 

Grimso Wildlife Research Station 
Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences 
SE - 73091 Riddarhyttan, Sweden 

Email: guillaume.chapron@slu.se 
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Via email to: 

Russ Morgan 

Wolf Program Coordinator 

Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife 

107 20th Street 

La Grande, OR 97850 

October 28, 2015 

Scientific peer review comments on Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife Review of the Biological 

Status of the Gray Wolf 

Thank you for your invitation to submit comments on the updated biological status review document of 

October 9, 2015. My research as a wildlife ecologist with the Klamath Center for Conservation Research 

in Orleans, California, has focused on habitat, viability, and connectivity modeling for a diverse group of 

threatened and endangered species ranging from large carnivores to rare and endemic plant species. I 

have also served on the Science and Planning Subgroup of the Mexican Wolf Recovery Team. I welcome 

the opportunity to use this expertise to evaluate the document. 

Firstly, I wanted to commend the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) for its work over the 

past decade to advance wolf recovery in Oregon, and specifically on the work that went in to 

preparation of the biological status review document. On the whole, the document is well-written, 

factual, and informative. However, there are several areas where the document could be improved to 

better reflect current science. Although the document states that a change in status (de listing) of 

Oregon wolf populations will have little practical short-term effect on management of the species in the 

state, it is nonetheless important that any status determination reflect best available science. 

The population viability analysis (PVA) completed by ODFW to support the status report provides 

relevant information concerning some factors effecting population status. The PVA results support the 

intuitive conclusion that the relatively high reproductive rate shown in many colonizing wolf populations 
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make them fairly resilient to extirpation in the short term in the absence of high human-associated 

mortality rate (such as from hunting or lethal control programs). This conclusion can be drawn from 

simple deterministic PVA models. The PVA associated with this status review expands on this conclusion 

by using a stochastic individual-based model to evaluate factors (such as disease outbreaks or other 

chance events) that may threaten small populations, even if these populations on the whole show 

positive population growth. However, I have two areas of concern with the PVA, and with the resulting 

conclusion as to the resilience of the current Oregon wolf population: 

1) the manner in which stochastic factors are parameterized in the PVA is overly optimistic; 

2) the PVA does not incorporate the effects of small population size and isolation on genetic 

threats to population viability. Instead the status review relies on a brief qualitative discussion 

which does not accurately represent what is currently known about genetic threats to small wolf 

populations. 

Treatment of stochastic factors 

The ODFW PVA incorporates stochastic factors such as disease outbreaks or prey decline in two ways 

(PVA p 14): 

1) An effect on reproduction via a 5% chance per pack of reproductive failure in any year. 

Importantly, these reproductive failures were not correlated between packs, so population-level 

reproductive output did not experience "bad years". 

2) An effect on population-level survival where survival was reduced by 25% on average once in 

100 years. 

The PVA does not document the source of these parameter estimates, but they appear highly optimistic 

when compared to data from well-studied wolf populations such as in the Yellowstone region. In terms 

of stochastic factors affecting reproduction, effects of disease outbreaks on fecundity (considered 

broadly to include pup survival) are often correlated between packs in a population, which increase the 

effect of this factor on viability. Additionally, the ODFW PVA's mean interval of 100 years between 

catastrophes likely underestimates the frequency of events impacting population-level survival rates. If 
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only rare "catastrophic" events are considered, then a 25% decrement likely underestimates the effect 

of such an event on survival. In contrast to the parameters used in the ODFW PVA, Alm berg et al. 2010 

concluded based on data for the Yellowstone region that "wolf managers in the region should expect 

periodic but unpredictable CDV-related population declines as often as every 2-5 years". 

Treatment of genetic issues associated with population size and isolation 

Recent wolf PVAs (e.g., Carroll et al. 2013) have explicitly incorporated the effects of genetic factors on 

population viability. In contrast, the ODFW PVA omits quantitative consideration of genetic factors, 

which may cause its results to be overly optimistic. The status review relies on statements such as "In 

context of a larger meta-population, Oregon's wolf population is neither small, nor isolated" (p 20). This 

statement is so general as to be uninformative. Wolves were historically present throughout their 

range in the lower 48 states as a largely continuous population with some degree of genetic isolation by 

distance (Vonholdt et al. 2011). The current Oregon wolf population is small and relatively isolated when 

compared to historic conditions, and thus genetic factors are of potential concern. This is true even 

when Oregon's wolves are considered in a meta population context. The fact that wolves are good 

dispersers even in the current landscape may reduce genetic effects associated with small population 

size but will not eliminate these effects. 

The review implicitly assumes that wolf populations in other states within the meta population will 

remain at their current size and continue to be a robust source of dispersing individuals. For example, on 

page 18, the document states "We contend that high levels of genetic diversity in Oregon wolves will be 

maintained through connectivity to the larger NRM wolf population." However, one cannot assume that 

populations in adjacent states will remain at current levels. The Idaho wolf population could potentially 

be reduced fivefold from its recent peak level, to a minimum of 150 wolves, under current state 

management regulations. Any such reduction would reduce dispersal into Oregon below that evident in 

the last decade. Additionally, if, in the longer term, hunting is permitted after de listing of Oregon 

wolves, this increased human-caused mortality, even if sustainable from a demographic perspective, 

would be expected to reduce immigration from the NRM population. 
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More generally, the document's statement (p 17) that "Small populations of wolves are unlikely to be 

threatened by low genetic diversity" is not consistent with the latest research on small wolf populations. 

For example, the wolf population in Isle Royale National Park has long been used as an example of the 

ability of a small, isolated wolf population to persist. However, recent developments have demonstrated 

the high risks associated with genetic inbreeding in this population (Raikkonen et al. 2009), which as of 

early 2015 had dwindled to 3 individuals (Vucetich and Peterson 2015). Similarly, the Finnish wolf 

population has decreased in size in recent years to the point where it has become genetically 

depauperate (Jansson et al. 2012). 

Given these potential risks, a precautionary management approach is appropriate in order to avoid 

undermining the progress to date in recovering Oregon's wolf populations. Management of wolves in 

the Eastern Wolf Management Zone (WMZ) should ensure that the rate of dispersal to western Oregon 

during the period in which the western population is still being established is not reduced, so that wolf 

populations in the Western WMZ can be founded with the broadest sample of genetic representation 

from the larger meta population, in order to avoid future genetic problems. Continued frequent dispersal 

into the Western WMZ will also facilitate the establishment of wolf populations is all "significant 

portions of range" in western Oregon where habitat remains suitable for wolves. 

Sincerely, 

Carlos Carroll, 

Klamath Center for Conservation Research, 

e-mail: carlos@klamathconservation.org 
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October 29, 2015 

Cascadia 
Cascadia Wildlands Legal Memo 

Oregon Gray WolfDelisting 
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife Commission 

ildlands 

There are several particularly relevant statutory requirements concerning the listing and delisting of 
endangered and threatened species under Oregon law. The Commission must (1) determine whether or not 
the natural reproductive potential of the species is in danger of failure, ORS 496.172; (2) consider the 
species deterioration ofrange and habitat, overutilization for scientific, commercial, educational, or 
recreational purposes, and the extent of existing federal and state regulations, ORS 496.176(3); and finally 
(3) a delisting rule "shall be based on documented and verifiable scientific information about the species' 
biological status," ORS 496.176(3). 

In determining whether or not to list a species, the Commission must detennine whether or not the 
natural reproductive potential of the species is in danger of failure. ORS 496.172. The statute specifically 
provides: 

(2) The commission, by rule, may add or remove any wildlife species from either list, or change 
the status of any species on the lists, upon a determination that the species is or is not a 
threatened species or an endangered species. 

(3) A determination that a species is a threatened species or an endangered species shall be based 
on documented and verifiable scientific information about the species' biological status. To list a 
species as a threatened species or an endangered species under ORS 496.004 and 496.171 to 
496.182, the commission shall determine that the natural reproductive potential of the species is 
in danger of failure due to limited population numbers, disease, predation or other natural or 
human actions affecting its continued existence and, to the extent possible, assess the relative 
impact of human actions. In addition, the commission shall determine that one or more of the 
following factors exists: 

(a) That most populations are undergoing imminent or active deterioration of their range 
or primary habitat; 
(b) That overutilization for commercial, recreational, scientific or educational purposes is 
occurring or is likely to occur; or 
( c) That existing state or federal programs or regulations are inadequate to protect the 
species or its habitat. 

ORS 496.176. Oregon law maintains that a species should be retained on the endangered species ifthere is 
still a danger of species conservation failure. ORS 496.176(2), (3); OAR 635-100-0112. 

As an initial point, extensive, unsolicited review from interested members of the scientific community have 
argued that these requisite five factors listed above have not been met. 

Based on cunent, verified wolf numbers in the state, ODFW admits there is a 5-6% risk of survival failure 
in the state. ODFW states that Oregon's wolf population is "close to the conservation-failure threshold" 
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and admit that a "few years" oflow population growth rates could "cause the population to decline below 
the threshold" (p. 69). A delisting rule at this time with this risk of survival failure is inconsistent with ORS 
496.176(2), (3). It is not unreasonable to ask the state to wait to delist until this risk no longer exists; 
ODFW claims Oregon's wolves are likely to surpass 100-150 in "l to 3 years", and that the threat of 
extinction or conservation failure will then be eliminated. (p. 69). This finding itself precludes outright 
removal of the gray wolf from the state list. 

Further regarding the Department's study, Oregon law requires that a delisting rule "shall be based on 
documented and verifiable scientific information about the species' biological status." ORS 496.176(3). 
"The commission by rule many remove a wildlife species from the state list upon a review of the best available 
scientific and other data which meets the criteria set forth below. The scientific information shall be 
documented and verifiable information related to the species' biological status." OAR 635-100-0112. 
"Documented and verifiable scientific information" is defined as scientific information reviewed by a 
scientific peer review panel ofoutside experts. OAR 635-100-0010(16). In other words the five 
listing/delisting factors described above must be met/or not met in order remove a species from the 
endangered species list, and determinations and analysis regarding those factors must be subjected to an 
external peer review. 

ODFW or the Commission has yet to have the delisting proposal reviewed by an external peer review 
panel. It appears that the Department reached out to a singular scientist, Carlos Carroll for external review 
of the rule. This does not qualify as review by a scientific peer review panel, there are set processes to 
follow and societies that can be contracted to conduct an unbiased, legitimate, external peer review. 
Furthermore, there has been extensive unsolicited feedback frorn the scientific community that points out 
the flaws and inadequacies of the Department's population viability analysis, and recommends conducting 
a formal external peer review. 

Regardless, Carlos Carroll determined that the Department's population viability analysis which placed the 
rate of conservation failure at five to six percent was overly optimistic in a number of ways, thus under 
representing risk of species failure in the state. Additionally, Carroll determined that the Department 
disregarded the genetic threat to wolves in Oregon and that this also ultimately led to an overly optimistic 
finding regarding potential population failure. 

As such, preliminary scientific review indicates that the Department's delisting determination is not based 
on the best available science and even assuming the Department's overly optimistic modeling, there is still 
a substantial risk of conservation failure precluding delisting. 

To proceed in a legally secure fashion, we recommend the Commission postpone any determination on the 
proposed delisting rule until after review by a peer review panel of scientists. Given early scientific 
indications that the current study by the Department is overly optimistic and flawed, we would further 
recommend that the Department postpone delisting efforts until confirmed wolf numbers and distribution 
have increased. It would also benefit the Department to postpone delisting efforts until after the five year 
review has been completed given that the Department would have a better understanding of the regulatory 
framework for the following five years. 

Please contact Nick Cady, Legal Director ofCascadia Wildlands with any questions regarding this 
memo. 

Nick Cady 
Cascadia W ildlands 
PO Box 10455 
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Oregonians Support Protecting Wolves 

There is overwhelming support from Oregonians to keep wolves protected. Listed belo\v is a comprehensive report, detailing public 
comments submitted and independent polling results. 

Total number of public comments submitted between October 2014 and October 2015: 
•!• 96o/o of l 0,671 comments submitted to and published by the ODFW Commission have been in favor of wolf conservation. 
•!• Conservation organizations have submitted additional 24,467 comments in favor of wolf conservation and maintaining 

protections that are not included above including: 
• Oregon Wild members - 3,227 petition signatures, 378 e-mails to Governor Brown, 2,253 e-mails to the 

legislature, 1,483 e-mails to federal representatives, 1,592 e-mails to Governor Kitzhaber, and 2,413 emails to the 
ODFW Commission 

• Cascadia Wildlands members - 432 e-mails 
• Center for Biological Diversity- 2,361 e-mails 
• BARK - 206 e-mails and 300 petition signatures 
• Endangered Species Coalition- 473 petition signatures, 457 emails to the ODFW Commission 
• Wild Earth Guardians - 7 ,004 comments 
• Western Environmental Law Center - 274 petition signatures 
• Forcechange petition - 1,614 signatures 

•!• An overwhelming majority of testimony in front of the commission has been in favor of maintaining protections but has not 
been well documented. 

Polling Results 

•!• 2015 Poll: Over 60o/o support for continued state ESA protections across all demographics 
Mason-Dixon Polling & Research, Inc. an independent research agency conducted a poll commissioned by Oregon Wild in 
the spring of2015. Oregonians supported continuing state ESA protections for wolves across every demographic. Statewide 
support was at 66o/o. 60% of rural Oregonians and 64o/o of Republicans supported continued state ESA protection. 

•!• 2013 Poll: Overwhelming majorities support wolf conservation, protections, and recovery 
Conducted in early September, 2013 for Defenders of Wildlife by Tulchin Research, shows that most Californians, 
Oregonians and Washingtonians want wolf recovery efforts to continue: 

• More than two-thirds in each state agree that wolves are a vital part of the America's wilderness and natural 
heritage and should be protected in their state (OR- 68%; WA- 75%; CA - 83%) 

• More than two-thirds in each state agree that wolves play an important role in maintaining deer and elk 
populations, bringing a healthier balance to ecosystems (OR- 69%; WA - 74%; CA- 73%) 

• At least two-thirds in each state support restoring wolves to suitable habitat in their states (OR- 66%; WA- 71 %; 
CA-69%) 

• Large majorities in each state agree that wolves should continue to be protected under the Endangered Species Act 
until they are fully recovered (OR-63%; WA- 72%; CA- 80%) 

•!• 2011 & 2015 Poll: Eastern Oregonians support moderate positions on wolves 
In 2011 and 2015, the University of New Hampshire's Carsey School of Public Policy polled residents in Baker, Union, and 
Wallowa County on their views of wolves. A distinct and decreasing minority (33o/o and 27o/o) supported the elimination of 
wolves. While moderate views increased in a statistically significant manner. 

•!• 1999 Poll-70°/o support return of wolves to Oregon 
A 1999 poll of Oregonians cited by ODFW in the 2005 Wolf Conservation Plan (page 6) showed 70 percent support wolves 
returning to the state. 

2010 Plan Review Comments 
Over 90% of20,000 public comments submitted during the 2010 Wolf Plan Review favored stronger protections for wolves 



MASON-DIXON 
POLLING & RESEARCH 

WASHINGTON, DC • 202·548•2680 
JACKSONVILLE, FL • 904·261 ·2444 

WWW.MASON•DIXON.COM 

This poll was conducted by Mason-Dixon Polling & Research, Inc. of Jacksonville, Florida 
from May 26 through May 28, 2015. A total of 625 registered Oregon voters were 
interviewed statewide by telephone. 

Those interviewed on land-lines were selected by the random variation of the last four 
digits of telephone numbers. A cross-section of exchanges was utilized in order to 
ensure an accurate reflection of the state. Those interviewed on cell phones were 
selected from a list of working cell phone numbers. Quotas were assigned to reflect 
voter registration by county. 

The margin for error, according to standards customarily used by statisticians, is no 
more than ±4 percentage points. This means that there is a 95 percent probability that 
the "true" figure would fall within that range if all voters were surveyed. The margin 
for error is higher for any subgroup, such as a gender or regional grouping. 



QUESTION: There are currently known the state of Oregon are 
protected under state's endangered species act. are to remove 
these protections and make it easier to Do you support or oppose keeping 
current protections for Oregon's gray w111vPs 

SUPPORT OPPOSE UNDECIDED 

STATE 66% 30% 4% 

REGION SUPPORT OPPOSE UNDECIDED 

Portland Metro 72% 25% 3% 

Willamette Valley 65% 30% 5% 

Rural Oregon 60% 36% 4% 

SEX SUPPORT OPPOSE UNDECIDED 

Men 61% 31% 8% 

Women 70% 29% 1% 

AGE SUPPORT OPPOSE UNDECIDED 

18-34 71% 26% 3% 

35-49 68% 27% 5% 

50-64 65% 30% 5% 

65+ 60% 37% 3% 

PARTY REGISTRATION SUPPORT OPPOSE UNDECIDED 

Democrat 74% 25% 1% 

Republican 64% 30% 6% 

Independent 59% 35% 6% 



PARTY REGISTRATION: 

AGE: 

SEX: 

REGION: 

Democrat 
Republican 
Independent or Other 

18-34 
35-49 
50-64 
65+ 
Refused 

Male 
Female 

Portland Metro 
Willamette Valley 
Rural Oregon 

243 {39%) 
190 {30%) 
192 (31%) 

122 (20%) 
157 (25%) 
181 (29%) 
160 (25%) 

5 {1%) 

308 {49%) 
317 (51%) 

275 (44%) 
165 (26%) 
185 {30%) 
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September 1 3 

To: Interested Parties 
From: Ben Tulchin and Ben Krompak, Tulchin Research 
Re: New Finds Strong Support Wolf Protection Western States 

Tulchin Research recently conducted a survey on issues relating to the protection and 
restoration of wolves in California, Oregon, and Washington State. We interviewed 500 
registered voters in California, 300 voters in Oregon, and 300 voters in Washington. Our 
research finds overwhelming majorities of voters in all three states are supportive of efforts to 
restore wolves to suitable habitat in the region and believe that wolves should continue to be 
protected under the Endangered Species Act until they are fully recovered. 

Voters Overwhelmingly Favor Wolf Restoration 

We asked voters about their attitudes toward restoring wolves to the region and found strong 
support for these efforts in all three states. Asked whether they would support or oppose 
restoring wolves to suitable habitat in their state, 69 percent of California voters say they 
support this as do 66 percent of voters in Oregon and 71 percent of Washington State voters. 

"Do you support or oppose restoring wolves to suitable habitat in your state?" 
. 

California Voters Oregon·- Washington Voters 
. 

Total Support 69% 66% 71% 

Total Opposl) 15% 23% 17% 

Undecided 15% 11% 12% 

Support for wolf restoration is both broad and deep and extends across the political spectrum, 
with sizable majorities of Democrats, Republicans, and Independents in all three states favoring 
the restoration of wolves. Restoration is also supported by wide majorities of both men and 
women and among voters both under and over age 55. 

CALIFORNIA VOTERS 

"Do you support or oppose restoring wolves to suitable habitat in your stale?" 

BY PARTY GENDER AGE 

Democrats Republicans Independents Men Women Age Age 
. 18-54 55+ 

Support 74% 58% 74% 69% 69% 75% 65% 

Oppose 12% 25% 11% 14% 16% 12% 20% 

Undecided 14% 18% 15% 16% 14% 14% 15% 

182 SECOND STREET, SUITE 400 ~ SAN FRANCISCO, CA 941 05 ~ P 415874 7 44 1 



Tu!clhin Research - Potli11g Memo 

OREGON VOTERS 

"Do you support or oppose restoring wolves to suitable habitat in your state?" 

BY PARTY GENDER AGE 

Democrats Republicans lndepem:lents Men 
... Age Age 

" Hl-54 55+ 

Support 82% 51% 61% 61% 72% 70% 63% 

Oppose 11% 40% 21% 27%. 19% 20%. 25% 

Undecided 8% 9% 18% 12% 10% 10% 12% 

WASHINGTON VOTERS 

"Do you support or oppose restoring wolves to suitable habitat in your state?" 
. 

BY PARTY . GENDER . AGE 

Democrats Republicans Independents Men Women 
Age Age 

. 18-54 55+ 

Support 82% 61% 73% 69% 73% 75% 67% 

Oppose 11% 21% . 17% 19% 15% 16% 18% 

Undecided 8% 18% 9% 12% 12% 9% 15% 

Voters Support Continued Endangered Species Act Protection for Wolves 

With the federal government proposing to remove wolves from the Endangered Species list and 
end the protections that go along with that, we asked voters their opinions about the matter. By 
wide margins, voters in all three states believe that "wolves should continue to be protected 
under the Endangered Species Act until they are fully recovered." Eight in ten California voters 
(80 percent) agreed with the statement, as did 72 percent of voters in Washington and 63 
percent of Oregon voters. 

Please tell me whether you agree or disagree with the following statement: 
Wolves should continue to be protected under tile Endangered Species Act until they 

. are fullv recovered . 

California Voters Oregon Washington 
Voters Voters 

Total Agree 80% 63% 72% 

Total Disagree 13% 32% 22% 

Don't Know/No Answer 7% 5% 6% 

2 



TU1!chin Research - Po!Hng Memo 

Voters See Wolves as Part of our Natural Heritage, Recognize Role in Maintaining 
Healthy Deer and Elk Populations 

Voters broadly believe that "wolves should be protected in our state" as they are "a vital part of 
America's wilderness and natural heritage," including 83 percent of California voters, 68 percent 
of Oregon voters, and 75 percent of Washington voters agreeing with this statement. 
Additionally, strong majorities of voters in all three states agree that "wolves play an important 
role in maintaining health deer and elk populations" and thus "restoring wolves to forests and 
wilderness areas in our state will bring a healthier balance to our ecosystem." This view is held 
by 73 percent of California voters, 69 percent of Oregon voters, and 74 percent of Washington 
voters. 

. 

HNow going to read you a few statements about . 
. 

toward . Please tell 
me whether you agree or disagree with each statement." 

. California Voters Oregon Voters Washington 
Voters 

Total Total Total Total Total Total 
Agree Disagree Agree Disagree Agree Disagree 

Wolves should be 
protected in our state. 
Wolves are a vital part of 83% 11% 68% 26% 75% 20% 
America's wilderness 
and natural heritage. 

. 

Wolves play an 
important role .in 
maintaining healthy deer 
and elk populations. 
Restoring wolves to 73% 15% 69% 23% 74% 19% 
forests and wilderness 
areas in our state will 
bring a healthier balance 
to our ecosystem. 

California Voters Support Protections for Wolves Crossing Over from Other States 

In California, we specifically asked voters about policy regarding wolves who cross over into the 
Golden State from other states. Nearly eight in ten California voters (79 percent) agree that "we 
should take steps to protect wolves who cross over into California and ensure they reach 
appropriate habitat." 

Please tell me whether you agree or disagree with the following statement: 
We should take steps to protect wolves who cross over into Califomia and 

ensure the ' reach annrooriate habitat. 

Total Agree 79% 

Total Disagree 14% 

Don't Know/No Answer 7% 

3 



Tu!chin Research - Po~!ing fll1emo 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, this poll demonstrates that voters in California, Oregon, and Washington strongly 
support restoring wolves to suitable habitat in their states and believe that wolves should 
continue to be protected under the Endangered Species Act until they are fully recovered. 

From September 4-8, 2013, Tulchin Research conducted a telephone 
survey among 500 registered voters in California, 300 registered voters in Oregon, and 300 
registered voters in Washington. The margin of error for this survey is +/- 5.66 percentage 
points among voters in Oregon and Washington. The margin of error among California voters is 
+/- 4.38 percentage points. 

4 
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Endangered Species Act Summary 

Methodology 

This study was commissioned by the Endangered Species Coalition and conducted by Harris 
Interactive, using the Harris Poll National Quorum•. A total of 1,009 telephone surveys were 

conducted among adults aged 18 and over within the United States between February 16th to 
20th, 2011. Figures for age, sex, race/ethnicity, education, region, number of adults in the 

household, and number of phone lines in the household were weighted where necessary to 
bring them into line with their actual proportions in the population. 

In this summary, statistical testing was conducted between regions and between party ID. 

Uppercase letters indicate significant differences between the subgroups at the 95% confidence 

level. 

Summary of Findings 

• Overall, there is strong support for the Endangered Species Act (84%), with Democrats 
having the strongest support (93%). 

• Most Americans believe the ESA is a safety net providing balanced solutions to save 
wildlife, plants and fish that are at risk of extinction (64%), with Democrats the most 
likely to believe this (76%). 

o While the majority of Republicans also believe the ESA is a safety net (49%), 
they are more likely than those who support other parts to believe the ESA is 
used by environmentalists and their lawyers to hinder growth and progress 
(43%). 

• The majority of Americans believe decisions about whether to remove the Endangered 
Species Act's protections should be based on science, not politics (63%). 

• The majority of Americans agree that: 
o Decisions about wildlife management and which animals needs protection 

should be made by scientists, not politicians (92%); 
o The ESA has helped hundreds of species recover from the brink of extinction 

(90%); 
o The gray wolf is a vital part of America's wilderness and natural heritage (87%); 
o The ESA is a successful safety net for protecting wildlife, plants, and fish from 

extinction (87%); and, 
o The ongoing recovery of gray wolves in the Northern Rockies could be one of 

America's greatest wildlife success stories ifthe Endangered Species Act is kept 
in place until the states have science-based management plans approved (78%). 
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Detailed Findings 

1. As you may know, the Endangered Species Act is an environmental law established to 
protect all wHdlife, plants and fish that are in danger of extinct'1on. Based on what you 
know, would you say that you strongly support, somewhat support, somewhat oppose, 
or strongly oppose the Endangered Species Act? 

R.e.~ioll. ID 

North- Total Total 
East South West GOP IND 

Total (A) (C) (D) (E) (G) 

Strongly 
44% 

supeort 
42% 31% 41% 

41% 39% 40% 39% 42% 44% 

7% 7% 8% 7% 14%F 1% 7%F 
oppose 

·, Strongly 
6% 6% 4% 6% 7% 9% 4% 4% 

oppose 
''"'"'''''"'" 

i Don't 

I know/ 3% 2% 3% 1% 6%( 3% 2% 4% 
I refused 

' Support 
84% 85% 85% 85% 85%' 

•. (T2B) 
Oppose 

13% 12% 11% 14% 14% 23%FG 6% 11% 
(B2B) 

2 
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3. Some members of Congress are proposing legislation to remove the gray wolf from the 
Endangered Species Act's protections. Which of the following points of view is closest to 
your own? 

Some/others say the gray wolf isn't endangered anymore and protection under the 
endangered species act is no longer needed. They say that since environmentalists' 
lawsuits and the federal courts are interfering with sound wolf management, the 
Congress has no choice but to turn wolf management decisions over to the states. In 
this view it is believed states are better equipped than the federal government to 
manage their own wildlife, and wolf numbers are now high enough to sustain a hunt. 

Some/others say that decisions about whether to remove the Endangered Species Act's 
protections should be based on science, not politics. Gray wolves should continue to 
receive federal protection until they are fully recovered and the states have 
implemented effective, science-based management plans that will protect gray wolves 
at sustainable levels for generations to come. 

Decisions about 
whether to remove 

. the Endangered 
Species Act's 
protections should be 

based on science, not 
politics 

The gray wolf isn't 

endangered anymore 

and protection under 

the endangered 
species act is no 

longer needed 

Don't know/Refused 

Total 

63% 

29% 

7% 

North-
East 
(A) 

61% 

33% 

6% 

Regi~n .. 

Midwest South 
{B) _{C) .. 

65% 

26% 29% 

9% 7% 

Party_ID 

Total 
West DEM 
{D) • {F) 

62% 54% 7Q%E 

31% 39%' 24% 

7% 7% 6% 

4 

Total 
IND 
{G) 

64% 

29% 

7% 
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4. Please tell me how strongly you agree or disagree with each of the following 
statements. 

a. The gray wolf is a vital part of America's wilderness and natural heritage 

Region_ . Party l_D 

North- Total Total Total 
East Midwest South West GOP DEM IND 

Total (A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) 
i Strongly 

40% 53%.B 53% 36% 62%EG 45% 
• agree 

33% 26% 42%F 30% 42%F 

! S~;;;~ll>lhat 
6% 7% 

disagree 
8% 10%F 2% 7%F 

Strongly 
2% 8%BC g3FG 2% 3% 

disagree 

Don't 
know/ 4% 5% 4% 4% 4% 3% 
refused 

Agree 
87% 90%D 90%0 86% 80% 78% 92%E 87%' 

(T2B) 
. Disagree 

10% 7% 8% 9% 16%A 18%FG 4% 10% 
; (B2B) 

5 
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b. The Endangered Species Act is a successful safety net for protecting wildlife, plants and 
fish from extinction 

Total Total Total 
East Midwest South West GOP DEM IND 

Total (A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (FL (G) 
Strongly 

45% 50% 35% 62%EG 43% 
agree 

Somewhat 
39% 34% 42% 37% 42%F 29% 47%F 

, a.i:ree 
'.Somewhat 

5% 6% 4% 
disai:ree 

5% 11%FG 2% 4% 

Strongly 
5% 4% 6% 6% 9% 5% 4% 

, disagree 

Don't 
·know/ 3% 3% 3% 2% 

refused 

: Agree 
90%' 9Q%E 

JT2BJ 
. Disagree 

11% 2Q%FG 7% 8% 
f {B21!) 

6 
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c. The Endangered Species Act has helped hundreds of species recover from the brink of 
extinction, such as the bald eagle, the gray whale, the Florida panther and gray wolves 
in the Northern Rockies 

Strongly 
,agree 

Somewhat 

ai:ree 
Somewhat 

.. disa.~ree .. 
· Strongly 

disai:ree 
Don't 
know/ 

. Agree 
{T2B) 

.. Disagree 
{B2B) 

Total 

55% 

6% 

North
East 
{A) 

48% 

6% 

.. Region. 

South 
{C) 

57% 

90% 90% 

6% 6% 

Total Total 
West GOP IND 

(D) {E) (G) 

47% 65%EG 53% 

40% 30% 37% 

4% 6%F <1% 4%F 

4% 4% 2% 2% 

1% 3% 3% 4% 

91% 87% 

8% 10%F 3% 6% 

7 
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d. Decisions about wildlife management and which animals need protection should be 
made by scientists, not politicians 

Party 1p 
North- Total Total Total 

East Midwest South West GOP DEM IND 
Total {A) (B) JC) (D) (E) (F) (G) 

Strongly 
71% 68% 72% 

"<lgree 
73% 72% 59% 82%EG 69% 

Somewhat 
20% 21% 

• a(lree 
29%' 12% 24%F 

: Somewhat 
4% 4% 5% 3% 4% 

disagree 
2% 2% 1% 5% 5% 2% 1% 

Don't 
know/ 3% 2% 1% <1% 2% 1% 2% 

Agree 
92% 90% 92% 

.(T2BJ ...... 
Disagree 

6% 7% 6% 5% 
(B2B) 

8 
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e. The ongoing recovery of gray wolves in the Northern Rockies could be one of 
America's greatest wildlife success stories if the Endangered Species Act is kept in 
place until the states have science-based management plans approved 

R_ellion. Party ID 

Total Total Total 
East Midwest South West GOP DEM IND 

Total !,Al {8) (C) (D) (E) {F) (Gl .. 
Strongly 

d_isallree .. 
Strongly 

disai:ree 
Don't 
know/ 
refused 

·Agree 

Disagree 

{828) 

37% 

5% 

7% 

32% 30% 44%6 

37% 

8% 

4% 

8% 

41% 24% 51%EG 35%E 

43% 41% 

16%F 

9% 

4% 

73% 86%EG 77% 

23%' 8% 

9 
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• ' ,~. .... . 

•.. . ~·, 
In April' 1999 the ful.~s & Hibbitts completed a public opioion poll demonstrating that the.· .. 
Ortonls support wolves in. Oregon. Over 600 people participated in the poll, representing alt 
state and a diversity of ages and political persuasions. The poll was conducted not long after a 

'?~from Idaho, known as B45, had migrated into Oregon and was subsequently captured and r 

, .. • i\f'Have you heard or read anything recently about a wolf that crossed over fronddah1>. . . -.\:::_ ._:-.; Oregon?" _ . .->-~-_;'.:-.~; 

' · . Yes;,61 % No: 38% UG~imow: 1 % ... ·· · 
~"t ,t:,.lfi~i - :. ' ~-.:.~ 

• · . icii'~6n<i'.:!)f the.mp~g comes closer to your point of view?" . . ··•.,, 
Wildlife 'fifficialfilbl!de the right decision to capture the wolf and return it to Idaho: 40%' 
•· .ii< wolf shoU!d h8¥{Jleen left alone and allowed to continue to roam freely: 48% 

" . ,!mow: 12% •t · · 

• ne.Jifthe following options do you think is best when it come!! to Iiatjilg wild wl)lv~ in 
~~'.~j}.\!{ ~- .-. - •' _·:,::_~,_;_;--:: __ ' ' --.-:~-:~'::~~jf:j{,~:: 

Wlld waives sbo,;ld be actively reintroduced in Oregon by having wild!ifellg;<!~cies ~them into 
.... e s· tate· 13°... · · '.;>·,.,-
.,, • /0 . . . . . • . ••••• •. 
Wild wolves shoU!d be allowed to stay in Oregon when they return to ~Q!l~their own: 57% 

; Wild wolves shoU!d not be allowed in Oregon, and if they do come h®l~~; they should be 
removed: 23% · ····' •'• °" '-'•!!.:•··• · ·. ,.f.·• 

. ··.:-:::::.:·->,:'.';:-;:·: 
Don't Know: 7% 

"Rate the following reason [for allowing wolves to stay in Orego~l:"{. ) !T 
• "Elk and Deer Populations would be healthier and stronger>¥~-·~'v#ves prey on older and weaker 

animals.'' · _ -- < __ ·: :.::\.' -::-:·-·.~_:.:_,:): ... '.;.-~,·.<·:<,~ ... -
Very Good: 14% Good: 45% Poor: 23% Very !'oor:3%·~~'.t,~w: 10% 

• 

• "Wolves belong here because they were part of Oreg(ll!; · .J'.)$ ds of years before 
,£;;,ll;ing exterminated. They belong here so that we ciinii complete ecosystem 
!e:~sible " •'! 
·•cc '·" Ve~ Good: 19% Good: 43% Poor: 22% Vefy : .% 

• "Wolves have a right to exist in Oregon, even if they·> ock." 
Very Good: 11 % Good: 46% Very PQ()rt2% 

·~.'.·.·.; ... ·.-.'."'.~ .. ·.'.·:·.•.'.; .. _._;_·. "Wde owe it t~ futur
1
ike gen1er~?ns in Oregon$ Jeaye tjle 

··::· pre ator species e wo ves. . . . ·. . , : : .· .. · 
;/Jr Very Good: 21% Good: 45% Poor:20% V".':)f~~~ ~(l#'tKnow6% 
~t. • "Even though I might never see a wolf, it woU!d l>if~,':\iit-kiJ.uW)\yolyes are living in Oregon." 
/ Very Good: 16% Good: 43% Poor: 25% V"J'Yf-OiltllW•i!)(ln'tKnow: 5% 
').•"'! .··."Wolves would increase tourism in areas ofOregonwhereitiey el,ist:" 
-i<'f' '.·l<; ' '_- ' '' ~' ~.< - :--
:±}~ . ' Very Good: 4% Good: 17% Poor: 43% Very Poor: 26'lfo.•~:tgtJ<now: 11% 

•· "If wild wolves are allowed in Oregon, should livestock ranchen be cn!llpmsated for any Joss they have 
.because of wolf predation?" · · · 

, ,J:'es: 53% No: 36% Don't Know: 12% 
.-~: ;-: 

... • t·"ff you knew .that Defenders of Wildlife, a private, n.on~profit organi7,11.tjoii, wll! compensate ranchers 
for any livestock losses caused by wild wolves, would yo11 fav-Or(}rOJll!l!S~i!.ll;yi~ wild wolves in· 
Oregon?" -.'?_ ... __ •·· ·-

Total Favor: 62% Total Oppose: 32% Don't Know: 6% 
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Conservation Groups 
Comment Letters 



Chair Finley & Commissioners, 

The Pacific Wolf Coalition (www.pacificwolves.org/about-us/) is a coalition of over 30 
organizations that represent more than two million members in Oregon and across America. We 
have a shared vision of significant and sustainable populations of wolves restored across their 
historic habitats in Washington, Oregon, and California filling their critical roles in nature and 
providing hope and inspiration to communities across the region. As Steering Committee 
members, we are writing today on behalf of - and with concurrence from - the Pacific Wolf 
Coalition. 

In recent years, Oregon has done an admirable job balancing the concerns of various 
stakeholders, prioritizing non-lethal conflict deterrence, and increasing public transparency. We 
join conservation-minded people and organizations in applauding the results of those efforts. 
Without killing wolves - despite the authority to do so - Oregon's wolf population has grown in 
number and range all while conflict has remained low (and by many measures declined). We 
urge the Commission to be cognizant of cautionary tales from other states and Oregon's own past 
experience. 

The growth in Oregon's wolf population has triggered what is officially called a "delisting 
process". However as the state reviews the status of wolves, the outcome of that process should 
flow from a strict adherence to the law informed by the best available science and public 
comment that honors Oregon's conservation values. 

Oregon has a great deal of unoccupied wolf habitat and significant threats to the species remain. 
With only 77 known wolves in the state still primarily confined to the northeastern-most corner, 
we urge you to take a cautious approach and not prematurely strip wolves statewide of the basic 
protection of the State Endangered Species Act. 

Very Sincerely 

Josh Laughlin, 
Chair, Pacific Wolf Coalition Steering Committee 
Cascadia Wild lands, Eugene, OR 

Amaroq Weiss 
Member, Pacific Wolf Coalition Steering Committee 
Center for Biological Diversily,Petaluma, CA 

Diane Gallegos, 
Member, Pacific Wolf Coalition Steering Committee 
Wolf Haven International, Tenino, WA 

Joseph Vaile 
Member, Pacific Wolf Coalition Steering Committee 
KS-Wild,Ashland, OR 



Karin Vardaman 
Member, Pacific Wolf Coalition Steering Committee 
California Wolf Center, Julian, CA 

Pam Flick 
Member, Pacific Wolf Coalition Steering Conunittee 
Defenders of Wildlife, Sacramento, CA 

Rob Klavins 
Member, Pacific Wolf Coalition Steering Committee 
Oregon Wild, Enterprise, OR 



VIA Electronic Transmission 

Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife Commission 
4034 Fairview Industrial Drive SE 
Salem, OR 97302 
()df\.v.con1rnission({Vstatc.or.us 

Chair Finley and Commissioners: 

April 14, 2015 

On behalf of our 17,279 members and supporters in Oregon, the Center for Biological Diversity 
urges you to maintain protection for Gray Wolves (Canis lupus) under Oregon's Endangered Species 
Act. (OESA). The protections of OESA, along with rules enacted as part of a settlement agreement 
to a legal challenge brought by the Center and allies ill 2011, have enabled Oregon's wolf population 
to grow from its first recolonizing wolf pack in 2008 to the estimated 77 wolves in the State today. 
Current scientific understanding about what constitutes a recovered species strongly supports our 
perspective that wolf recovery in Oregon is still in its early stages and that continued protections 
under OESA are appropriate and necessary. 

At the Commission's April 24'h meeting in Bend, the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife 
(Department) will recommend that the Commission commence a process to remove the Gray \Volf 
from Oregon's list of endangered species. In addition, there is the potential for specific interest 
groups which are opposed to wolf recovery in Oregon to petition the State to delis! wolves. 
Delisting wolves in Oregon is extremely premature and we urge the Commission to reject any such 
recommendation or petition for the following reasons: 

• Oregon's wolves are nowhere near recovered. Oregon currently has a population of only 

77 wolves in nine packs and six additional pairs which, in sum, occupy at best only 11.8 

percent of suitable wolf habitat in the State. Peer-reviewed scientific literature indicates that 

Oregon has suitable habitat of 68,500 square kilometers, capable of supporting 

approximately 1,450 wolves. (Larsen and Ripple, 2006.) The Department itself has 

conducted a habitat analysis, as part of its Biological Status Review for the Gray Wolf that 

will be presented at the Commission's April 24'h meeting. The Department's analysis 

concluded that suitable wolf habitat in Oregon is even greater than that estimated by Larsen 

and Ripple, i.e., at 106,853 square kilometers, and found that wolves currently occupy only 
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11.8 percent of potential wolf range in the State. (Biological Status Review, at pp. 12-13.) 

OESA requires that any findings decision by the Commission to delist must be made on the 

basis of scientific ioformation and other biological data. If wolves are delisted at their 

current low numbers and while occupyiog such a small portion of suitable wolf habitat in the 

State, the highly contentious politics associated with wolf recovery, rather than science, "\vill 

have prevailed. 

• Oregon's Wolf Conservation and Management Plan does not require that wolves be 

state-delisted once the wolf population has had at least four successful breeding pairs 

for at least three consecutive years at this point. Nor docs the state wolf Plan pre

suppose that delisting is appropriate at this point. Reaching this specific population 

objective merely triggers a status review. (Oregon Wolf Conservation and Management Plan 

(2010, revised) at pp. iii, 26-30.) The Commission must make its own evaluation, after 

receiving scientific information and other biological data pertinent to the five 

listing/ delistiog criteria set forth under OESA. We believe that information and data 

support maintaining protections. 

• Oregon's small wolf population has grown to where it is today only because of the 

existence of essential protections under OESA, and a model set of rules for 

coexisting with wolves to reduce unnecessary conflict. Removing those protections 

now misleads the public into thinking "mission accomplished." No species in American 

history - including io Oregon ·· has suffered more persecution than the wolf. As witnessed 

by the actions io the Oregon legislature each year - including this year, io which four bills 

introduced by wolf opponents are no"\v in play- threats to this species' continued existence 

remain. Removing state protections for wolves at this time is premature and would be an 

enormous setback in keeping wolf recovery on track for success. 

• Wolves in Oregon deserve a shot at real recovery. Oregon's natural heritage includes our 

magnificent wildlife and wolves are a part of that heritage. The Department's Biological 

Status Review points, even, to the economic benefits of wolves for the State, due to the 

ecotourism opportunities provided by wolf presence and wolf-viewing activities. (Biological 

Status Review, at p. 22.) \Volves deserve continued protections to ensure this natural 

heritage, and ecological and economic opportunities, -will exist for future generations of 

Oregonians. 

Conclusion 

Oregon's wolf population stands at only 77 wolves, as of the end of 2014, occupying less than 12 
percent of identified suitable wolf habitat in the State. It is only withio the past year that the first 
breeding pair west of the Cascades has been confirmed. It is a population that is still in the early 
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stages of recovery, and the Department's mandate, as overseen by the Commission, is to protect and 
conserve all the state's wildlife, but especially its threatened and endangered species. 

\Ve urge you to follow the law, the science and the strong conservation-1ninded values of our state 
to preserve our natural heritage and keep wolves protected under the Oregon Endangered Species 
Act at this time. Thank you for this opportunity to provide comments. 

Sincerely, 

Amaroq Weiss 

West Coast Wolf Organizer 

Center for Biological Diversity 

Literature Cited 
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April 24, 2015 

Testimony of Center for Biological Diversity 
To the Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission 

Chair Finley and Commissioners: 

My name is Amaroq \Y/ eiss, I am the \Y/ est Coast Wolf Organizer for the Center for Biological 
Diversity, and my comments arc delivered on behalf of our more than 17 ,000 Oregon members and 
supporters. 

There is simply no science anywhere on earth that would find that a population of 77 animals is 
biologically recovered. A population of any species that numbers only 77 observed individuals is, in 
fact, in danger of becoming extinct now. 

Population viability analysis is based on survivorship and mortality. To overcome stochastic events, 
such as disease, there must be sufficient numbers of the species to weather the storm (Shaffer, 
1981). For example, in Yellowstone National Park, canine parvovirus and distemper are suspected 
causes of a 51 percent wolf pup mortality documented in 1999 and 68 percent pup mortality in 2005 
(Smith and Ahnberg, 2007). Were this to occur in Oregon now or in the near future, it would cripple 
the state's wolf population. For this and other reasons, there is no way that Oregon's tiny wolf 
population can be considered secure. 

Numerous studies have found that minimum viable populations are more in the range of around 
4,000 to 5,000 individuals (Reed et al. 2003; Traiil et al. 2007). An "effective" population size of 500 
breeding individuals is necessary to avoid the effects of genetic inbreeding (Soule and Wilcox, 1980; 
Frankel and Soule, 1981; Soule, 1986; Franklin and Frankham, 1998). Effective population size is 
defined as the number of breeding individuals within the total population; to maintain 500 breeding 
individuals requires a total population of 2,500-5,000 individuals (Frankham, 1995). All of this 
science, which collectively represents dozens of studies, shows that 77 individuals is far below what 
is needed to maintain a secure population. 

The northern Rocky Mountains states are required to each maintain at least 15 breeding pairs of 
wolves at all times, or else face federal relisting as endangered. Even this low number is 3 times the 
four breeding pairs the Department maintains is viable right now. The Mexican gray wolf 
population in the Southwest currently numbers 109 individuals and is classified as endangered. 

To be biologically recovered also requires much greater distribution across suitable habitat than that 
currently occupied by wolves in Oregon. The Department's modeling studies showed more than 
106,000 square kilometers of suitable wolf habitat in the state yet wolves currently inhabit less than 
12 percent of that area. 

Afaska •Arizona • California • Minnesota • Nevada • New Mexico • New York • Oregon • Vermont • Washington • Washington, DC 

Amaroq Weiss, West Coast Wolf Organizer• 925 Lakeville Street #333 •Petaluma, CA 94952 
Phone: 707-779-9613 •Fax: 800-637-7457 • aweiss@biologicaldiversity.org 



\Vith respect to numbers and distribution, there could not be a more stark contrast in Oregon than 
the disparity between wolves, cougars and black bears. According to Department figures and maps, 
25,000-30,000 black bears and 5,700 cougars can be found at moderate or high numbers across two
thirds of the state; both can be found on rare occasion or at low numbers in the remainder of the 
state (ODFW, 2012; ODFW, 2006; ODFW webpages). These arc species which by number and 
geographic distribution exemplify viable populations that do not need the protections of the state 
endangered species act and for which there is ample social tolerance. In contrast, Oregon has only 
77 wolves and they occupy less than 5 percent of the entire state. (Figure 1.) 

Occupied Cougar Habitat: 153,600 km2 

Population: 5,700 

Occupied Bear Habitat: 179, 130 km2 

Population: 25,000-30,000 

Suitable Wolf Habitat:106,853 km2 

11.8% Occupied 
Population: 77 

'-----"-~ 0 Areas of Wolf Activity 

Figure 1. Geographic Distribution of Populations of Cougars, Black Bears and Wolves in 
Oregon. Sources of cougar and black bear occupied habitat are the 2006 Oregon Cougar Management Plan (map 
at p. 5, Figure 1) and 2012 Oregon Black Bear Management Plan (map at p. 10, Figure 1 ). We digitized those 
areas identified on the maps as containing high or medium presence of cougars and black bear to calculate square 
kilometers of occupied habitat. Those portions of this composite map whirh are white are areas indicated by 0 DFW 
as also being occupied by cougar and black bear but only al low levels or appearing rarely. Source far suitable wolf 
habitat and areas of wolf activity is ODFW's 2015 gray wolf biological status review (map at Appendix A, figure 
5). Composite map prepared by Curt Bradley, Center far Biological Diversity. 
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Wolf recovery in Oregon is on track for success, precisely because of the protections wolves receive 
under the state endangered species act and model rules adopted as part of a settlement agreement 
from a 2011 lawsuit in which our organization was involved. But wolf recovery is still in its infancy 
and the science tells us there is a ways to go yet. 

For the reasons stated above, we recommend that you commission an independent scientific peer 
review of the Department's analysis and proposal, with the peer review results to be made public 
before arriving at yonr own decision. We are aware of several highly-credentialed wolf biologists and 
habitat modeling experts to recommend as potential peer reviewers and will submit to you a follow
up letter -with a list of names and contact information for each one. 

We greatly appreciate this opportunity to address you today. 

Sincerely, 

J\maroq Weiss 
West Coast Wolf Organizer 
Center for Biological Diversity 
707-779-9613 
a \Vei s s (ii)_ biological diversity. o rp-
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Cascadia Wijdlands 
April 24, 2015 

Cascadia Wildlands Testimony 
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife Commission 

Good afternoon Chair Finley and members of the commission, 

My name is Nick Cady. I am the Legal Director of Eugene-based Cascadia Wildlands, a regional non
profit conservation organization representing 15,000 members and supporters. Cascadia Wildlands 
educates, agitates, and inspires a movement to protect and restore Cascadia's wild ecosystems. We 
envision vast old-growth forests, rivers full of wild salmon, wolves howling in the backcountry, and 
vibrant communities sustained by the unique landscapes of the Cascadia bioregion. 

Cascadia Wildlands was one of the parties that negotiated the Oregon settlement that established a 
system of rules for wolf management. Tbese rules permit the killing of wolves that chronically 
depredate on cattle, compensate livestock producers for losses, pay ranchers to implement non-lethal 
preventative measures, and overall have emphasized the implementation ofresponsible ranching 
practices that aim to prevent conflict with wolves. Under this settlement, we have seen wolf 
populations rise, and conflicts with livestock decrease. We currently have 77 wolves in the state, and 
this past year we saw the first pack establish itself in the state's western recovery zone. Wolf recovery 
is moving along. 

We are here today considering recommendations by the Department that the Commission delis! the 
gray wolf at this early juncture in wolfrecovery. Wolves have just moved out of the first recovery 
phase in the state's eastern recovery zone, and have according to ODFW populated just 11 % of 
suitable habitat in the state. Cascadia Wildlands believes that an effort to delis! the wolf is premature, 
solely because population numbers are not high enough. Keep in mind the reintroduction of wolves in 
the northern Rockies started with 66 wolves, we have just 10 more. 

We have analyzed ODFW's status review, and believe the agency and its staff have done a tremendous 
job anticipating and accounting for threats to gray wolves in modeling the future well-being of the 
species. We have just started looking at the status review, but applying the agency's model, it appears 
that the species has a 6% chance of dropping below the conservation threshold when factoring in 
human wolf mortality. I believe this 6% chance is based upon the assumption that 10% of wolves 
will be killed next year by humans, or about 7 wolves. If the percentage of wolves killed by human 
increases only slightly to 15%, the probability of conservation failure increases to 53%. This is a 
difference of 3 to 4 wolves being killed, a very slim margin of error, that would lead to over a 50% 
chance of Oregon experiencing conservation failure. This wild swing in conservation success 
probability is largely due to current low numbers of wolves. The model, when applied to wolf 
populations of over 100 individuals, reduced the probability of failure to under one percent. 

This raises significant questions. What is the state going to do to ensure that wolf take levels do not 
exceed or even approach this threshold? While some level of human mortality is under state control 
(i.e. lethal control in response to chronic depredation), much ofhwnan caused mortality is not (i.e. 
traffic accidents, poaching, incidental trapping). If the state is going to engage in a rule-making 

POB 10455 Eugene OR 97440 - ph 541.434.1463 - f 541.434.6494 - info@cascwild.org 
WWW Casc\,\/iid org 
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process, concrete assurances should be built in so that this level of wolf mortality will not be reached 
or even approached given the very small margin of error. Delisting could be a signal to some that it is 
open season for wolves, could reduce poaching penalties, and we need to avoid any increases in wolf 
mortality. 

While we know that 77 wolves is a minimum count, we should be using precautionary principles and 
numbers when gambling on this species future. We have also yet to see the implementation of the 
relaxed standards for state use oflethal control under Phase II. Cascadia Wildlands would urge the 
commission to wait a year or two for full delisting, until we can confirm wolf population numbers that 
would greatly reduce the risk of conservation failure. Organizationally, we could understand ifthe 
commission moved to down-list the species and categorize the gray wolf as threatened as opposed to 
endangered. But complete delisting, and a Departmental gamble on a few wolves killed or not being 
killed, is not a proper exercise of caution. 

The extensive non-lethal efforts and stakeholder outreach by the Department have made Oregon the 
model for wolf conservation. Delisting will signal a sharp departure away from these efforts that have 
made wolfrecovery a success so far in this state. Wolf recovery is currently working wonderfully. 
Waiting for a year or two, when the Department can say with total confidence that there is less than a 
1 % chance of conservation failure with higher margins of error, seems like the smart play. There is an 
old saying, "If it ain't broke, don't fix it." 

Thank you for your time today. 

Sincerely, 

Nick Cady 
Cascadia Wildlands 
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April 20, 2015 

OREGON 
WILD 
Protecting Oregon's wildlands, wildlife, and warcrs since 1974. 

Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission 

Chair Michael Finley 

4034 Fairview Industrial Drive SE 

Salem, OR 97302 

Dear Chairman Finley, 

'"'"'"'-Oregonwild.org 

On behalf of Oregon Wild's more than 15,000 members and supporters from all across Oregon, we are writing 

today to follow up on our March 4th letter and again urge the Commission to ensure the progress Oregon has 

made in reducing conflict over wolf conservation is not undermined. Specifically we are writing to urge the 

Commission to follow the process outlined in the Oregon Wolf Conservation and Management Plan, and the 

requirements of the state Endangered Species Act, and conduct a fair, science based, and transparent status 

review for Oregon's 77 gray wolves. 

We are troubled by statements and actions of agency staff and others that give the impression that stripping 

endangered species protection from these animals is a foregone conclusion, regardless of what the law 

requires or the preponderance of the best available science says. To ensure public trust, full consideration of 

the facts, and broad acceptance of the final decision, we urge the Commission to give equal consideration to 

maintaining protections and to commission an independent scientific review of the final staff proposal that 

would be made available to the public prior to a Commission decision. 

As we discussed in greater detail in our previous letter, Oregon has set the national standard for balancing 

legitimate concerns of livestock interests and the Oregon public's conservation values in a clear and coherent 

manner. Without killing wolves -despite the authority to do so - Oregon is arguably the only state in the 

nation to achieve the mutual goals of keeping wolf recovery on track while minimizing conflict. Oregon has 

emphasized transparency, clear guidelines1 and basic common-sense preventative measures aimed at reducing 

conflict before resorting to often-counterproductive and always-controversial lethal control. By nearly all 

accounts, the plan is working. 

The recent success of the Wolf Conservation and Management Plan flows from the historic 2013 settlement 

agreement between ODFW, the conservation community, and livestock interests and the clear sideboards it 

created. It has moved us in a direction that provides clarity, requires basic non-lethal measures to prevent 

conflict, and increases public trust in the agency and acceptance of native wildlife. 

The credibility of ODFW staff, and the agency as a whole, suffered significant losses from past controversial 

decisions to pursue the killing of wolves in response to pressure from the livestock industry. A premature 

effort to strip state endangered species protections from Oregon's fragile population of 77 known wolves 

would further erode the agency's credibility with conservation-minded Oregonians at a time when it is asking 



for increased funding from their scarce tax dollars. Such a move would be unwise both for wolf-recovery, and 

for the long term viability of the agency. 

In the coming days, Oregon Wild will be closely reviewing the ODFW staff document regarding wolves and 

their status as endangered species. Together with thousands of other interested Oregonians, we will be 

carefully examining this document to determine whether it does include a full, rigorous, and impartial analysis 

of the best available science regarding wolf management and recovery, and to ensure what the agency 

proposes meets the requirements of the law. 

Based on our initial analysis, coupled with a preliminary review of relevant science, data, and statute, as well 

as discussions with independent scientists and other stakeholders, we remain extremely skeptical that 

removing Oregon's 77 known wolves from the state's Endangered Species list is justified by science, public 

opinion, or economic data. To assuage these concerns, we urge the Commission to consider an independent, 

impartial scientific review of the staff proposal to be conducted and made public prior to a decision. 

We have indicated to our members and supporters that this is the beginning of a transparent public process 

and look forward to engaging in it as constructive partners. We agreed to the wolf conservation plan, 

settlement, and this process. Though we have, and will continue to raise concerns in appropriate venues, we 

continue to stand by those agreements in good faith. To ensure all parties are given a full and equal 

opportunity to weigh in, we urge ODFW to oppose efforts from the Oregon Cattlemen's Association to strip 

ODFW's authority on this matter by way of HB3515. 

We eagerly anticipate the day when we can celebrate an appropriate delisting of wolves that will ensure a 

long-term, meaningful, and sustainable recovery. We look forward to engaging in the status review in a more 

thorough manner in the coming weeks. Rather than turn back the clock and invite controversy, we urge the 

Commission to give serious consideration to maintaining protections for wolves under the state Endangered 

Species Act and to build on the success of the last three years by maintaining the clear coherent guidelines that 

have gotten us this far. 

Sincerely, 

Sean Stevens 

Executive Director 

Oregon Wild 

503.283.6343 ext 211 

ss@oregonwild.org 



Chair Finley, Commissioners: 

My name is Wally Sykes, from Joseph, Oregon. I'm a member of the Wallowa 
County Wolf Compensation Committee, Co-Founder of Northeast Oregon 
Ecosystems and a member of the Pacific Wolf Coalition. 

Like many others, I was drawn to Wallowa County by its spectacular landscapes, 
wilderness and wildlife. For twenty years I've enjoyed the animals surrounding my 
cabin, including elk, bear, cougar, bobcat, and now wolf. 

Many people in the county share my values and appreciation of wolves and, 
though reluctant to speak publicly, are deeply troubled by the proposal to strip 
protections from wolves. 

Oregon is a state distinguished for its reverence and protection of its natural 
heritage, including diverse wildlife, and Oregonians will not understand, nor will I, 
why wolves should be delisted when they are so few and restricted to so small a 
pa rt of the state. 

Oregon's wolf management plan has a set a national standard for enlightened, 
scientifically rational wolf management. The ODFW has been exemplary in its 
adherence and transparency. 

Yet, since the first pups appeared in 2008 only 77 wolves are now confirmed in 
Oregon's 97,000 square miles, occupying less than 12% of potential habitat. 
Dispersal has been slow, hampered by Interstates 84 and 5, and this is unlikely to 
change. Seventy-seven wolves is far below the accepted minimum for long-range 
genetic viability in any species and the Idaho gene pool is diminishing. Idaho 
intends to reduce its wolf numbers to around 150, below genetic minimums, and 
its population is descended from the even smaller number re-introduced to 
Central Idaho. 

ODFW Staff recommend delisting, stating it will not change wolf management. 
This then raises the question: why delist at all? Oregon conservationists rightly 
worry that without listed status, wolves could lose protections during the Wolf 
Plan Review later this year. For the same reason, Oregonians are concerned that 
the successful emphasis on nonlethal tools and management may erode. 

I will add that I fully endorse the positions expressed by Oregon Wild in its letter 
to you of April 20, especially the call for an independent review of the final ODFW 
delisting proposal. 

I urge the Commission to maintain Endangered Species status for wolves. 

Thank you. 



June 5, 2015 

Testimony of Center for Biological Diversity 
To the Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission 

Chair Finley and Commissioners: 

My name is Amaroq Weiss, I am the West Coast Wolf Organizer for the Center for 
Biological Diversity, and my comments are delivered on behalf of our more than 
17 ,000 Oregon members and supporters. 

Twelve years ago, when I lived in Oregon, your predecessors appointed me to be a 
stakeholder in the Department's state wolf planning process, to represent all wolf 
advocacy groups. 

When the project was completed, those of us who advised and helped write the Plan 
knew four things for certain: 

1. The Plan was the result of substantial social and political compromise; 
2. A future delis ting assessment of wolves would be based on science, as required 

by state law; 
3. On reaching a benchmark of four breeding pairs for three consecutive years in 

the eastern half of the state, management strategies would automatically shift 
from Phase I to Phase II; and 

4. That same benchmark would result in a status review regarding delisting. 

What we did not - and could not - know at the time was, upon reaching that 
benchmark, how many wolves would there be in Oregon and would they be well
distributed? 

We've reached that benchmark, and we now know that Oregon's wolf population 
stands at 77 observed wolves, 70 of which live in the eastern half of the state. 
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These wolves comprise the source population for dispersers to the west-side. And 
these wolves are now subject to the more aggressive, less conservative wolf-livestock 
conflict management strategies of Phase II. 

Phase I required four wolf-caused losses in six months before resorting to lethal 
control. In Phase II, only two losses need occur. In Phase I, wolves could be killed if 
caught in the act of attacking. Phase II allows wolves to be killed if merely observed 
chasing livestock. 

Wolves are now at significantly greater risk of being killed than was the case when the 
Department conducted its population viability analysis. 

That analysis specifically assessed risk of conservation failure based on the number of 
wolves killed annually. It concluded that a slight uptick in the number of wolves killed 
would cause that risk to skyrocket from six percent to 50 percent. 

We therefore urge you to apply the science-based "precautionary principle" and not 
consider delisting at this time. You'll have a much more accurate scientific assessment 
of the risk of conservation failure after the Department collects several years' worth 
of data and determines the impact of Phase II management actions on mortality of 
Oregon's core wolf population. 

Thank you for this opportunity to address you today. 

Sincerely, 

Amaroq Weiss, M.S.,J.D. 
West Coast Wolf Organizer 
Center for Biological Diversity 
707-779-9613 
aweiss@biologicaldivcrsity.org 



June 5, 2015 

Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission 

Chair Michael Finley 
4034 Fairview Industrial Drive SE 
Salem, OR 97302 

Dear Chairman Finley & Commissioners, 

warcr:; :;in'c 1 '!74. 

On behalf of Oregon Wild's more than 15,000 members and supporters from across the state, I am writing to follow up on 

the April Commission hearing and our previous correspondence regarding the pending status and plan reviews for wolves. 
While it's important to celebrate Oregon's recent progress on wolf recovery, we want to reiterate our serious concern with 

a premature delisting as well as our continued interest in finding a win-win solution that keeps our state on the positive 

path forward that began under the settlement agreement of 2013. 

We were pleased to see the Commission reiterate that maintaining protections is a viable option while also signaling an 

interest in something other than an all-or-nothing approach that would be a setback for wolves, the agency, and the public. 
We stand ready to participate in constructive discussions with the agency and other stakeholders. 

Since 2013, Oregon has provided the best model in the country for achieving the goals of wolf recovery and reducing 
conflict. This has occurred without killing wolves. Rather than making a radical course correction, we urge the state to 
work with responsible stakeholders and chart a path forward that doubles down on the success outgoing Director Roy 
Elicker cited when he declared progress on wolves as among his proudest accomplishments during his long tenure. 

Public input 
The Commission's implementing statute (ORS 496.090) states: "All members of the commission shall represent the 
public interest of the state ... " We appreciate efforts to refocus the Commission and the agency on its mission to protect 

and restore fish, wildlife, and their habitat for all Oregonians. 

At the April 24th Commission hearing in Bend, you received overwhelming public testimony in favor of wolf conservation 

and maintaining the endangered species status of wolves. Dozens of citizens from diverse backgrounds took a day off 

work, traveled great distances, and waited through a long meeting for a 3-minute opportunity to share their concerns. Such 
support is in line with mainstream Oregon values that include support for conservation generally and wolf recovery 

specifically. 

Attached, please find a petition with over 2,500 signatures supporting maintaining protections for wolves in Oregon. The 
geographic scope of the rapidly growing list demonstrates that Oregon is seen around the country and the world as a 
model for balancing legitimate concerns against science-based 1nanagement informed by our highest conservation values. 



Support for the plan: Setting the record straight 
We were particularly struck by the testimony of Oregon Cattlemen's Association (OCA) President Ray Sessler. He, and 
otbers representing the livestock industry, implored the Commission to honor the writers of the wolf plan, He sat side-by
side with a former ODFW staffer who helped write the plan and said in no uncertain terms that delisting at this time is not 

what the authors of the plan had in mind. 

We are pleased tbat the OCA is now supporting the wolf plan. The 2005 plan was the result of tremendous compromise. 
Many of those compromises were the result of good-faith efforts to assuage the livestock industry. Though the plan was 
subject to inunediate, vociferous, and singular opposition from the OCA, conservationists stood by the compromise plan. 

Even the 2011 legal challenge and resulting settlement were based on adherence to the spirit of the wolf plan and the letter 

of the law. 

In addition to opposing legislation needed to fully implement the plan, the OCA has introduced and supported no less than 
8 bills in the state legislature since 2009 to undermine the plan and/or restrict the Commission's authority on wolves. Just 
days before last April's hearing, the OCA introduced a bill (HB3515) that was intended to circumvent the public status 

review process called for in the plan. 

Since the 2013 settlement agreement between conservationists, the state, and the OCA, most parties have lived up to their 
agreements. Unfortunately new leadership from the OCA has frequently been derisive of the plan, its provisions, the 
agency, agency staff, and non-lethal measures to prevent conflict. 

The settlement agreement was limited to Phase I with an understanding that there would be disagreements about Phase II 

that could be addressed during the next public review of the plan (2015). The settlement also reaffirmed the wolf plan -
including the provision that "[o]nce the conservation population objective is achieved, the process to consider delisting 
will be initiated" (emphasis ours, repeated several times in the plan). To be clear, the plan does not require delisting as 

asserted by some delisting proponents. 

Process: 
Though we have concerns about the wolf plan and continue to believe delisting at this time would be premature, we are 
committed to participating in the process. Given that the status review is contingent upon the existing regulatory 

mechanisms (the plan), we urge the Commission to empower agency staff to work with stakeholders on the plan and 
status reviews concurrently. 

Though some recent actions by the OCA leadership have given us pause, and some may never be satisfied with anything 
less than everything they want, we believe there is a path forward where all legitimate concerns from responsible 
stakeholders can be addressed. We call on ODFW and the state to proactively facilitate discussions to achieve that end. 

De listing 
We continue to believe that a delisting at this time is not supported by the public, independent science, or the law. While 
there may be legitimate disagreements over the particular immediate effect of delisting, delisting is consequential. Were it 
not, we would argue that is a case for maintaining the status quo. 



While delisting is consequential, there is no emergency need for it. The reduced protections of Phase II cited by the OCA 
are already in place in Eastern Oregon where wolves are more common than the rest of the state, but still largely absent. 
Elk herds in wolf country are above objective. Income from the livestock industry in Wallowa County has increased every 
year since wolves returned. Incidents of depredation decreased last year and there have been no confirmed depredations in 

over 8 months. Compensation is available to those claiming loss and trying to prevent conflict. 

It seems the staffs case for delisting is not based on the idea that wolves have in fact recovered in Oregon. Rather, the 
delisting recommendation is based on a number of models and questionable predictions (including unrealistically low 
levels of human-caused mortality, and speculative assumptions about maintained state and federal policies). If those 
models and assumptions hold true, the staff report maintains it is unlikely wolves will face extinction in the near-term and 
may therefore be delisted. This argument does not comport with common understanding of wildlife protections nor does it 
comply with the letter or intent of statute. 

Though they have made tremendous progress, by any unprejudiced measure - including ecological function - wolves have 

not yet recovered in Oregon. 

In addition to considering maintaining endangered species protections for Oregon's wolves, we urge the state to give 

serious consideration to downlisting, and partial delisting bounded by existing agency boundaries (Hwy 97 /20/395 and 
Hwy 395/78/95) as well as those informed by current wolf populations (such as creating a new wolf management zone 
bounded by I-84, I-82, Washington, & Idaho), and providing certainty by reviewing the plan and status concurrently. 

We also urge staff and the Commission not to dismiss calls echoed by several individuals and organizations to conduct an 

independent peer-review of the staffreport(s) on potential delisting. Such a review, done carefully would take time. 
However it may play an important part in the public process. If all stakeholders are to have faith in the Commission's fmal 
decision, it is in the interest of the Department for it to be a defensible one. 

Cautionary tales 

Oregon's nascent wolf recovery is on track. However it would be dangerous to assume we can declare "mission 

accomplished". Cautionary tales exist that argue for a conservative approach. On Isle Royale, despite no human conflict 
and a sufficient prey-base, the population has plummeted from fifty related wolves to three. With overly aggressive 
management, Mexican Wolfrecovery stalled out between 40 and 50 wolves for the better part of a decade. Other 
cautionary tales exist with wolves and other wildlife around the world. 

At the April hearing it was asserted that wolves released into Idaho (to whom all tested Oregon wolves share some 
relation) were not themselves genetically related. That appears to be incorrect. Follow up discussions with those who 
directly participated in the capture and release of those wolves indicate that while such protocol may have been the 
official order of the day, it was not strictly followed. 

Seventy-seven known related wolves is not a resilient population. 

It is hard to imagine the agency considering a similar course based on the same set of facts for any other species - elk, 
meadowlark, salmon, etc. It is therefore difficult to avoid the conclusion that defending delisting would be based on 
political considerations rather than biological or broad social concerns or adherence to the agency's laudable mission. 



Conclusion 

Over the last several years, when it comes to wolves, ODFW has succeeded in beginning to rebuild a fragile trust with the 
broad public. At a time when the agency is in need of broad public support, it would be prudent to keep in mind the 
mission of the agency to "protect and enhance Oregon's fish and wildlife and their habitats for use and enjoyment by 
present and future generations." While all interests should be appropriately considered, it is the Department of Agriculture 
that is charged with protecting the economic interests of the livestock industry. 

We urge the department to: 
I. Proactively engage responsible stakeholders in a constructive dialogue to identify areas of common ground that 

will keep wolfrecovery on track with minimal acrimony. 
2. Take a cautious approach and consider all options including 

a. Conducting the wolf plan and status review concurrently 
b. Giving full consideration to maintaining listing status, downlisting, and partial state delisting along 

boundaries including state, federal, and practical boundaries like 1-84. 
c. Carrying successful parts of Phase I of the settlement agreement into Phase II 

3. Solicit an independent scientific review of staff reconnnendations that could lead to delisting. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Klavins 
Northeast Oregon Field Coordinator 
Oregon Wild 

541.886.0212 
rk@oregon\vild.org 

cc: Curt Melcher 

Brett Brownscombe 
Richard Whitman 
Russ Morgan 

Roblyn Brown 

Enc: Petition with 2,500+ supporters in favor of maintaining endangered species protections for Oregon Wolves. 



October 9, 2015 

Testimony of Center for Biological Diversity 
To the Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission 

Chair Finley and Commissioners: 

My name is Amaroq Weiss, I am the West Coast Wolf Organizer for the Center for 
Biological Diversity, and my comments are delivered on behalf of our more than 
17,000 Oregon members and supporters. 

We've previously submitted written comments and testified that it is our view that 
state-delisting wolves is, at this time, premature. The number of wolves in Oregon 
and the amount of habitat across which they are distributed is simply too low to 
determine the species is recovered. 

The Department updated its gray wolf status review with population figures as of July 
15, 2015, of 85 wolves. This is five percent of the total number which published, 
peer-reviewed literature has indicated the state could support. 

These 85 wolves occupy only 12.4 percent of the Department's estimate of habitat 
suitable for wolves within the state, and probably occupy less than that since the 
Department has indicated its estimate of total suitable habitat is conservative. 

We are hard-pressed to think of another species which, upon reaching five percent of 
what the state could support, distributed across only twelve percent of suitable 
habitat, the state would declare "mission accomplished, recovered to where the 
protections of the state endangered species act are no longer needed." 

Your decision of whether to initiate a formal rule-making process to delist vvill 
presumably be based on the Department's status review reports and its resultant 
recommendation to delist. You will also be considering other information, comments 
and testimony you receive on this issue. The Oregon endangered species act requires 
that all listing and dclisting decisions be based on "documented and verifiable 
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science." According to the statute, "verifiable" means "scientific information 
reviewed by a scientific peer review panel of outside experts who do not otherwise 
have a vested interest in the process." (ORS 496.176). In our prior comment letters 
and testimony to you on the issue of state-delisting of Oregon's wolves, we have 
urged you to commission a peer review of the Department's gray wolf status review 
report. With the issuance of the Department's updated status review report, we 
renew our request for peer review, which in fact is required, by law. 

Thank you for this opportunity to address you today. 

Sincerely, 

Amaroq \Veiss, M.S., J.D. 
West Coast Wolf Organizer 
Center for Biological Diversity 
707-779-9613 
aweiss@biologicaldiversity.org 



Cascadia Wildjands 
October 8, 2015 

Cascadia Wildlands Testimony 
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife Commission 

Good afternoon Chair Finley and members of the commission, 

My name is Nick Cady. I am the Legal Director of Eugene-based Cascadia Wildlands, a regional non
profit conservation organization representing 15,000 members and supporters. Cascadia Wildlands 
educates, agitates, and inspires a movement to protect and restore Cascadia' s wild ecosystems. We 
envision vast old-growth forests, rivers full of wild salmon, wolves howling in the backcountry, and 
vibrant communities sustained by the unique landscapes of the Cascadia bioregion. 

Gray Wolf Delisting 

Cascadia Wildlands is here today to stress again that a move to delist gray wolves in Oregon is 
premature. Wolves have just moved out of the first recovery phase in the state's eastern recovery zone, 
and have according to ODFW populated just 11 % of suitable habitat in the state. The population 
numbers are simply not high enough. 

We have analyzed ODFW's status review, and believe that the results of that study do not warrant 
delisting. Based on current confirmed wolf numbers in the state, there is still a risk of the species 
experiencing conservation failure. If the Commission were to delay listing efforts until the population 
state wide increases, this risk can be eliminated. 

Secondly, we would request that the Department seriously analyze the option of down-listing the 
species, or moving the species from endangered to threatened. It is unclear why this logical and viable 
next step continues to be ignored. Also, if the Commission does determine that the Department should 
move forward, we believe that it is necessary for the Department to conduct an external peer review of 
delisting and the science behind the delisting. 

When it comes to the well-being of an endangered species, we should be using precautionary 
principles and numbers when gambling on this species future. Cascadia Wildlands would urge the 
commission to wait a year or two for full delisting, until we can confirm wolf population numbers that 
would greatly reduce the risk of conservation failure, or presently consider down-listing the species. 

The extensive non-lethal efforts and stakeholder outreach by the Department have made Oregon the 
model for wolf conservation. Delisting will signal a sharp departure away from these efforts that have 
made wolf recovery a success so far in this state. Wolfrecovery is currently working wonderfully. 
The Department should wait for higher confirmed wolf population, so the state can say with total 
confidence that there is not a chance of conservation failure in Oregon. 

Cougar "Target Zone" Management Proposal 
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Cascadia Wildlands would also like to weigh in briefly today on the Cougar "Target Zone" 
Management proposal. We have already submitted substantive comments on this proposal. But we 
would urge the Commission to look at the studies surrounding this proposal. 

These exact measures have been tried before in the past to boost deer numbers, and it has not worked. 
This has been scientifically proved. We should not be using taxpayer money to fund controversial 
wildlife culling programs that we know will be ineffective. Again, Commissioners if you have not 
already, please take a look at the studies we have provided that clearly demonstrate that a cougar cull 
will not improve deer numbers and is a waste of Departmental resources. 

Thank you for your time today. 

Sincerely, 

Nick Cady 
Cascadia Wildlands 
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Cascadia Wildlands 
October 29, 2015 

Cascadia Wildlands Testimony 
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife Commission 

Good afternoon Chair Finley and members of the commission, 

My name is Nick Cady, 1 am the Legal Director of Eugene-based Cascadia Wild lands, a regional 
non-profit conservation organization representing 10,000 members and supporters. Cascadia 
Wildlands educates, agitates, and inspires a movement to protect and restore Cascadia's wild 
ecosystems. We envision vast old-growth forests, rivers full of wild salmon, wolves howling in the 
backcountry, and vibrant communities sustained by the unique landscapes of the Cascadia bioregion. 

We are here today to respond to the recommendation by the Department of Fish and Wildlife 
("Department") to delist the gray wolf from the state Endangered Species Act at this early juncture in 
wolf recovery. We currently have a minimum of77 confirmed wolves in the state, and Americans 
have been following with awe the reestablishment of wolves in eastern Oregon and the budding wolf 
population in Oregon's western recovery zone. Wolfrecovery is moving along, and in much part, due 
to the tireless work of Department staff. 

As an initial note, Cascadia has been very disappointed in that it seems the Department is trying to 
take the most expeditious route out of the wolf management in Oregon. This approach might be 
predictable and acceptable if the federal U.S. Fish and Wildlife had not already delisted the eastern 
portion of Oregon and has a pending proposal to delis! the entire state in an attempt to do the exact 
same thing. Oregon's Endangered Species Act explicitly contemplates recovery ofa species to follow 
a specific path: a species is endangered, then downlisted to threatened, and ifrecovery continues and 
there is no threat of conservation failure, the species is moved to the sensitive species list and 
continued to be monitored. 

Neither the Department nor the Commission has considered or even mentioned moving wolves from 
endangered to threatened, making it patently clear that the agency is just attempting to take the easiest 
route, and not the route best for wolfrecovery. This is inappropriate because of the duty owed to 
Oregonians that widely and enthusiastically support the recovery of gray wolves and have supported 
the expenditure of public funds to this end. 

Secondly and most importantly, Cascadia and numerous other organizations have repeatedly stressed 
the premature nature of the proposed wolf de listing in Oregon. I think the common-sense conclusion 
of an analysis of the numbers and distribution in the state is that the species should remain listed until 
is population and distribution is more prolific. We have provided our own analysis of the delisting 
document developed by the Department, and we believe that as required by Oregon law, the best 
available science indicates that wolves are not recovered and are still at risk of failure. 

The only way that the Department can move forward with scientific and legal confidence is if it 
conducts an independent, external peer review of the de listing proposal and analysis provided by the 
Department. This is plainly required by Oregon law. ORS§ 496.171; OAR635-100-0100(16). The 
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law states that any removal of a species from the endangered or threatened species list must be 
supported by "verifiable" scientific information. The Department's own regulations elaborate and 
define verifiable to mean "scientific information reviewed by a scientific peer review panel of outside 
experts." Id. The regulations go even further and explicitly describe our present situation, where the 
Department is singularly relying upon its own study, its own information it must be again "peer 
reviewed by outside experts." Id. 

A peer review is legally, scientifically, and practically the only way forward for the Department to 
delist gray wolves. 

Again, we would urge the Department to exercise precautionary principles when dealing with all 
wildlife under its jurisdiction. Oregon is changing, and with it so must the Department. More and 
more Oregonians are enjoying non-consumptive wildlife experiences and are moving here for jobs 
because of the easy access to Oregon's beautiful public lands and rivers and the wildlife therein. The 
Department has a duty to cater to the interests of this evolving public body not the least because the 
Department is beginning to rely upon general fund dollars, and this reliance will only continue to 
mcrease. 

But specifically with wolves and other carnivores, caution needs to be exercised because of the 
irrational fear and vitriol that drove this species and most predator species across our country to the 
brink of extinction. Still to this day the number one factor weighing on wolf recovery is the level of 
human-caused mortality. 

We are strongly concerned that delisting could signal to some that it is "open season" on wolves or a 
reduction in poaching penalties. It is critical we avoid any increases in wolf mortality during this early 
recovery period. Just last month the alpha pair of the Sled Springs pack was mysteriously found dead 
near Enterprise. This is not tolerable in Oregon. 

The extensive non-lethal efforts and stakeholder outreach by the Department have made Oregon the 
model for wolf conservation in the nation. Delisting will signal a sharp departure away from these 
efforts that have made wolf recovery a success so far in this state. Conducting an external scientific 
peer review on the Department's proposal to ensure it can move forward with legal and scientific 
confidence is the right path forward. 

Thank you for your time today. 

Sincerely, 

Nick Cady, Legal Director 
Cascadia Wildlands 
PO Box 10455 
Eugene, Oregon 97440 
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October 9, 20 I 5 

Oregon Fish & Wildlife Commission 
Attn: Chair Michael Finley 
4034 Fairview Industrial Drive SE 
Salem, OR 97302 

OR!GOMWILD 

Dear Chair Finley & Commission Members, 

On behalf of Oregon Wild's more than 16,000 members and supporters across the state, we want to 

express our serious concern with prematurely delisting wolves from the state Endangered Species Act. 

As you know, Oregon Wild has been deeply involved in wolf recovery including the landmark settlement 
agreed to by conservationists, the state, and the livestock industry and adopted by this Commission in 
2013. Since that time, Oregon has been viewed around the nation as a model for balancing science, 
conservation values, and legitimate concerns. 

The wolf management plan calls for consideration of de listing wolves at this time. We appreciate that you 
have taken on this task. However, it's important to recognize the word "consideration" does not imply a 

predetermined outcome. 

Delisting at this time and under these circumstances is not supported by science, the law, or the public. 
At the last hearing there was a unanimous call to "stick to the plan". The most touching testimony may 

have been the schoolteacher who submitted dozens of children's letters and drawings. However, the most 
striking was from a former ODFW staffer involved with writing the plan. Sitting next to the president of 

the Cattlemen's Association and able to speak freely, he indicated in no uncertain terms that delisting at 
this time was not what was intended by the authors of the plan. As an organization which has supported 

the plan since its promulgation - something that distinguishes us from the Cattlemen - we agree. 

We appreciate that the Commission called on staff to revisit more defensible options than simple 

statewide delisting. However, it still appears staff gave little serious thought to maintaining listing. In one 
and a half pages of a 100-plus page document the notion is simply discounted based on the specious, 
unscientific, and speculative assumption that the public's overwhelming support of wolves will decrease 

or that the vocal minority who already dislike wolves will dislike them even more if they are endangered. 
In several polls across the West and in Oregon, large majorities of citizens agree that wolves are a vital 

part of our natural heritage and should continue to be protected until they are fully recovered. With 
roughly 80 confirmed wolves, Oregon's gray wolf population is not yet recovered. 
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We have a number of questions and concerns about the latest iteration of the delisting report and are still 

going through it. However, the issues we have raised in previous testimony and letters remain. And if it is 

important for the public to accept the Commission's decision, we again urge an independent review. 

The insistence on justifying delisting seems grounded i11 an unfortunate political miscalculation. At best, 

it an understandable desire to maintain maximum discretion for agency staff on a controversial issue. 

However, tbat ignores the important lessons we have learned over the past 7 years since wolves began to 

retake their rightful place on the Oregon landscape. Delisting without carrying forward successful parts of 

Phase I is a recipe for more controversy, not less. 

We must flag that the wolf plan calls for a review every 5 years. Since the plan was adopted by rule in 

October, 2010, it is a legal obligation that is now due. Reviewing tbe wolf plan concurrent with the status 

review may provide an opportunity for the agency and public to move forward with minimal acrimony. 

Since settlement, under Phase I, the wolf plan provided certainty for all responsible stakeholders. It 

focused on transparency. And it allowed for defensible decisions. No one got everything they wanted. But 

it has worked for all but the most intransigent voices. Wolf numbers are up. Depredations are down. 

I appreciate the opportunity to share our perspective. We look forward to continuing to work on this issue 

witb you. At Oregon Wild, we take seriously our mission to protect Oregon's wildlands, wildlife, and 

waters as an enduring legacy. And I feel it's important to remind you of yours: "to protect and enhance 

Oregon's fish and wildlife and their habitats for use and enjoyment by present and future generations. " 

Sincerely, 

Jonathan L. Jelen 

Development Director 
(503) 283-6343 ext 224 

jj@oregonwild.org 

Enc: Petition with over 3,200 supporters in favor of maintaining endangered species protections for 
Oregon's wolves. 



October 9th, 2015 

Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission 
Chair Michael Finley 
4034 Fairview Industrial Drive SE 
Salem, OR 97302 

Dear Chairman Finley and members of the Commission, 

My name is Danielle Moser and I am the Pacific Northwest Wolf Organizer for the 
Endangered Species Coalition. The Endangered Species Coalition is a national network of 
hundreds of organizations working to protect our nation's disappearing wildlife and last 
remaining wild places. 

We realize the wolf plan requires consideration of de listing, but does not mandate it. 
Therefore, on behalf of the Endangered Species Coalition and our members in Oregon and 
across the country, we urge you to keep the gray wolf listed. Additionally, there are 
proposals in Congress to remove further protections from wolves, which makes it more 
imperative that state protections remain in place. 

Stakeholders on all sides clearly believe this to be a consequential decision. The staff report 
seems to say it is not. As the report stated, "Delisting decision by the Commission is not 
expected to significantly affect the management of wolves." If that is the case, it seems like a 
persuasive argument for maintaining the status of wolves. Furthermore, if the only reason 
to remove wolves from the endangered species list is political and not scientific, then I 
would ask you to take a deeper look at recent public opinion polls. In 2015, Mason-Dixon 
Polling & Research, Inc. an independent research agency conducted a poll in Oregon for 
support of wolves. 66% across the state, with 60% in rural Oregon support continued 
protections for gray wolves. 

Based on my initial reading of the report, I have a few questions regarding the population: 
The state has increased the wolf count to 85 known wolves. What was the methodology for 
counting the wolves? Was it as rigorous as last year's report? Did the ODFW add confirmed 
wolves to the previous 77 count or did they reconfirm each 77, plus the additions? 
Furthermore, were the recent two confirmed dead wolves subtracted from the total? 

We appreciate the Commission's updated biological status review report. We have a 
responsibility to use the best available science to leave behind a legacy of protecting all 
endangered species for our children and future generations. We hope and encourage the 
Commission to do this when determining the gray wolf's future here in Oregon. 

Thank you. 

Danielle Moser 
Endangered Species Coalition 
dmoser@endangered.org 





California Wolf Center 

Dear Commission Members, 

P.O. Box 1389 
Julian, CA 92036 

Office: 760-765-0030 
Email: info@californiawolfcenter.org 

Website: www.californiawolfcenter.org 

California is in the middle one of the most inspiring conservation stories in the state's history; the 
return of the gray wolf. The Golden State has its first wild wolf pack since 1924. We owe this 
success to the natural behavior of wild wolves and the protection from the state of Oregon. 
Without a strong wild population of wolves in Oregon, the recolonization of California is not 
possible. 

The California Wolf Center is leading the wolf recovery effort in our state and we have had quite 
a bit of success so far. We have formed working relationships with the ranching community, 
launched outreach in Northern California, raised the funds for coexistence and have the support 
of our Depmiment of Fish and Wildlife. However, the foundation we have laid means nothing if 
wolves do not have the opportunity to travel into our state. 

In 2011 OR-7, an Imaha pack member and Oregon native, began wolf recovery in California 
with his trek of more than 1,000 miles. His brother, OR-9, did not have the same chance. OR-9 
dispersed into Idaho and was legally killed by a hunter. The legality of this kill was ensured by 
the lack of endangered species protection in the state. Oregon's state protections are the only 
reason OR-7 had the opportunity to take those landmark steps into California. 

Those steps were not only a uniting event for California, but served as a map for the Shasta pack 
to find their home in this state. The breeding female of the Shasta pack began her life in Oregon, 
part of the lmaha pack as well. Once again, Oregon's state protections are the only reason 
California has a wild wolf pack. 

This long awaited homecoming of one of our native predators is celebrate by over 80% of 
Californians. The conversation to delis! gray wolves in Oregon may seem like a local decision, 
but that could not be furthest from the truth. The entire state of California is more than affected 
by this decision as well. The connectivity of wolf populations ensures that the loss of necessary 
protections in one place will be detrimental to the recovery of wolves in another. Please consider 
California's right to future wolves when making this decision. 

Sincerely, 

Christina Souto 
California Wolf Center 
Associate Director of Development and Communications 

The California Wolf Center is dedicated to the recovery of wolves in the wildlands they once roamed. 
We envision a landscape where wolves thrive in healthy ecosystems and wolves and 

people successfully coexist. 





Roxann B Borisch 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Bradley J Bergstrom < bergstrm@valdosta.edu > 

Friday, October 30, 2015 2:49 PM 
odfw.commission@state.or.us 

Comment on Gray Wolf management plan and proposal to delist 
o reg on position lettera u g ustS _B Bed its_ Oct30. pdf 

Please find attached a letter from a group of wildlife biologists, myself included, which constitutes our 
professional peer review, and which we ask to be distributed to members of the Commission before their 
meeting and vote on the gray wolf plan and proposal to delist. 

Thank you. 

Brad Bergstrom, Ph.D., Professor 
Department of Biology 
Valdosta State University 
Valdosta, GA 31698-0015 USA 
e-mail: bergstrm@valdosta.edu 
web: www. valdosta. edul-bergstrm 
229-333-5770 FAX 229-245-6585 
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29 October 2015 

Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission 
4034 Fairview Industrial Drive SE 
Salem, OR 97302 
od fw, commission({/) state ,or, us 

RE: Oregon wolf management plan and proposal to delist gray wolf 

To Whom it May Concern: 

We welcome the opportunity to address Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife's 

(ODFW) proposal to remove Endangered Species (ES) protection from the State's gray wolves 

(Canis lupus irremotus), The State's wolf plan emphasizes the need to employ the best peer 

reviewed and most current data available, 

ODFW is seeking public input on three potential options for wolf management The first 

would remove the wolfrrom the State's Endangered Species designation-ODFW's preferred 

option, A second option would remove the wolf from the State's Endangered Species 

designation in the eastern portion of the state but retain the Endangered Species designation in 

the western part of the state, The third option, our preference, maintains the wolf in protected 

status on the State's Endangered Species list The decision by Oregon will be based on the 

following criteria: 1) the species is not in danger of extinction in any portion of its range; 2) the 

species' reproductive potential is not in danger of failure; 3) populations are not undergoing 

imminent or active deterioration ofrange or primary habitat; 4) over-utilization of the species or 

its habitat is not occurring or likely to occur; 5) existing state or federal programs or regulations 

are adequate to protect the species and its habitat In our opinion, the five criteria for Oregon's 

delisting options to be met have not been achieved and/or are based on untested asswnptions at 

this time, 
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Status of the Gray Wolf in Oregon 

ODFW (2015) estimates there are 77 wolves in Oregon and expects to maintain this 

figure with four breeding pairs per annum, as a MVP (minimum viable population) size. The 

wolf has been in Oregon for the past eight years and occupies, by one broad-brush estimate, 

approximately 15% of the State, mostly in the east. However, analysis ofODFW's own data 

indicates that actual areas of current wolf use comprise only 12% of the suitable wolf habitat in 

Oregon (Weiss 2015). If delisted, wolves would be protected for three additional years with the 

exception that animals deemed a threat to livestock could be lethally controlled. 

State Wolf Management Plans & Implementation 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) began removal of the gray wolf from the 

protection of the Endangered Species Act (ESA) in 2009. The FWS, by implementing 

questionable management decisions, has abrogated its conservation obligations under the ESA 

for gray wolves (Alderman 2009, Bruskotter et al. 2014). In lieu of federal oversight, for a 

historically exploited species that remains extirpated from the majority of its range, management 

authority has been left to the states where the species is considered federally recovered. States 

are required to develop wolf management plans to maintain viable populations 

Oregon considers their wolf population to be recovered in spite of evidence to the 

contrary, consisting of very low population count and habitat saturation. By law Oregon has 

been mandated to develop a management plan for the species. The plan Oregon has developed is 

of questionable merit to maintain a viable population. Unfortunately, many state wolf 

management plans have failed to meet the intent, as meant by Congress, for scientifically based 

recovery in the short or long term (Anderson 2004, Harbine 2009). State wildlife agencies, 
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which have been given broad discretion, have frequently acted to appease vocal and politically 

active anti-wolf interests, traditionally members of the agricultural, hunting and property rights 

constituencies who prefer low wolf populations through large harvests and liberal regulations to 

cull "problem" wolves (Anderson 2004, Bergstrom 2011, Bergstrom et al. 2009, Haber 1996, 

Harbine 2009). Beyond livestock interests and some ungulate focused sportsmen groups, the 

preponderance of the public and stakeholders have clearly expressed their sentiments to see 

government planning maintain long term viable wolf populations able to survive predictable and 

stochastic factors far beyond the foreseeable future into the next century (Alderman 2009, 

Anderson 2004, Harbine 2009, Keller! et al. 1996). 

Conversely, several state wolf plans take a myopic view. Creel and Rotella (20 I 0) 

document many shortcomings of these recent plans: 

"Rocky Mountain wolves were removed from the ESA in May, 2009. Idaho and Montana 

immediately established hunting seasons with quotas equaling 20% of the regional wolf 

population [combining] ... hunting and predator control...37.1 % of the Northern Rocky 

Mountain (NRM) wolves were killed in the first year of delisting .... unprecedented for a 

species to move so rapidly from the ESA to direct harvest... strong association between 

human offtake [with] additives in total mortality ... .in North American [wolves] ... ". 

Creel and Rotella (2010) explain that even substantially lower harvests than allowed by the 

government have been detrimental to wolves. Liberal wolf harvest quotas by Idaho's 

Department of Fish and Game have killed at least 1, 100 wolves. Such a magnitude ofremoval 

has surpassed the number considered necessary to maintain the MVP, yet Idaho continues its 

unabated hunting and culling leading to the conclusion that, "open hostility toward wolves is 

official state policy" (Harbine 2009). 
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Tdaho's actions are blatantly not focused on maintaining wolves, but it is by no means an 

outlier among the states with wolf management plans. The Northern Rocky Mountain states 

exemplify several worst case scenarios of unscientifically and politically motivated wolf 

management. These attitudes, enabled by some state governments, extirpated the western wolf 

by the 1930's. Given tolerance for legal and illegal killings of wolves, the lack of repercussions 

for poaching and weakly written and unenforced recovery goals, the wolfs recovery remains 

uncertain in some states (Anderson 2004, Bruskotter et al. 2014, Harbine 2009) . 

Recognizing the weakness of some state plan,s the judiciary has intervened on behalf of 

wolves. Federal courts in Wyoming and Michigan have ordered protection reinstated for gray 

wolves within their jurisdictions. The courts have described management in those States as being 

characterized by, "lack of planning" and "reckless[ness]" (Alderman 2009). 

A weakness in many of these recent state management plans is that the political process 

and special interest groups have promoted and fostered limited recovery actions for the species. 

For many years, the FWS and states have discounted the concerns expressed by many scientists 

about the inadequacies and perils of the government's wolf management plans (Bergstrom 2011, 

Bergstrom et al. 2009, Haber 1996, Morrell 2008). Most plans remain unchanged and several 

are characterized by unrealistically low MVPs (Alderman 2009, Harbine 2009, Reed et al. 2003). 

It is important that Oregon in its planning and implementation avoid many of these problems 

exhibited by other states and regions, including removing protected status too early. 

Criterion 1: "Species is Not Endangered in Any Portion of its Range." 

The gray wolf in Oregon is more than "endangered" in significant portions of its range; it 

is in fact absent from 88% of suitable wolf habitat in the state of Oregon (Weiss 2015). Oregon's 
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suggested MVP not only is inadequate to protect the species, but if kept this low it will not serve 

as an effective source of dispersers to fill the rest of the suitable wolf range in Oregon. Well 

established principles of conservation biology hold that populations need robust numbers of 

individuals for long-term viability. Recovery, as defined by ODFW, appears premature 

considering that the gray wolfs return to Oregon has been for an unusually brieftime and that it 

has not in this brieftime repopulated most of the suitable habitat available. 

In contrast to the current situation in Oregon, the neighboring NRM had populations 

establishedfor 13 years before delisting, consisting of at least several hundred animals and at 

least 45 breeding pairs (Fallon 2008, Reed et al. 2003). These animals had been repatriated into 

almost ideal conditions consisting oflarge tracts of wilderness and sparsely human inhabited 

ecosystems and optimal prey, the vast Northern Range elk ( Cervus elaphus) herd, which had 

been so unchecked that they were instrumental agents of habitat destruction. The Upper 

Midwest (Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan) is characterized by healthy, functional and 

ecologically viable wolf populations of approximately 3, 700 animals, which were established in 

a protected status for at least several decades (Bruskotter et al. 2014, Fallon 2008, Leonard and 

Wayne 2008, FWS 2014). Their range includes large tracts of protected lands that stretches into 

Canada. The present status of Oregon's wolf population is significantly less secure than in these 

cases. 

Can id populations of fewer than 100 are insufficient to sustain a long term viable 

population. Alaska's Alexander Archipelago subspecies (Canis lupus ligoni) suffered a major 

population crash, which in one year cut its size from 221 to 89 (Edwards and Noblin 2015, 

Person and Larson 2013). Their fate is contingent upon whether or not the FWS lists them as 

protected. At Alaska's Denali National Park, the National Park Service (NPS) was forced 
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prematurely to terminate wolf harvests, also due to a precipitous population decline (Arthur 

2015). The Southwest's Mexican gray wolves (Canis lupus baileyi) had been subject to 

significant levels of illegal take necessitating at times recapture to protect them (Povilitis el al. 

2006, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 2008). 

Use of MVP as a strict conservation tool for species has value but should not be 

employed as an absolute for precise population targets; the limitations of modeling and the 

information they are based on require that we err on the side of caution when setting population 

objectives for rare species (Brook et al. 2006, Vucetich et al. 2000). Very few wildlife and plant 

species would be considered for delisting that have populations below 100 (Brook et al. 2006, 

Bergstrom et al. 2009, Morrell 2008, Thomas 1990, Traill et al. 2007, Vucetich et al. 1997, 

Wabakken et al. 2001). 

Criterion 2: "Species' Reproductive Potential is Not in Danger of Failure." 

Just as the examples cited above for long-established wolf populations, the future 

reproductive potential of Oregon's wolf population and its ability to increase is unknown. 

Examples from some other areas/regions have demonstrated conditions where recovering 

populations have not increased or declined largely due to anthropogenic factors (Liberg et al. 

2011, Morrell 2008, Murray et al 2015, Povilitis el al. 2006, U.S. FWS 2008, Vucetich and 

Paquet 2000). At this stage of recovery for the population in Oregon, it is too early to determine 

or predict its future reproductive potential with any certainty as well as the key factors that may 

influence it. 

lf removal from protection occurs for Oregon wolves, potential culling/harvest will affect 

the species' reproductive potential. Culling and harvest, which will likely transpire upon 
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delisting, is a documented stress factor to packs. The concomitant physiological increase in 

cortisol levels hampers fecundity in surviving animals (Bryan et al. 2014). Reproductively 

viable wolf populations are characterized by a stable social hierarchy in a known territory with 

an adequate prey base. Culling and harvest disrupts this social behavior and structure (Borg et 

al. 2015). Adult wolves that are killed are unavailable to teach hunting techniques and maintain 

control over their pack structure, leading to a reduction in reproductive output and young adult 

wolves that disperse prematurely, entering unknown areas, which may increase mortality 

particularly from anthropogenic sources. 

It is not known with certainty ifthe species' reproductive potential is secure enough to 

maintain a viable population and how that may change if protected status is eliminated. Wolf 

populations elsewhere have exhibited significant volatility due to legal take, illegal take, disease 

and habitat loss (Haber 1996, Haydon et al. 2002, Liberg et al. 2012, Sparkman et al. 2011, 

Wilmers et al. 2006). 

Recovery and protection planning require a goal of maintaining not only a minimum 

population number, but also adequate genetic diversity (Wayne and Hedrick 2011). Larger 

populations can avoid the deleterious effects of inbreeding, which in certain cases can be a 

precursor to extinction (Liberg et al. 2005, Peterson and Krumenaker 1989, Wayne et al. 1991). 

On Isle Royale a population of over 50 wolves is now down to three, a partial result of 

inbreeding effects. Low populations of other large predators have demonstrated the impacts of 

the loss of genetic diversity to population vitality (Florida panthers, Puma concolor and 

cheetahs, Acinonyxjubatus) (Hedrick and Fredrickson 2010, Johnson 2010, O'Brien et al. 1985). 

Wayne and Hedrick (2011) state that, "isolated populations ofless than 100 

individuals ... have a high chance of extinction ... genetic loss could be consequential... these 
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populations could lose 2.5% [genetic heterozygosity] per generation." A generally accepted 

number of 500 animals is considered an acceptable baseline estimate for a Minimum Viable 

Population (MVP) to avoid inbreeding depression in the short term (Brook et al. 2006). 

Preferably, the MVP would be 1,200-2,500 (Fallon 2008). Wolves in the NRM specifically 

should have 1,403 individuals with a goal of 6,332 at 40 generations to better ensure a 

genetically diverse, robust population to last for a century (Reed et al. 2003). 

Oregon's option for removal of the gray wolf from protection at this time does not 

provide safeguards for the genetic diversity of the population, which could have deleterious drift 

effects and inbreeding depression, nor a large enough population for maintaining reproductive 

potential in the long-term. 

Criterion 3: "Populations are Not Undergoing Imminent or Active Deterioration of Range 

or Primary Habitat." 

A diverse array of suitable prey and habitat exists for wolves in Oregon (Larsen and 

Ripple undated), yet only about 12% of it is currently occupied by wolves (Weiss 2015). 

Western Oregon is heavily urbanized with a continuously growing human population, a frequent 

deterrent for many of the West's exploited wolves as well as a potential for increased cause of 

mortality due to transportation infrastructure and potential for higher levels of human 

disturbance. Conversely, rural Eastern Oregon is characterized by agricultural and timber 

resources where those interests frequently view wolves in a negative manner, which in some 

circumstances results in unregulated take (Anderson 2004, Liberg et al. 2011 ). 

The importance of travel corridors between subpopulations of wolves in the State is also 

not well known or documented at this time due to their limited number. Travel corridors are 
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considered essential for maintaining disjunct wolf populations (Haight et al. 1998). Paquet et al. 

(2009) stress the significance of avoiding anthropogenic impacts to wildlife movement. Wolves 

are what Paquet et al. (2009) refers to as "passage species," which "need corridors to allow 

individuals to pass directly between two areas in discrete events of brief duration (e.g. dispersal 

of a juvenile, seasonal migration, or moving between parts ofa large home range)." Oregon is 

considered to have less contiguous habitat and more patches spread out than in the NRM, which 

would require wolves to cross areas of unsuitable habitats (Larsen and Ripple undated). 

Essential corridors for wolf populations and habitat patches within Oregon are poorly known and 

understood, because the species is still in an early stage of recovery. 

Criterion 4: "Over-utilization of the Species or its Habitat is not Occurring or Likely to 

Occur." 

Wolves were efficiently extirpated in the contiguous U.S. by the 1930s. FWS describes 

the event as, "wolves were hunted and killed with more passion and zeal than any other animal in 

U.S. history" (FWS 1998). Given our modem technology and increased network of roads even 

in protected lands, anyone can access wolf habitat and cause the take of wolves. Many 

individuals have access to year-round use of off-road vehicles, aircraft, drones, traps and high

powered guns. As just one example of the ability for rapid reductions, in Canada, the 

government permitted the taking of several hundred wolves in several days by hunters on 

snowmobiles with firearms, indicating the ease of making large reductions in a short period of 

time (Cluff2003). Key habitat areas and components, as well as essential travel corridors and 

their level of protection, are poorly understood and should be addressed before delisting occurs. 
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Poaching has been estimated to comprise 30% of known mortality in some wolf populations 

(Liberg et al. 2012), and roadkill as much as 11 % (Fuller 1989). 

Criterion 5: "Existing State or Federal Programs or Regulations are Adequate to Protect 

the Species and its Habitat." 

The gray wolf has only recently returned to Oregon. It still occurs in isolated populations 

and occupies only a fraction of its former range. Eliminating existing state protection under its 

current status is not justified at this stage. Setting the regulatory environment to increase "take" 

or modifying the current status of protected habitat when the population is at an early stage of 

recovery is not justified for meeting a goal of maintaining a viable population. There are many 

examples where wolf populations have declined or where recovery has been delayed/slowed due 

to a lack of or limited government protection (Bergstrom 2011, Bruskotter et al. 2014, Edwards 

and Noblin 2015, Liberg et al. 2011, Morrell 2008, Murray et al. 2015, Polivitis et al. 2006, 

Vucetich and Paquet 2000). 

Comments on the population viability analysis (PV A) 

Although we have not examined the PV A in great detail, we do have a few concerns and 

questions about the reliability of some assumptions made about wolf vital rates, and the lack of 

application of the best and most recent science on these specific issues. First, it appears that the 

modelers assumed that current population growth rates of the Oregon wolf population, which are 

indicative of an expanding population filling vacant habitat, will continue indefinitely. If so, that 

is unrealistically optimistic. The reality for the gray wolf population of Yellowstone National 

Park (YNP) after reintroduction was that density peaked at> 170 animals in the early-mid 2000s, 
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and then fell to around I 00 or fewer for the last 5 years 

(http://www.nps.gtiv/vell/learn/nature/wolfirnrnt.htm). In other words, density dependent self

regulation took control some years after establishment (demonstrated in a statistical analysis of 

this population; Cubaynes et al. 2014), causing first a negative population growth rate and 

ultimately an equilibria! density that was considerably lower than peak density. The latter would 

constitute a more realistic model of what happens to wolf population dynamics when the habitat 

fills up. 

Second, we think that 88% adult survival is unrealistically high, given that the most 

recent analysis of the unhunted YNP population revealed a natural mortality rate of20% (95% 

C.l. ranging from 5-50%, and with higher mortalities at higher densities when inter-pack 

aggression increased). The same study also indicated an 8.4% mortality due to roadkill. To the 

extent that the PVA incorporates human-caused mortality, it should not be assumed that such 

mortality is largely compensatory (i.e., trades off with natural mortality, or is compensated for by 

increased recruitment as a response). Any rigorous sensitivity analysis within PV A would be 

remiss if it did not model the effects on wolf population growth rates of human-caused mortality 

acting in an additive and even super-additive manner. Creel and Rotella (2010) found that in the 

Northern Rocky Mountain (NRM) metapopulation, human offtake was indeed super-additive. 

Similarly, Aus band et al. (2015) found for NRM wolf populations that not only did recruitment 

not increase to compensate for human-caused mortality, but it actually decreased (again, the 

super-additive effect). 

Finally, poaching is likely to be a significant source of mortality, which is often 

overlooked or underestimated, and therefore must be modeled. Although difficult to determine, 2 

recent estimates of the proportion of total mortality in wolf populations that is due to poaching 
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are 30% for Sweden (Liberg et al. 2012) and 34% for Wisconsin (Natural Resources Board 

2012). 

Our Recommendations 

Even though we feel that the USFWS-imposed threshold for listing (relisting) of the gray 

wolf in each of the three neighboring NRM states-150 wolves and 15 breeding pairs sustained 

for at least 3 consecutive years-is unjustifiably low given the science we have briefly reviewed 

above, Oregon's current population is only half that. Therefore, it would be preferable if Oregon 

not entertain the prospect of delisting the gray wolf at least until that landmark was achieved for 

3 or more consecutive years. That should also allow the gray wolf to increase its utilization of 

suitable habitat in the state beyond its current 12%. In the meantime, the species should be 

closely monitored and information collected to aid in the continuing refinement of the state's 

wolf management plan, specifically identifying and protecting key habitat and travel corridors, 

developing innovative policy and guidance for agricultural interests to reduce the need for 

removal/culling (Niemeyer 2012, Shivik 2006, Wielgus and Peebles 2014), and providing a 

focus on maintaining a population at a level for a functional ecosystem role (Licht et al. 2010). 

Cordially, 

Alex Krevitz, M.A 
Kunak Wildlife Studies 
33992 Rivercrest Rd N 
Coarsegold, CA 

Anthony J. Giordano, Ph.D. 
Carnivore Biologist & Executive Director, 
S.P.E.C.LE.S. 
Ventura, CA 
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Bradley J. Bergstrom, Ph.D. 
Professor of Biology 
Valdosta State University 
Valdosta, GA 

Rodney L. Honeycutt, Ph.D., 
University Professor 
Chairperson of the Natural Science Division 
Pepperdine University 
Malibu, CA 

Nathan S. Upham, Ph.D. 
NSF Postdoctoral Associate 
Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology 
Yale University 
New Haven, CT 

Winston P. Smith, Ph.D. 
Principal Research Scientist 
Jnstitute of Arctic Biology 
University of Alaska - Fairbanks 
Juneau, AK 

Steven R. Sheffield, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor of Biology 
Bowie State University 
Bowie, MD, and 
Adjunct Professor 
College of Natural Resources and Environment 
Virginia Tech, National Capital Region 
Northern Virginia Center 
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